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FOREWORI)
ince its establishment in 1976, Acharya Nagarjuna University has been forging ahead

in the p{th of progress and dynamism, offering a variety of courses and research contributionq"

I am extrpmely happy that by gaining a B++ (80-85) grade from the NAAC in the year 2003, the

Universily has achieved recognition as one of the front rank universities in the country. At

present lAcharya Nagarjuna University is offering educational opportunities at the UG, PG levels

apart frqm research degrees to students from about 300 affiliated colleges spread over the

three di$tricts of Guntur, Krishna and Prakasam.

he Universifl has also started the Centre for Distance Education with the aim to bring

higher epucation within reach of all. The Centre will be a great help to those who cannot join

in colle$es, those who cannot afford the exorbitant fees as regular students, and even

housewfves desirous of pursuing higher studies. With the goal of bringing education to the

doorstep of all such people, Acharya Nagarjuna Universiff has started offering 8.A., and B.Com

courses pt the Degree level and M.A., M.Com., M.Sc., M.B.A. and L.L.M. courses at the PG level

from thq academic year 2003-2004 onwards.

Tp facilitate easier understanding by students studying through the distance mode,

these self-instruction materials have been prepared by eminent and experienced teachers.

The lessons have been drafted with great care and expertise within the stipulated time by

these teachers. Constructive ideas and scholarly suggestions are welcome from students and

teachers involved respectively. Such ideas will be incorporated for the greatbr efficacy of this

distance mode of education. For clarification of doubts and feedback, weekly classes and

contact classes will be arranged at the UG and PG levels respectively,

It is my aim that students getting higher education through the Centre for Distance

Education should improve their qualification, have better employment opportunities and in

turn facilitate the country's progress. lt is my fond desire that in the years to come/ the Centre

for Distance Education will grow from strength to strength in the form of new courses and by

catering to larger number of people. My goqgratulations to all the Directors, Academic

Co-ordinators, Editors and Lesson - writers oflhe Clntrefiho have helped in these endeavours.

Acharya Nagbrjund' University



M. Sc.. CHEMISTRY. lst Year

PAPER - I : GENERALCHEMISTRY

SPECTROSCOPY. DATA TR"EATMENT AND COMPUTERS FOR CHEMISTS

SYLLABUS

Unit - I

Introduction to Molecular Spectroscopy:
Nature of radiation, quantization of energy, energy of molecules, types of molecular spectroscopy.
Sources of different radiation.
MicrowaVe Spectroscopy : Rotational Spectra of diatomic molecules I quantized energy levels in
the rigid rotor - allowed transitions between rotational energy levels, isotopic effect in rotation
spectra" specffa of rigid rotor. spectra of non-rigid rotor, spectra of linear molecules., Basic principles
of N.M.R:'and E.S.R. Spectroscopy. . , ,

Unit - II
Visible and Ultraviolet Spectroscopy : Electronic Spectra ofdiatomic molecules, vibrational structure

of'an electronic transition, classification of bands, rotational fine structure of electronic vibrational

Infra-Red Spectroscopy :Vibrational specffa of diatomic moleculeg simple harmonic oscillator,
quantization of vibrational motion, vibration spectra of anharmonic oscillatot diatomic vibrating
rotator" vibrational and rotational spectra of diatomic molecules.

Unit III
Sampling and Treatment of Analytical Data

Sampling : Theory of sampling, techniques of sampling, sampling of gases, liquids and solids,
transmission and storage of samples., Accuracy - precision - standard error of the mean - Measure of
prectslonof amean and of a standard deviation - confidence intervals - Testsofsignifieance-
"t" test F test-rejection of data - significant figures and compuraiion rules - contrbl charts - Regression

analysis., method of least squares, Errors: Types of errors in analysis, propogation of errors,

minimisation of errors,., Gaussian distribution - Application to a finite sample - measures of central
value and dispersion

Unit IV
Elements oT Computer Programming :

Basic compohents of computers, comparison of micro, main-frame and super computers..

MS-FORTRAN :

Flow charts, constants in FORTRAN, arithmetic expressions, arithmetic statements, assignment

and replacement statements.



Control st{tements in FORTRAN (Logical and Arithmetic IF statements, GOTO statement), DO
statements with one Inner loop, list directed INPUT and OUTPUT statements, READ and WRITE
,''ith I, F, E formats multi record formats.

Programrnes to be practised :

I " Rate cQnstant of a first order reaction or Beer's law by least squares method (derivation not
needed).

? lo:,: Qf a quadratic equation - application to hydrogen ion concentration of a strong acrd- )

3. Solving Vander-Waal's equation
4. Standafd deviation and variance of univariate d'ata. :&')'

5. Summing a power series.

BOOKS SUGGESTED

l. Modern Specffoscopy', J.M.Hollas, John Wiley.

2. Applied Electron Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis Ed.H. Windawi and F.L.Ho, Wiley
interscience.

3. Inffoduction to Molecular Spectroscopy, G.M.Barrow McGraw Hill.
4. Fundamentals of Molecular Specffoscopy By C.N. Banwell.

5" Cornputational Chemistry, A,C.Norris.

6. Co{nputer Programming in FORIRAN IV V. Rajaraman, Prentice Hall.

7. Q{antitative Analysis -R.A.Day, Jr.andA.L.Underwood, Prentice Hall

i -. :: !ii!i L-:r ,ij r- : !.r.

t- ., .. i



M.Sc. (Previous) Degree Examination, May 2006
First Year

Chemistry
Paper | - GENERAL CHEMISTRY

Time :Three hours Maximum : 100 marks
PARTA-(4x10=40marks)
Answer any FOUR Questions.

1. What are the various forms of radiation and how are their energies quantized? Mention

the forms oi radiations used in molecu.lar spectroscopy.

2. Discus the quantized energy levels in the rigid rotor"

3" Mention and explain various forms of molecular vibrations'

4" Explain in rotational fine structure of electronic vibrational transitions.

5" Discuss the tests of significance with examples.

6. What is Gaussian distribution and what is its significance in least squares analysis?

7. Mention the functions of various hardware components of microcomputers.

8. Explain the working of logical lF. Write a program using logical lF

PARTB-4x15=60marks)
g" (a) Write the bsic principles of NMR and ESR. Write the similarities and

differences between the two techniques.

Or

(b) Interprete the microwave spectra of non-rigid rotors

10. (a) Write an eassay on anhormonic oscillator, with some typical examples.

Or

{b) Discuss the electronic spectra of diatomic rnolecules and assign the bands

with r,'arious types of electronic transitions.

, 11 (rti F-;r.piairr the theory and technique of sampling.

Or

{1,; write an essary on types of errors and remedies for them

12. (a) Write an essay on control stiatements in FORTRAN. Explain their usage.

Or

(b) Write a Computer prograrh in FORTRAN for solving van der waals equation,

with the helP of a flow chart,
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M.Sc.(Previous) DEGREE EXAM|NAT|ON, DECEMBER 2006

CHEMISTRY :: FIRST YEAR

Paper I - GENERAL CHEM|STRY

Time:Three hours Maximum : 100 marks

PART A-(4 x10=40marks)

Answer any FOUR questions.

1. Expllin the terms chemical shift and spin-spin splitting in NMR spectroscopy.

2. Discuss the allowed transitions between rotationalenergy levels.

3. Write a note on simple hormonic oscillator.

4. Discuss the classification of bands in Electronic spectroscopy.

5. DefinB, explain and compare accuracy and precision.

6. Write a note on regression analysis.

7. What are super computers and what are their applications?

8. Discuss the usage of various input and output statements in FORTRAN programming.

PART B-(4x15=60marks)
' AnswerALL questions.

9. (a) What is the isotopic effect on rotational spectra?

(b) Discuss the quantized energy levels in the rigid rotor.

Or

(c) Compare the spectra of rigid rotor and non-rigid rotor.

10. (a) Write in detailthe electronic spectra of diatomic molecules.

Or

(b) Explain the vibrational spectra of anhormonic oscillator.

11. (a) Discuss various methods of sampling of gases, liquids and sorids.

Or

(b) Explain the terms:

(i| Confidence intervals (ii) Method of least squares (iii) Gaussian distribution

12. (a) V\tith the help of a flow chart, write a'computer program in FORTRAN for the calculation of
stpndard .deviatio4 a nd va riance_ of !,rnivariate d ata.

Or

(b)With the help of a flowchart,WriteacomputerprograminFORTRANforthecalculationof
rate constant of a first order chemical reaction using least squares method.
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M.Sc. (Previous) Ghemistry DEGREE EXAMINATION, MAY 2OO7

PaPer | - GENERAL CHEMISTRY

Time :Three hours Maximum : 100 marks

PARTA-(4x10=40marks)
Answer anY FOUR luestions

1. Discuss the types of molecular spectroscopic tecnniques and the sources of radiations used in ,
them

2. Mention the basic principles of NMR and ESR techniques
, ': '

3. Write a note on electronic spectra of diatomic molecules.

4. , lllustrate vibrationalspectra of an harmonic oscillator.

5. Discuss the theory and techniques of sampling.

6. What is Gaussian distribution ? Discuss its applications.

7. Write a note on Computer Hardware.

g. Discuss the statements relevant to input and output of a computer program written in MS-

FORTRAN
PARTB-(4x15=60marks)

Answer ALL questio4s.

g. (a) Discuss the rotational spectra of diatomic molecules using rigid rotor model'

Or

(b) What are the selection rules for microwave spectroscopy ?

(c) What is the isotopic effect on rotational spectra ?

10 (a) Describe the principle, selection rules and applications of vibrational spectroscopy.

Or

. (b) Discuss the principle and applications of uV-visible spectroscopy'

11. (a) What are the various types of errors found sampling and data analysis and how are they

minimized ?

Or

(b) Write an essay on regression analysis.

12 (a) Write a computer program in MS-FORTRAN for solving vander Waals equation.

Or

(b) Write a 1ow chart and computer program in MS-FORTRAN forthe application of Beer's law

by least sqare method.



. .. j (DCHE 01)
' M.Fc. (Previous) Chemistry, DEGREE EXAMINATION, DECEMBER 2007:'

" Time : Three hours
Paper | - GENERAL CHEMISTRY

Maximum : 100 marks

PART A - (4 x 10 = 4C nrt 'ks)
Answer any FOUR quesuons.

1. NMR and ESR snectroscopies are complementary to each other. Explain.
2. Desqribe the quantized energy levels in the rigid rotor model.
3. Disclrss the rotatior:o' fine structure of vibronic transitions
4. Exolhin the nature of vibrational spectra of simple harmonic osiillator.
5. ExplBin the terms standard deviation, confidence interval and F-test. Mention their
significanoe.
6. Discuss the methods to be adopted for minimization of errors.
7. Write a note on control statements in FORTRAN.
8. .Writg a flow chart and source
MS FORIRAN for the determination of rate constant.

PARTB-(4x 15=60marks)
I Answer ALL questions.

(a) Discuss the instrumentation andapplications of microwave spectroscopy.

(b) Mention ihe theory behind rotational spectroscopy.
(a) How is infrared spectroscopy useful in identifying the compounds?

Or
(b) Write an essay on electronic spectroscopy of transition metal complexes.
(a) Describe the theory and techniques of sampling.

Or
(b) Discuss the role of statistical parameters in data analysis.

12. (a) Write the salient features of MS FORTRAN.
Or

(b) Write flow charts and source code in
MS FORTRAN for the calculation of standard deviation and variance of univariate data.

code in

9.

10.

11.
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M.Sc. Chemistry (Previous) DEGREE EXAMINATION, VIAY 2008'

PaPer l- GENERAL CHEMISTRY

Time : Three hours Maximum : 100 marks

PARTA-(4x10=40marks)
Answer anY FOUR questions'

1. Explain the allowed transitions between rotational energy levels.

2. Write short notes on ESR spectroscopy'

3. What is simple harmonic oscillator? Explain'

4. Write short notes on visible and ultraviolet spectroscopy'

5. Write short notes on Accuracy and Precision'

6. Explain the significance of 't' test and 'F' test'

7. write short notes on super computers and applications of super computers'

g. Explain the basic components of a computer. Write a program for solving vander

Waals equation.

; PART B - (4' 15 = 60 marks)

Answer ALL questions.

9. (a) What is the isotropic effect in rotational spectra? Compare the spectra of rigid

. rotor and non-rigid rotor.
Or

(b) Explain the Rotational spectra of diatomic molecules. Discuss the Quantized

energy levels in the rigid rotor.

10. 
-ia) 

Explain the electronic spectra of diatomic molecules. :

Or

(b) write short notes on Infra-red spectroscopy and its applications'

11. (a) Explain the various methods of sampling of gases, liquids and soiids'

Or

(b) ExPlain the terms :

(i) Regression analysis. (ii) Gaussian distribution.

(iii) SignificantFigures.
12. (a) Explain with the help of a flow chart, write a program in 'FORTRAN' for the

calculation of rate constant of a first order chemical reaction using least squares

method.
Or

(b) Write Programmes for
(t), Roots of a quadratic efiuation, (ii)Solving vander- Waals equation

(iii) Standarddeviation.



M;Sc. Chemistry (Previous) DEGREE EXAMINATION, DECEMBER 2008.
Paper I - GENERAL CHEMISTRY

OCIIE OD

Maximum : 100 marksPARTA-(4x 10=40marks)
Answer any FOUR questions.

Time : Three hours

rlain the usage of various INPUT and oUTpur statements in .FORTRAN'
ming.
lain the following micro, main Frame and super computers.

PARTB-(4x 15=60marks)
What is molecular spectroscopy? Explain the types of molecular

spec and sources of different radiation.
Or

What is the Isotopic effect in rotational spectra? Compare the spectra ofrigid rotor and
non'rrgld rotor.
10. (d Explain the vibrational and rotational spectra of diatomic molecules.

Or
G) Write short notes on Electronic spectra of diatomic molecules and

vibratiQnal structure of an electronic transition.
r1- 

. 
(d Write short notes on types of errors in analysis, propagation of errors,

mrnimi$ation errors and Gaussian distribution.
Or

G) Explain the following : r'
(il Confidence intervals
(iil Method of least squares.
(iiil Accuracy and precision.

12. (d Draw the Schematic diagram of a Basic computer and explain the
functions of each component.

Or
G) Explain with the help of a flow chart, write a computer program in'FORTMN' for the calculation of standard,deviation and variance of univariate

sfrite short notes on Rotational spectra of diatomic molecules.
Ei<nlain the basic p_rinciple and applications of NMR spectroscopy.
Dflscuss the'classification of bands' in Electronic speciroscopy.
Write short note on vibrational spectra of an harmonic osciliator.
Egplain the methods of sampling of gases, liquids and solids.
Wfrite short notes on regression analysis.

data.



Ocrro or)

M.Sc. Chemistry (Previous) DEGREE EXAMINATION, MAY 2009.

PaPer I - GENERAL CHEMISTRY -a -

Time : Three hours
PARTA-(4x 1o=4omarks)
Answer any FOUR questions.

1. Write a note on the energy of molecules in molecular spectroscopy.

Z. Mention the basic principle of NMR and ESR techniques.

3. Describe the electronic transitions in uv and visible spectroscopy'

4. Describe the quantization of vibrational motor in I.R. spectroscopy'

5. Write a note on the tests of significance'
6. Explain the regression analysis'
7. Describe the basic components of computers'
g. write a Fortran proglamme for summing a power series.

PARTB-(4x 15=60marks)
Answer ALL questions'

:

9. (d Explain the quantization of energy and sources

molecular spectroscoPY. 
Or

:l

of different radiation in

(b) Describe the basic principles of ESR spectroscopy'

10. (d Explain the analyiical applications of UV and visible spectroscopy with

suitable examples.
Or -:

(b) Explain the vibrational and rotational spectra of diatomic molecules.

11. (d Describe the various methods of sampling of liquids and solids.
Or

Write short notes on :

(il Types of errors in analYsis.
(iil Gaussiandistribution.
Descri-be the arithmetic expressions and arithmetic statements in

Or
Write programmes for t

(il Rate constant of a fiist order reaction.
(ril Solving Vander-Waals equations.

ft)

12. (a)

Fortran.

tu)



3.

4.

o.

6.
7.

: OcHE or)
IT{.Sc. Chemistry, (Previous) DEGREE D(AMINATION, DECEMBER 2009.

Paper I - GENERAL CHEMISTRY
Time f Three hours Maximum : 100 marks

PARTA-(4x 10=40marks)
Answer any FOUR questions.

1. $xplain the rotational selection rules for linear, symmetric and asymmetric
top molecules.

2. Write notes on the different types of band.s:'which originate as a result of

ain the basic principles of NMR spectroscopy.
t is the effect of ,isotopic substitution in the study: of rotational

lain the various techilqubs of sampling.
rite notes on students t test and F-test.

are conditional and unconditional statement? Describe the function of
ithmetic, logical and btrock if statements..
rite the flow chart and Fortran program for calculating rate constant of a

order reaction using linear least squares method.

PART B -(4x 15 = 60 marks)
' Answer ALL questions.

Compare the spectra of rigtd
non'rigid rotor.

and

in ESR
,Or

Discuss, the origin and significance of hyperfi.ne coupling
spectroscopy.
W"itq notes on visible and ultraviolet spectroscopy.

Or
Write notes on vibrational spectra of anharmonic oscillator.
Write thb sebction rules and explain the transitions in rotational-
vibrational spectra. :

Write notes on !

(il Accuracy and precision (iilPropagation of errors in analysis.
Or(il Determinate and indeterminate errors. Gil Regression analysis.

with the help of a flow chart, write the important steps of a fortran
programme for obtaining hydrogen ion concentration of a strong acid.

Or
Discuss arithmetic operations and hierarchy rules for IF, Go and Do
statements. :

(i)
(ii)

ft)



(DCHE 01)

M.Sc. Chemistry (Previous) DEGREE EXAMINATION, JUNE 2O1O.

Paper l- GENERAL CHEMISTRY
Time : Three hours \ Maximum : 100 marks

PARTA-(4x10=40marks)
Answer anY FOUR questions.

1. Explain the nature of radiations in Molecular Spectroscopy'
2. Write a note on the isotopic effect in rotation spectra.

3. Describe the classification of bonds in UV and visible spectroscopy.

4. Explain the basic principles of LR. Spectroscopy.
5. Discuss on T and F tests.
6. Give an account on theory of sampling.
7. Write a note on super-computers.
8. Explain the importance of a flow chart in FORTRAN with an example'

PARTB-(4x15=60marks)
Answer ALL questions'

9. (a) Explain the different types of molecular spectroscopy'
Or

,(b) Describe the basic principles of NMR spectroscopy.
id. tal Discuss on the electronic spectra of diatomic molecules.

Or
(b) Explain the basic principles of l.R. Spectroscopy and its applications in general

chemistry.
1 1. (a) Write short notes on accuracy and precision and explain regression analysis.

Or
(b) Explain in detail about the types of errors in analysis
ii. tal Describe the flow chart and FORTRAN programme for Beer's law by least

squares 
:method. 

Or
(b) Discuss on the controlstatements in FORTRAN.
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(DCIIE 01)

M.SC. ChCMiStrY (PTEViOU.S) DEGREE EXAMINATION, DECEMBER 2OrO.
Paper I - GENEML CHEMISTRY

Time : Three hours Maximum: 100 marks
PART A- (+ x 10 = 40 marks)
Answer any FOUR questions.

Wri{e notes on the spectra of rigid rotor.
Expllain the basic principles of NMR spectroscopy.
What is the effect of isotopic substitution 

- in the study of rotational
spectroscopy?
Disclrss the vibrational spectra of a harmonic oscillator.
writp notes on regression analysis and Gaussian distribution.
yfr+ are absolute and relative errors? How are they propagated.?
Wha]t is the difference between an arithmetic statement and arithmetic
exprfssion? Explain how integer mode, real mode and mixed modb expressions
are elvaluated-
Writp a Fortran program for summing a power series.

PARTB-(4x 15=G0marks)
Answer ALL questions.

(a) lw"ite notes on spectra of rigid rotor and non-rigid. rotor.
Or(b) Explain the basic principles of ESR spectroscopy and d.iscuss the

significance of hyperfine coupling.
10. (d piscuss the vibrational-rotational spectra of a d.iatomic molecule.

Or
pxplain the electronic spectra of diatomic molecules.
pxplain the terms precision and accuracy. Describe the various factors
fhat quantifr precision and accuracy.

Or
Write notes on students t-test and F-test.
Write a flo'w chart and Fortran program for calculation of rate constant of
d first order reaction.

Or(b) What are control statements? Explain the syntax and use of
qonditionaUunconditional statemenrs.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

6)
(a)

(b)
(a)

11.

L2.
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Lesspn I Introduction To Molecular Spectroscopy

ooleftives
Introduction

Nature of radiation

Quantization of energy

Motions and Energy of molecules

Types of molecular spectroscopy

Sources of radiation .

I

1.1.i) Introduction:

t1 f study of molecular Spectroscopy, we shallfind that the principaltools used to obtain spec-
tra do so by measuring the absorption of electromagnetic radiation by the molecules form an
inciderft beam. lt is important then, to consider the way in which one can describe this radiation. ln
generfl electromagnetic radiation is a term applied to the different types of radiation ranging from
X-rays (short wave length) to radio waves (long wave length). These different regions laken to-
gether give rise to what is known as the Electromagnetic spectrum.

1.1.ii) Nature of Radiation:

The radiation is pictured as travelling in space and time in the form of a wave. This wave
nature is shown in fig: 1 .1 . The electric field intensity E of the wave arising from a source of radia-
tion is plotted on the ordinate. The displacement x and the time t are plotied as abscissas. Both x
and t are measured at a point distance from the source, compare the wavelength of the light. Th{
wave extends from X:t=oo to x=t=+oo in a continuous manner.

Fig: 1.1 waVe nature,of electrornagnetic r:adiation.
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The value of E repeats periodically in both x and t, as can be seen by the repetition of the
maximum and minimum values of E in the figure. A wave with these properties is said to vary

sinusoidally with both the displacement x and the time t. These wave properties can be repre-

sented by the equation.

/\
E=Eo Cos2n[zut-]l-------- tr rl\ 1)

WhereE=Electricfield

Eo = IYl?ximum displacement or amplitude

t) = frequency

1 =wave length

(a) Wavelength : lt is denoted by 1". And is the distance between two successive peaks of

wave (fig: 1 .1) that is the length of one wave.

Consider first the wave propagation at some orbitrary time (t = 0), the equation 1.1 becomes

E : Eo Cos(-Znxl ).) (1. 2)

From trigonometry for any angle d, Cos (- 0) = Cos( B)

/ o-,,\
E:Fo cosl $ I .-------- (1.3)

\^)

Now, vary x from x., to x., +2 , thent

E*,= Eoc"rZ;L 1-------- (.aa)

E*, *,

:Eocos(#+)

= Eocos2n[.'.+)

(1.4b)

From equation 1.4a and 1.4b, the effect of increasing x, bY the amount 2, is simply to

increase the angle by 2 r (3600) i.e. the wave passee to complete one cycle. This shows that the

wavelength z is the distance correspond to one cycle of the variation of the electric field' So ,t is

measured in units of length normally in centimeters, cm: The other units are :

1. Angstrom no (tno = 10-8 cm = 10-'om)
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Millimicron

Micron

Nagarjup University

2. Nanometres nm(1 nm = 1mp = 1O'7 ctTI = 10-srn = f O,et )

mp(lnm =1mp =10-7 ctTr =1Qam =10A0)

a(1p=10-1c-m = t O-6m)

(b) Freq : lt is denoted by u end is the number of cycles through which the wave goes per
unit The meaning of u can be obtained in similar way by considering the wave propa-

at some orbitrary point, x = 0. Using this equation 1.1 can be written as

E=En CosZrut r------- (1:5)

Qonsider the change t., to t.,* j Smrtituting the value for t in equation 1.5, it will show

that the vfalue of electric field will go through acomplete cycle. i.e. E varies from .+Eo through -Eo in 
,

on" .otfOt"te cycle * ,t the period of wave motion and reciprocal of this quantity is u .

The unit of frequency is cycles per second (Hz). One cycle per second is some times
called H$rtz .A common unit is mega cycle per second or mega Hertz (M Hz). One mega'Hertz =
106 cyclQs per second

u is the diqect measure of energy since E=h u .

(c) Veloqity of light: lt is denoted by c and is the velocity of propagationof the wave, it is the
numher of waves passing any point in a given time, multiplied by the fength of a singlowave. ln
termE of 1 and u. This definition yields for c, the velocity of Electromagnetic radiation-

c = u)., u=9 o, ), = 9 ( 1.6)).D

The velocity has the constant value of 3x1010 cm. sec-l for all forms of @g[ation. The equa-
tion 1.6 shows that u and Tare inversely related.

(d) Wave number: lt is denoted by u. The wave number is proportionalto the frequency. The
proportionality constant being the velocity of light.

,U
nas -c

The reason for defining i n u

1 ! :,=;, ofld thereforel

u = c.u (1.7)

will$ecome clear when we consider energ]/ from:t|,6 one

::tI:

',1,- .,

a
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; =+ (1.8)

'.--_: The units o:f wave number are then reciprocal centimeters or cm-1 or Kariser.

1 . f .ii) Electromagnetic Radiation:

Radiant energy is the energy transmitted from one body to another in the form of radiation.
The term radiation includes electromagnetic vibration ranging from the electric waves of low fre-
quency through U.V. rays, visrble and infrared rays to the high frequency X - rays and y - rays.

According to Maxwell (1864), an alternating current of high frequency radiates in the form of waves,
which travel in space with the same speed as that of light and these waves are known as electro-
rnagnetic waves or electromagnetic radiation.

1.1.iii) Regions of Eleccrcmagnetic Spectrum:

When a narrow beam of light is allowed to pass through a prism or grating, it is dispersed
in to seven colors from red to violet and the set of colors or bands produced is called spectrum .

Various regions of electromagnetic spectrum are gjven in table 1.1

Table:1.1 regions of electromagnetic spectrum

Region Wavelength(401 FrequencyHz(cps) Energy erg

Radio waves io. 3x105 2x1Q-21

MicroWaves 10e 3x1 0e 2x10-17

lnfrared 106 5x1011 2x10-16

Visible 7600 4x1'O1a 3x10-12

Ultraviolet 3800 7.9x1014 5x10-12

X-rays 150 2x1016 9x10-10

y - rays 1 3x1018 2x10-8

1.1 .iv) Quantization of EnergY:

The earlier discussion of radiation assumes that the ra{iation is a wave with infinite exten-

sion in space and is characterized by a definite wavelength and frequency. Experiments with

black-body radiation and photo-electric effect led to an alternate model of radiation. In order to

explain the obserV6iion in the black body radiation experiments, Planck was forced to break away
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from the usly hold viewthat the energy of the radiation could takb on any value in the continu-
ous manner. Planck (1900) assumed that radiation energy was not continuous, but could,exists
only in di r multiples of a fundamental unit of energy, now cglled the quantum of ene.rgy. The

the quantum of energy E was shown by Plar -k tc :e"directly pioportionbl to thefiagnitude
freQuency radiation. i.e

E = hu

the propcr i,;nality constant h, known as r)lancks constant has the value 6.625 *10-"
elgs.sec.

n, after successful explanation of photoelectric effect by Plancks quantum theory,
postulated
gated with

radiation of given frequency consisted of energy packets called photons are propa-

powerful
e velocity of light. The interpretation of radiation as discrete quanta proved to be a
in explaining the observed spectra of atoms .A simple experimental method for study-

ing the of hydrogen atoms is shown in fig: 1.2.

discharge lamp, containing a hydrogen gas at low pressure, is energized by an
external of high voltage. This causes H, molecules to dissociate in to hydrogen atoms, and
these atom
trance slit,
prism. The

are excited and emit light. This radiation formed into well defined beam by the en-
ade parallel by the lens. The collinated beam then falls on the dispersing element,
ism disperses the radiation i.e. it spreads out the incident radiation is again collinated

by lens and and falls on the detector

, Discharge
Lamp

Fig : 1.2 A simple spectrograph.

Hydrogen Atom Spectrum consists of Lyman series , Balmer series, Paschan series,
Bracket series and Pfund series of lines.

1 .1 .v) Mottions and Energy gf Molecules: ,

Let us consider in detail the nature of the molecular motions and the manner in which
energy can be distributed among the various modes of motion. For this discussion we consider
the state of matter in which the molecules cdmposing the substance have minimum interaction .

Degrees of freedom : , .

t

The number of degrees of freedom that any body possess is'related to th5 nuniber of
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independent coordinates needed to specify the position in space.

For example:.Spherical ball to move randomly in space would require all the three cartesian
coordinates X, Y Z to specify its position. So spherical ball is said to have three degrees of I

freedom.

For a molecule with N atoms, the total number of degrees of freedom is equal to 3N. The
energy taken up by each degree of freedom is 1/2kT, where k is Boltzman constant
/-
(t.sa xt 0-16 erg tou ) , t is the absolute temperature

Types of Motion and Distribution of degrees of freedom:
(1) Translational motion: In a molecule, each atom is not free to move independenfly of others

i.e., the molecule translates as a whole. Hence one can describe the translational motion of
the entire molecule in terms of the three coordinates of the center of mass, the point in the
mol. where all the mass can be considered to be concentrated. The number of translated
degrees of freedom for mono atomic or poly atomic molecule is 3. The motions are shown in
Fig:1.3 for non-linear tri atomic molecule.

Fig. 1.3

l2l Rotational motion: This is the internal mode of motion .The number of degrees of freedom
left after translational motion is 3N - 3, i.e for triatomic molecule 9 - 3 = 6. For rotational motion
of linear molecule, the number of degrees of freedom are two, because motion about the,
molecular axis will not contribute to the rotational energy of the molecule. The two degrees of
freedom are shown in fig:1 .4

1.t1.

. -t ,..,"

Fig:1 "i...4
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(3) Vibratidnat motion: This is also the internal mode of motion .The number of degrees of free-

{om left after rotational and translational motion of triatomic molecule is

For linear molecule 9 - 5 = 4.

Non-linear molecule. 9 - 6 = 3.

Thq vibration modes for linear CO, and non-linear SO, are in shown in fig: 1.5 and 1.6

respectively.

For CO,

#
2. Asymmetric stretching

lnplane bending

Fig. 1.5

1 . Symmetric stretching 2. Asymmetric stretching 3. Bending

Fig. 1.6

Energy of molecules:

Energy for translational motion is given by

whefq

i-.

@
1 . Symmetric stretching

#
4. Out plane bending

s4
2 ,:r$"'''r:
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Energy for rotational motional is given by

(K E)., (1.11)

where I, = moment of inertia

4)x = angular velocity along X-direction.

Energy of vibrational motion iS due to Kinetic energy as well as potential energy is given by

(KE).*=o:- .(:2)wvto 
2

where / =reducedmass = ,tft
u = vibrational velooity

(1.13)

where X=displacementintheX-direction

K= Force constant

The force constant is a measure of the case with which the bond can be stretched or bent,
the larger the K, the more stiff is the bond .

Equipartition of energy principle:

When a molecule takes up energy, this energy is distributed lnto each of independent ways
in which the molecule can absorb energy, i.e into each of the various modes of motion that the
molecule can perform .

For a large number of mols, all the three energy terms have same average value but
depends only on temperature

1.1.vi) Types of molecular spectroscopy:

The vibrational, r:otational and electronic motion of a molecule give quantised energy levels
and that the absorbed spectra arise from allowed transitions betweenthese levels. When a radia-
tion of certain wavelength is passed through a sample, quanta energy are absorbed by the mol-
ecules of the sample. This energy can increase either the rotational, vibratipnal or electronic en-
ergy from one quantised level to anothen The typg of molecular energy that will increase depends
onJhe energy of the radiation used .The spacing between adjacent levels increase in the order
Rotational < Vibrational < Electronic
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Thi$ means that lower energy is requrired to promote the molecules to higher rotational
energy lerjels that is needed for either the vibrational or electronic transitions .This'result in spec-

tra due to r$tational transitions require lower energy or lower frequency(longer 1 ) than vibrational

spectra.Thp experimental region in which these spectra occur are shown in Table 1.2,

Table: 1.2-

of spectrum Energy transition observed Exptal 2 region

1.

2.

3.

otation Rotation

Vibration and rotation

Vibration . rotation and electronic

Microwave and far I.R

lnfrared

Visible and Ultraviolet.

lar spectrum also called as band spectrum since bands are obtained in the spec-
trum and it

or diffuse (

1.1.vii) $ources of Radiation:

Thd characteristics of the source of radiation are -

a. lt rlpust generate a beam with sufficient power for ready detection and measurement .

b. Thri source should provide continuous radiation in the region being studied.

c. Thd source should be stable.

d. Thp source must emit a measurable signalthrough out the region"-
J

The sources for different radiations are -

a. Visible : Incandescent tungsten filament lamp, emitting capacity of which depends upon
ten'rperature of the filament and up on 7 of emitted radiant energy.

b. Ultra violet : Hydrogen gas lamp and deuterium lamp.

c. Inffared : Nerst glower and globar, Nichrome wire coil. For near IR tungsten filament
lamp.

d. Absorption spectra : (continuous_source) - Incandescent and electric discharge in rela-
tively high pressure gas of Xe or H. or O, etc.

e. For discrete 2's (line sources) : An arc diseharge in agas containing excited metallic
vapour or a nobel gas .

f. Lagers(visible or IR) : Ruby,laser,consists of a carefully ground rod of;ruby(AlrO.+Cr 9.1
with paihllel"ends.

characteristic of molecule. Each band consists of band head (at long 2) and shade

short 2).

2
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1 .1 .viii) problems' I

1. Calculate the translational kinetic energy at 250C and 35oC for a linear molecule..

Number of translational degrees of freedom = 3

Energy of each degree of freedom = 112 kT

Therefore at 250C energy i.e (T = 273+25) = 3 x 112 x 1. 38 x 10-16 x 298

= 6.1686 x 10-1a

therefore at 350C energy i.e (T = 273+35) = 3 x 1l2x 1.38 x 10-16 x 308

= 6. 3756 x 10-1a

2. calculate wave number, , of the radiation, if frequency is 2.06 x 10ia Hz

c1uu=7 bUt ; =; hence D=-
oA-Ac

2.06 x 101a
u = ,"*,r =6866cm-1

3. Calculate the D and , of the radiationwhere Z is400 nm.

,=9 - 3x1o1l 
=7.Sx1o15 Hz. 1 4x10-'

. ( 2 is,to be converted to be in cm in calbulation )

14
u =7= -x10-s = Q'25x105 cm-1

4. Calculate the energy of the molecule if Z is 6 x 10a A0

u =9- 3x1o1o - =Sx1O13 Hz1 6x10' x 10-o

E=hu.

The total energy absorbed one mol of gas is

E= Nh u whereNisavagadronumber

= (6.02 x 1023 ) ( 6.62 x 10'27 ) (5 x 1013)

= 1.99 x 1011 ergs.
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1. f .ix) Model questions :

1. Define frequency, wavelength and wave number. What is the relation of velocity with u
a1.1.

A.J. Sonessa : Introduction to molecular spectroscopy.

B.K.Sharma : Spectroscopy,

C.N,Banwell : Fundamentals of molecular spectroscopy.

2. {Vrite the units for 7, u, , . Calculate the quantum energy for the radiatiop with the Z is
't00 nm.

3: {4ention different types of motions the molecule can perform and mention the no.of de-

$rees of freedom associated with them.

4. What is equipartion energy principle ? write the energy expression fo'different motions in

fiolecules.

5. Discuss the sources of radiation.

6. pefine the electromagnetic radiation .Narrate oifferent regions of radiation

7 . r]runat is quantisation of energy ? Discuss about different types of spectra of the molecules.

Recohmended Books:

Distahce Education



Lesson r Microwave Spectroscopy

Objectives

Introduction

Rigid rotator model

Quantisation of energy levels

Allowed transition

Selection rules of rotational spectra

lsotopic effect

Non-rig id rotator model

Poly atomic molecular spectra

1.2l. Introduction:

The molecule perform rotational motion at lower energy of radiation region i.e 4x10{ (is

the lower wavelength region). When this-energfab.sorbed by the motecules, it can cause transi-
tion only from the rotational levelto another. The spectnr==rn-obtained is known as rotational spec-
trum. These spectra are observed far infrared or microwave regron. ThatJs why it is called as
microwave spectroscopy.

Let us consider a diatomic molecule which may be regarded as rigid,rotator i.e 6 rigid
dumbbell (rigid bar) joined along its line of centers by a bond equal in length equal to the distance,
r between the two nuclei.

Let us approach the rotational motion of a moleculely first considering rotation of a single
particle. This motion consists of a particle of mass ,m,rotating in a fixed plane with a constant
linearvelocity'u' and at fixed distance'r'from.the rotational axis (Fig:1.8) and it is apparent that thg
path traced out by the particle is circle of radius'r'.so

K.E. = 1rr, (1.14) ':

2

For rotational moiion, consider angular velocity as the r6tational analo! 6f linear velocity.
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Th$ angular velocity ar is defined by

Fig i1.8
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,=l ---- (1.1s)

whfre- p is the angle swept out by the particle in time t.

Thf rotational frequen cy vrot is defined as the number of resolutions the particle makes in

a second. lSin"" there are 2z radians(3600) in a complete resolution about the circle, vro, is related

to ar by

ro.=2nrvror ---- (1.16)

ThB'particle traveling in a circle of radius r cm, wili cover the distance 2r r cm for each

resolution] Since it makes vrctcm per second, it must travel a distance 2nrvr,cm per second. lt

is apparent from units this is the linear velocity u, hence

u = 2nr v*, (1'17)

Usingequationsl.l6and l.lT,wegettherelationbetweenthelinearandangularvelocities.

u =t @ (1.18)

For uniform rotational motion in a circle t, at ald v ?r€ constants.Using rotational con-
stants, we can express K.E as

K.E = lmrr r, (1.1g) :

2

The quantily, mr'is given a specific name , the moment of inertia-|. So I is definp{ by
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I = mr2 (1.20)

Using eq.1.20,

On comparing equations 1 .14 and 1.21,it is apparent that I is the rotational analog of massffi, a is the rotational analog of velocity u.

Angular momemtum of rotational motion is given by

p = mur___--(1.22)

Using eq.1 .18 and 1 .20 gives

P = Iat (1.23)

use equ.1.23in equ.1 .21 to eliminate at and obtain K.E in terms of p

,?K.E.=; _- (.24)

Let us now consider the case of rotation of two masses m, and m, which are connected
by rigid rod of length r. These masses are rotating about an axis through th-e center of mass (cm)
in fig:1.9 with a constant ar .

Fig:1.9
In the fig: m, > m, and r,< r, and u, < u,

Thetotal K.E = 1 ' 1 ",\ui * r^ru; ----- (1.25)

I = tf\rf + mrrl (1.26)

For the system in fig: 1.9 ,we can also write

. . m1\ = ffizr? --- (1.27\

r=rt*rz ---- (1.28)
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m't mt
ITI',|, = tTl2f2 i.e ft - fn - '- ffi2 fi' fr,t fz

since | = r1+ rz, 7- 
ft*ffit
mzrt

,:ffiorr,,=tft (.2s)

simitarly ,, = ,ihr, ----- (1.30)

using the expressions for r, and r, of equations 1 .29 and 1 .30 in eq.1 .26 given

t= .-- a2 r -f
I=tnnl ^' lr'*^.1 ', l r,'Lm1+m2j ' lm,+m, )

--im1+m2 1-.= ffi'r ffizl;--=lr
11m,+mr) )

ft2
t-l fr'rffiz | -z' , -l-l ,

lm1 +m2 )

r --Q

t=l#+1 ,, ____(1 31)Lm1+mzl .

The expressions containing the masses can be considered to be the mass of a point at the
distance r, from the axis of rotation. This mass is called as reduced mass p so

,, - 
ffi't ffizt'- 
^np,

Then eq.1.31 canbewrittenas l= pf -------'t1l.lZ,1

1.2.iii) Quantised energy levels,of rigid rotdtor, ' " i"

lf we apply the methods of quantum niechani.rtto thi, problem we arrive at the result that
only discrete values of energy are possible .These quantised energy levels are determined by a
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quantum number which can take on integrd valEes-only:The angular momentum p, of the rigid
rotator can only take on values that are integral multiples of

h

t 7T t.e. P-
j(j +t)n

2r (1.33)

where j = rotationalquantum number. j= 0,1 ,2,3,4,......

J serves to restrict the number of possible rotational energy levels. The expression for the
energy of quantised levels is

E =!_xJ(J+1) ------ (1.34)gn'l \ / \'

This is obtained by eq.1 .24 and 1.33 .Since h, E,l ar-o constants, E can have only certain
discrete values determine"l by the value of the integer i. Thus the rigid rotator have values as
shown in fig 1 .10

E values

30h2

8n2 |

20h2

8n2 |

12h2

8r2 |

6h2

8r2 r

2h2

8i1
0

Fig. 1.10

The rotationalfrequency vrotis given by

4

1

0

(1.35)
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levels - Rotattonal1.2.iv transitions between rotational ener.gyAllowed

gpectra.

T[e emis.ion of light quantum takes ptdce as . result of a transition
higher to a icwer energy level.

T[e absot'ption of iight qpantum takes ploce as a result of a transition
lower to hrigher energy level . l

Ftom quantum conortion

lrlhere

of the rotator from

of the rotator from

^E=hv,=+=!-+ (1 36)hc hc ho

El and E11 are the energies of upper and lower rotational energy levels.

u2
LE = E1-p11=-!-l,lt (1, +1)-J,r(.1,'+r)-l fi 37)Bn. lL \ ,f \ /l \''

tfe chanOe in energy correspond to a change in rotationalq.no J

E (r'=1)-E'(t"=o) =W, W=4
The wave number i , of the spectral line can be obtained from eq.1 .36 and 1.37

i = 
= ! _- Q'Q'*1))-^ !-' lt,,(t..*r))= =+ _ [.,,(y'+r)--r11(,r,,*r)] (1 38)8a'Clo \ t tl 873.'Cl\ \ tl Sr2CloL

where lo = trrrl and ro = is the distance between the centers of the nuclei - intermolecular
distance pr bond length.

For any given molecule Io is constant as h and c.

There tor" 6ft is constant and is known as rotational constant Bo, so

h
B^ =--*--(, gn2 cto ---- (1.39)

Using eq 1.39 and 1.38 can be written as

v =Bo [r'(r,+r) - .111(t', *r)] ------ (1.40)
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Selection rules for rotational spectra

1. The allowed trahsition is there if AJ = + f . i.e., if the transition is from J11 = 0 to Jl =1 or Jr =1

to J1r = 0 allowed. Other transitions corresponds to N=+2or t 3 are forbidden. Allowed
transitions are shown by solid line and forbidden by dashed line in fig :1.11

5

4

3

2

1

0

For t,, A J = +1 i.e J1

ln equation 1.40 for Jl

Fig: 1.11

> J11 i.e J1 =Jtt a 1.

=J11 + 1 is substituted and simplified

v = Bo [(t" *r)(.111+z)-.r" (1" +r)]

=Bo [Jtt' +2J11+J11+2-3ttz -.;tt]

---:--- (1.41)

where J11 = 0, 1,2,3, . . . .

The allowed transitions and ,, of the spectral lines obtained are shown in Table 1.3

Table 1.3

= 2Bo[.tt'+r]

Transition u from eq.1.41
^t

,J1 
1= 0---------+ J1 =1

tr1|=1--------s 11=2

J11 =2--------+J1 =3

J11:3 --------->J1:4

Jl1 =4 ----->J1 =5

28o

4Bo

6Bo

8Bo

10Bo

28o

28o

28o

29o

28o
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The spectrqm of rigid rotator will consists of a series of equidistant lines with seperation of 2B0 i.e

Av =2Bo

2. Only thfse molecules possessing permanent dipolemoment will give rise to rotationdl spectra
i.e they are able to change their rotational energy by absorbing or eminion of radiant energy in
the microwave region.

Ac(ording to this rule ,hetero nuclear diatomic molecules like.Hl, CO, NO, CN etc. Only
give allowefl transitions because these are having permanent separation of charge or dipole mo-
ment while fiomo nuclear diatomic molecules like H, Cl2, 02 etc does not give rotation spectra.

Explanation - lf the permanent dipole moment is there is the molecule ,the rotating dipole can
interact witlp the oscillating electric vector ,the frequency of which is n.When the frequency of the
rotating dipple nrot is the same as that of the frequency of the wave i.e when they are in phase ,the
rotating dipple can interact with the rotation and there by absorb energy from the radiation .

Applicatipn of microwave spectrum:

The microwave spectra gives equidistant lines and v = 2Bo- from this we can calculate

bond length of the molecule. lf we know from spectra At , we can know Bo there by lo and ro.

For eg. microwave spectra of Hl is found to consists of a series of lines with separation

Av =12.8crm-1

So 2Bo = 12.8

Bo =;J - or" 8n'clo w

| _ 6.62x10-27
Then 'o -@ = =4.37x10-aog.cm2

(Note - lo is always obtained in the range 10-40).

lo = pI2

p per morecure = #fr'*
=1*127 t 1 .= 1DE

1+127 ' 6O2x1gzs = 1 .65 ,10='a g.

(Note - p is always obtained in the range :10 
,o g )

Bo = 6.4

r- h
'o-81 .%
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Ji.s?"1o"In=Y'--' '-=, 
=1.63A0- 1.65 xlO-'"

(Note - Bond length is always obtained in A0 or 104 cm)

Molecular parameters from rotational spectra are given in table 1.4

Mol. Av cm-1 Bo cm-l Io(to{o g.cm' 
) Fr10-'o g rAo

HF

HCL

HBr

co
NO

41.8

21.12

17.10

3.86

3.40

20.90

10.56

8.55

1.93

1.70

1.34

2.65

3.51

14.50

16.50

1.57

1.63

1.64

11.40

12.40

0.917

1.28

1.41

1.13

1.15

1.2.v1lsotope effect in rotation spectra:

The isotope is there in the tqolecule, the Io value differ from normal molecule. So,
changes .The spectrum also changes as the Bo value changes .

Bo also

Explanation: Normal molecule like C12 016, the Bo expressed as Bf and for isotope C13O16, the

Bo is B!.

pn- h pB- h
"o - gn'"T "o 

:gn'.f

BI IP
on dividing ffi 

=fr ----- (1.42)

In Io only p is different and ro is constant.

So equation 1.42 can be written as

(1.43)
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C13 016
c12 016

a ror Cd6 dtor CUU

Fig:1.12

Frqm the values of spectra, if we know B and 81, lf we can calculate pt . lf we know the

value of pB , the mass of C13 isotope can be calculated, which was calculated to be C13 =13.007.

The observation of this decreased separation has led to the evaluation of precise at.wts.
Gillium et.flfound the first notational absorption 28for C12 016 at 3.84235 cm-l and 2B1tor C13 O18

at 3.67337 cm-1.

From this values we can calculate

B = 1.92118 cm-l

B1 = 1.83669 cm-r

p for C12 016 calculated is 
= 

1.1389 x 10-23 g then

2

1

0

B =*tBlp

oB
tl- =rrxF

1.9212x 1.389 x10-23
= 1.1g13 >< 10-29S1

1.8367

From pl the mass of C13 can be calculated.

1.2.vt) Spectra of non-rigid rotator: t,l

The molecule cannot be strictly rigid w-hen rotating, if we,can.?Cmit it.can pe.rfpt{n vibra-
tions alonE the bdfld:tfence;'a bettg model tUr thetibtomic'mbtebuleY'trruo atoms aie'S6iinected
by weighflbss spring (rather than weight less tigid bai ): 'RbrafionOt sOe+laiSy36ifi'wiiil$fiie riS'e:tb
a stretchirlg of the string, owing to the action of centrifugal force.
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a stretching of the string, owing to the action of centrifugal force. T

The centrifugal stretching causes an increase in the moment of inertia l. The greater the irotational frequency, the greater is the centrifugal stretching. As rotational q.no. J, increases the
largerwill be the value of l.

The rotational constant B =-i :reases with incroe<gn2cl , we see B decreases with increasing J value. This

dependence of B on J can be shown in eq.1.44.

B = Bo [1 - b J(J +1;1 ------ (1.44)

where Bo = rotational constant for rowest rotational state .

, b = correction factor which is very smail compared to unity.

Since b is very small, the second term in eq.1.44 on the right will not be significant except
forlargevalues of J ( B = Bo). WhenJ is large, thisterm becomes appreciableand B. Bo.

ln equation 1.44, using energy expression

E=.-. h'' , *^,g^tl 
" {J.1) for Bo for the non-rigid rotator

E=[Bo J(J+1; _ bBoJr(J+1)r]hc_____ (1.45)

The quantity b Bo is given by the symbol D. D is known as the centrifugal constant. Then

E = [Bo J (J+t) - D J, (J+1) 2 ]h c ------ (1.46)

Where D is

48: . 103 _1lJ = .-_.-:-1.W. ------ ^ 

-Cfl1
u'o." (,0.)" -10-3

The value D is always much less than that of Bo. The effect of D on the energy levels is to
decrease in E will become greater for higher rotational energy .i.e as J increases. So, the wave
number of spectral lines is given by -'-

AF ,3 ="4t = e: = 2Bn (.lt'r1) -+o(.ttt+t)t ---:: (1.47)hc "\- '/ \ /

, ".:,

using the selection rule -. AJ : 11 j,q., Jl = {t-* ,

The spectra for rigid rotator and non- rigid rotator is shown in fig 1.13 for comparison
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Non - Rigid Rotator

. \_ Fig : 1.13

The spectra of rigid rotator have equidistant lines but the spectra of non- rigid rotator, the
lines arQ not equidistant and the spacing between lines decreases as J1l value increases due to
centrifu$al constant. For example observed values for HCI is 2Bo = 20.79 and D= 0 C016. we can

calculate the u for different J 11 values.

; - 20.791.1rr + 1) - o.oo16 (Jrr+1;r

For J11= 1, i = 20.79(1 +1) - 0.0016 (1+1)3

= 41.58 - 0.0128 = 41.5678 cm-1

For J1l= 3, ; = 20.79(3 +1) - 0.0016 (3+1)3

= 83.16 - 0.1024 = 83.0576 cm-'

For Jl1 = 5, v = 20.79 (5 +1) - 0.0016 (5+1)s

= 124.74 - 0.3456 = 124.3944 cma

r.2.vii) Linear polyatomic molecules.

So we have discussed the diatomic molecule. Let us see now Linear polyatomic molecule
like OCS, HC = CCl, HCN etc. All atoms lie in a straight line as shown in fig 1.14.

Three moment of inertia along three axes I" along y - axis, Io along Z - axis and I" along X
- axis. I. = 0 since rotation about the molecular axis does not change in energy and I, = I".

IIly ms

c,M

Fig : 1.14 The molecule of carbon oxysulphide OCS.

E

4

3

2

I

0
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This gives particularly simple spectra in microwave region .The energy levels are given by

the formula

E, = B J (J + 1) - D J'? (J+1)z+. . . cm-1 ------ (1.48)

The spectrum will show the same 28 separation modified by the distortion constant The
whole of the discussion on d.iatomic molecule applies equalto linear molecules .The three points

are to be noted for these are -

1. Since I for end- over-end rotation of a poly atomic linear mol. is considerably greater than that
of diatomic molecule , the B value will be much smaller, and the spectral lines much closely
spaced. For eg. B is 10 cm-1 for di atomic, 1 cry-t for tri - atorric and even smaller for larger
mols.

2. The mol. which possess m exhibit rotational spectrum .For eg. OCS active and OCO will not,

even O16C18O inactive since there is no change in r.

3. The linear poly atomic mols.containing N atoms has altogether N -1 individual r to be deter-

mined . Thus in OCS - for CO r- and CS r"" .There is only one I for end over end rotation of
OCS and this value can be determined from the spectrum.

The Microwave spectrum foi carbon oxysulphide is given in the table 1. 5

Table 1-.5

J ____+ J+1 u*' (cm-') Avlza) a(cm-')

1 ------+ 0

1 --------+ 2

2 --------+ 3

3 -----+ 4

0.4055

0.8149

1.2163

1.6217

0.4055

0.4054

0.4054

0.4054

0.2027

0.2027

0.2027

0.2027

Take the value of B =0.2027 cm-1, We can calculate Iu as

= 137.95 x 1O-a7 g.cm2Ie=
8n2 BC

Then I = fi1o h' + m. r.2 +m, rr' ---- (1 .49)

And le = I"o * f" f, = I"" - rc ----- (1 '50)

Where rco and rcs are bond length. lt is these we wish to determine. This can be done by

studying a molecule with different atomic masses but the same bond lengths i.e., an isotopically

substitutM molecule since this will have a different moment of inertia.
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1.2.viii) Model questions :

1. What is a rigid rotator model .Derive an expression for the moment of inertia of a di-
atomic molecule.

What are the selection rules of rotationalspectra ? Derive expression i =2Bo [ltt +r].

Catculate the bond length for CO molecule, if the separation of lines in microwave spec-
tra is 3.86 cm-1 .

What is the isotope effect ol the rotator spectra ?

Write notes on non-rigid rotator model.

Discuss the rotational spectra of linear polyatomic molecules.

Recommended Books:

J. Sonessa Introduction to molecular spectroscopy.

K.Sharma Spectroqcopy

N.Banwell Fundamentals of molecular spectroscopy.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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Objectives

Nuclear magnetism
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Resonance condition

Relaxation

Chemical shift

Integration

" Spin - Spin coupling

NMR spectrometers.

1.3.i) Nuclear Magnetism :

Nucleus consists of protons and neutrons. Protons which are consistent of atomic nuclei,
are charged particles. lf we consider that a proton is spinning about an axis, it has an associated
magnetic field. The proton is said to posses the oroperties of spin, which gives rise to a magnetic
moment. Curiously the other component of atomic nuclei, the neutron also possess spin and has
magnetic moment. This appears contradictory that a neutron has no charge and a neutron can
decay to produce a proton and an electron both of which are charged. We assume that although
the neutron is chargeles's (overall) there is an uneven distribution of charge r,vith in it., so that
spinning neutron can still generate a magnetic field.

A nucleus is made up of protons and neutrons, both of which possess magnetic proper-

ties, but not all nuclei are magnetic. This is because neutrons and protons in a nucleus can pair-up
in certain complex ways that determine whether the nucleus as a whole retains the properties of
spinned magnetic moment.

Spin magnetic moment, T ,

Category1;.A||nu9leiwith.?ddT'?':'number(non-zerospin)aremagnetic.,.'

Category 2 : All nuclei with even mass number and odd number of protons and neutrons are
magnetic.



Category 3
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All nuclei with even mass number and even number of protons anT neffiffi-re
non-magnetic. 

.

,H (1 p) and 2H (1 p + 1 n), similarlyl3c,la N,'u N, le F and ql p are magnetic. 12C and

Nucltar spin quantum number, I.

The Fpin is a fixed quantity for a particular nucleus, dependent on the amount of non-pairing

nucleons .This degree of spin defined by nuclear spin quantum number which is given the symbol

I,Values of I increase from zero in half integral values i,e o,112 ,1,312,2,512,... '

1.

2.

3.

1.3.ii) Nuplei in a magnetic field:

I=l
2

1

l=- 2
M

T,=,

t'
These two differerrt energies can

with the exter,nal magnetic field. M, =a 
1

2

I values of category t have half integraf value for eg. 1H, 13C, 1eF

I values of category 2haveintegralvalues for eg. 2D,14N

I values of category 3 have zero for eg. 12C, 160.

Am gnetic nucleus is placed in a magnetic field ,it will interact with that field .The magnetic

moment of he nucleus can ohly have certain allowed values in the direction of applied magnetic

field .This n eans that the nucleus can take one of several energies i.e the nucleus can reside in

one of seve alenergylevelsisM,. M,cantakevalues I,I-1,I -2....4. Sofaranyvalueof I,theM,

values are I +1. For eg.if I = Tr,Mrcan take two values +112 and -112.

Thug under the application of an external magnetic field the nuclear energy level with

split in to two levels. This is as shown in fig 1.15

energy
no magnetic field

nl|, =* l
Magnetic field applied

Fig:1.15

be thought of as ditferent alignments of the nuclear spin

. :", -!tt:,

lower energy and the spin of the nuCleus parallel to fhe



field (represented by f ) and tVt, = -]nas higher: energy and the spin is antiparallel to the field
2

(represented by J ). 1H and 13C are the simplest and most studied and have only two energy levels.

The energy of the levels varies directly with the magnetic flux density Bo of the applied magnetic
field (fig.1.16).

Fig: 1.16 The vadiation eriergy with magnetic field.

1.3.iii) The resonance conditioh:

Nuclear nlagnetic resonance (NMR) bpqctroscopy is concerned with inducing transitions
between these levdls Qy irradiating the sample lith electro magnetic radiation of a suitable fre-
quency.

Selection Rules : The nuclear transition can only occur between adjacent energy levels.

AM, =11 (formallY).

Allthese'are only two energy levels fortH, "F, 
13C, 31P, there is only one allowed transition.

We mean that a nucleus aligned with the field (f ) can change its orientation so that it

becomes aligned against the field ( J ) and vice-versa.

The difference in energy aE between any two adjacent levels is

^E=9?:+ ---- (1.51)

where y N = Gyrometric ratio iiitn units S-1ll ( constant for particular Nucleus)

Qo. = Strength of the app!ied mggnetic.figld. -..".;,, 
1:i ,

The energy of one qugntum is ,*' l

1

2

1+-
2

\
\

I

I

E=h v -- (1.54

9
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we combine 1.51 and 1.52. * .r:t:ffi to separation of enersy levers .

2n

u = 
Tru h Bo 

------- (1 5i-E- (1.53)

The equation (1.53) is called the resonance condition and tells us the condition necessary
for transition between energy levels. Transition occurs when the frequency of incident radiation
satisfies the relationship in equation (1.53)

:

Magnetic resonance spectrum of the proton in chloroform is shown in fig 1.17

600 500 400 300 200 100 0 ,,
HZ

10.0 9.0 8.0 7.O 6.0 5.0 4.0 3.0 2.0 1.0 0 6/p.p.m.

Fig: 1.17. The p.m.r. Spectrum of chloroform.

It is a single line, corresponds to transition between the two energy levels of the proton. The
frequency of applied radiation necessary to induce transition is

where T is telsa

(z.azs x 1oB sr r-1) (r.+rr)
i/=\ I' : / or60MHz' 2x3.14=60x10o S-'

\. A compound can have a ruvn speciium for eadfi'inbgnetic nucleus present. This is be-
.\t" yn, i$ different for each nucleus. Therefore, from epubtion.1i53 the'r.esonaiied frequency for
each nucteus is different. I (
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The magnetic properties of various nucrei are given in tabre 1.6

TABLE 1.6

Nucleus I F magneton yx S-11-r v0

11H 
, 2.793 2.675 x 10s OO.O0

2D 1 0.BSZ4 4.106x107 g.21

1
13 c ; 01022 6.726x107 15.08
14N 1 0.4036 1 .933 x 107 4.33

1eF I 2.627
2

31P I 1.1305
2

2.517 x 108 56.44 . 
'

1.083 x10s 24.29

:1.3.iv) Relaxation and the population of energy levels:
The n.m.r. spectroscopy is a forrn of absorption spectroscopy i.e the transition are ob-

served by monitoring the absorption of incident radiation.

lf the energy is absorbed in n.m.r, there must be more nuclei in the lower energy level. We
can calculate the relative numbers of nuclei in each level by use of Boltzmann distribution law.

l' = "*o[-o=) ,.
[-"^v1 * ) - (1.54)

Where N, = number of nuclei in upper energy le,,,el

N, = number of nuclei in lower dnegy level.

k = Boltzman constant I

T = temperature in Kelvin.

For hydrogen nuclei in a 1.4T magnetic field at 3O0K , AE = 4 ,10-26 J givpn .\

N^

t' = 0.9999904. This means for every million nuclei in the upper energy state there are

only aUout one million and 10 in lower state.

The n.m.r. signal size i.e.intensity is directly proportional to the difference in population
betweenthe two energy levels. -
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a) saturation: The number of nuclei being excited from lower f to the higher energy level 'l' is

proportionalto N.,.

The number of nucleipassing from upper level I to the lower level f is proportionalto N2'

lfherefore more nuclei are being excited than deexcited and as soon as radiation starts to

fall on tfe nuclei, we increase the population of the upper level.

or hydrogen nuclei in a magnetic field 1.4T at300K, we can see five more excitations than

:ions of nuclei in each million to equalize the population. At this point, even though there are

stilltran itions occurring in both directions, the intensity of absorption will fallto zero, the signalwill

no be visible. This is called saturation.

on: In Relaxation processes, nuclei lose magnetic energy to their surroundings with

radio frequency radiation. Relaxation must be fast enough to replenish the excess of

dee

b)
out em
nuclei the ground state that we need for the detection of n.m.r transition.

c) Spi
-lattice

lattice retaxation: The major mechanism for restoring the Boltzmann.distribution is spin
In spin-lattice relaxation, the higher energy nucleus can rapidly lose energy by

AE to a near by nucleus, either in the same molecule or in a solvent molecule. The

word lattice implies that the resonqting nucleus may be surrounded by a whole array of such

neighbouring atoms. lt reestablish the Boltzmann distribution and can effect line-width of reso-

nances.

"d[ Spin-spin relaxation: lt does not lead to re-establishment of the Boitzmann distribution but
doeb-effect line width. In this process nuclei can exchange spins. One nucleus goes upgs the
other goes down. The result cf this is that the lifetime of a nucleus in a particular energy level is

reduced.

The important points cf the above discussion are

1. An n.m.r. spectrum can only arise when a magnetic nuclei are placed in a magnetic field.

2. Only transitions between adjacent energy levels are allowed.

3. Transitions are stimulated by radiation of suitable frequency.

4. The resonance condition is v =*

5. For a given nucleus the resbnancelfrequency is directly proportional to the strength of the

applied field. ( yn is a constant).

6. The intensity of absorption is dependent on the population difference.

7. For hydrogen the lower level is more populated but only to the extent of 10 nuclei in 2
million.

L Relaxationprocess are important in re-establishing equilibrium population.

9. Spin-lattice relaxation plays the major part in Siiaining the Boltzmann distributibn. 
' 

'

10. Too fast or too slow relaxation broadbhs and'th'en Oe3thoysihe n.m.r. Signaf .
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chemical shift.

The difference in position of resonance are called chemical shifts. The chemical shiftsarise from the secondary magnetic field produced by the circuration of electrons in the moteculel
Electron circulate under the influence of a magnetic field and in so doing, generate.theirown magnetic field called secondary or induced mag-netic field, opposing th; apptied magneticfield.

These electronic currents either reduce or enhance the'field to which a given proton re-sponds.

The chemical shifts are regarded as arising largely from two sources _

1'The electro negativity of near neighbours : The electron moving near a proton, being,
charged create their own magnetic field, which opposes the applied field. Thus in order to obtain
the resonance condltion, the applied field of the magnet must be greater than the effective field at
the nucleus.

The difference depends on the electro negativity. of the neighbours, which act to near by
shielding from around the proton.

Explanation : Let us considerthe simplest example is that the isolated atom. The applied field Bo.
The induced electronic currents then induce a magnetic field parallel (proportionat; to Bo. Thb
induced field due to electron must oppotg Be. The nucleus sees a diminished field, Bo (i - o),
where o is the shielding constant. lf we substitute Bo (1 - o ) for Bo in the resonance condition, we
get new resonance condition, which appries to atorirs and'molecules.

u - 
yH Bo (1-o)

2" ---- (1.55)

The original resource condition i.e eq.1 .53 holds only for bar nuclei with no associated
electrons. The value of o , although very small, is different for.atoms in different environments.
The aldehydic carbon atom in ethanol is in a quite different electronic environment fromihe methyl
carbon atom. Hence two signals in fig: '1 .18

o b/pp.m.

Tte peak at'O p.p.m.'

ll

t'

Fig:1.18 The carbon -13 nmr speclr'um of ethanol, CH'CHO.
is due to an internal standard.

80 170 160 150
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Fig: 1.19

1.3.vi) f ntegration:
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10.0

(b)
3.05.09.0 8.0 7.0 6.0 4.0 2.0 1.0

Fig: 7,.20 -.T.he p.m.r speclrum of 13CHC!*

Chtoroform has only onethfbdn 5nd hydfogerfbgm. Therefdfb in the abseneeof any other

effect ,we expect one resonance in the c.rn.r dnU p'rir.f spectra. The'spectfd ih the'fif .1.2Uboth

consist of two lines and spaoing between two proton lines and two carbon lines identical. This

separation of one resonance line into more than one line is called spin-spin splitting.

1.3.vii) Spin-SPin couPling:

The approach through spin:spin coupling is through two coupled nuclei. The spec{ra as

shown in fig 1 .Zo arithe dioton coupled c.m.r(carbon) and p'm.r spectrum of.the same com-

pounO .tcilCl3. (isotopicaliy enriched starting materialcontains 13C > 99 percent)

\ 200 190

\ (a)
ffi iio roo so so 7o oo sb 40 so 20 10 0 6/ppm.

600 500 400 300 200 100

r*208H2-91

p.p.m.

Hz0
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Explanation : l-ooking at the carbon atom in chloroform we can see that its magnetic environ-
ment will depend on whether the adjacent proton has its magnetic field aligned with-or against theapplied field' So carbon atom can experience one of two different fields, one greater than theapplied field. When it is enhanced by ihe proton field and lesser fietd when the protons field isallgned against the magnetic field. This is the reasonabte.model for understanding the origin ofspin-spin coupling. The same argument can be used for the proton splitting in chloroform to ac-
count for two resonance lines in 13CHC|3 (doublets)

Hetero nuclear coupling : The coupling between carbon and proton is called hetero nuclear
coupling. eg. in 13CHC|3

Coupling constant J : The separation between peaks is called as coupting constant ( symbol J /
Hz).

For any two nucleiA and B coupted together

Jo, = Jro (1.56)

where Jo, is the splitting of the B nucleus signal by nucreus A.

J only depends on the nature of the coupled nuclei and the number and nature of the bonds
between them.

Homo nuclear coupling : The coupling betwOen nuclei of same isotopic type is calted homo
nuclear coupling .ln the p.m.r. spectrum of ethanal, the methyl proton signal his been split in to a
doublet and the aldehydic proton signal in to a quartet i.e. coupling to onJneighboring proton gives
adoub|etandcoup|ingtothreeneighbouringprotongivesaquartet.

n+l rule: This rule states that n equivalent nuctei will couple to another different nucleus to
produce n+1 lines. The intensity of these n+1 lines are related to the probability of the various
states. These can be discovered by-

1. Drawin$ out the possible alternatives and counting the number of equivalent combinations.
This gets difficult and long drawn -out for large n.

2. Drawing family tree. This also takes longer as n.increases.

3. Solving binomial expansion (a+b)" and until the co-efficients. For eg. n = 2 , (a+b)2= az+
2ab + b2, in which the co-efficient in the expansions are 1,2,1.

4. Using Pascal's triangle, which is reproduced below .

3lu-,'

.11'1 ,',;i.,,lp r.i ,;Jli ''-, i',1
'{,i.i ., rl5l,-r JJ ig, -,-',' }g 'l:,,

1

1 {A ,,9.- ,,, -I.,.:,

'- i:4;;;6'r i: 6 .',fj\i,-, i4ri;ir:
r'.1ii,,:t , + J.r i,i ' :Jt:,3.r i., .:r .,

5 1,-0.. ,J Q .,. 5

rilrlur
! l' : ,':

't':l ,- '

'.lt: l*lr-'i ,. j I

, .-t.'i,'icrl 1!1i:'11;f. a\

1 etc

a.-
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out side lines have low intensity compared with inner lines. lt consists inverted triangles with lower

number being the sum of the upper two' For eg'

12'1 0
31

or64
10

problem : Using the n+1 rule and pascal's triangle predict coupling patterns in 13cH.cl., cH3cHzI

cH2cl2 - hetero nuclear coupling between one carbon and two equivalent protons' The n+1 rule

predicts that carbon-r"ronan.Jshould be triplet and the proton resonance a doublet' Pascal's

iriangle gives intensity of 1:2:1 and 1: 1 respectively'

1n

CHsCH2I: Themethyleneprotonresonanceissplitintoa 1:3:3:lquaretbymethyl protons

.fnl meinyl proton reionance is split by methytene proton in to a triplet 1 :2: 1

cHg cHg

Magnetic nuclei coupled through one, two, three orfour bonds can interact .The interaction

is called spin-spin couPling.

The result of this interaction is that number of lines due to a nucleus or set of equivalent'.

nuclei increases.

lf n equivalent nuclei couple with a second nucleus or set of equivalent nucleito prodUce

n+1 signals for the laterl

The intensity ratio of the n+1 sigrtals is given fiy Pascal's triangle.

The integration of a nlultiple S.igiat Sues tn'e'ratiOloT tne qumber of nuclei.giving rise tci

resonance, where as the nurnber of peaks tells us the number cf nuclei coupled to that set.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5..

=l3eo ( J is ctiuptinJ'bonstaidt)-'6' In anv'"t 
]* ,?yvi.,,ool1is+i. 

"tlt" '"
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1.3.viii) n.m.r spectrometers :

The intensity of absorption in n.m.r spectroscopy is proportional to the difference in thepopulation of upper and lower energy levels and that tnis oi*erence is very smalr. sophisticatedinstrumentation is needed to deteciihe absorption and stiucture determination. There are twobasic procedures used to record n.m.r spectra -

Continuous wave spectroscopy (CW)

Pulsed Fourier -transform spectroscopy (pFT)

The basic requirements for the methods are

A homogeneous magnetic field to remove thei degeneracy.

A radio -frequency oscillator to induce transitions bbtween iragnetic spin states.

A method fordetecting the energy absorbed.

1.3.ix) Model questions :

1. Determine the nuclear spin q.no.l for 13C 
,14N, 

leF ,160

2. Derive expression of frequency reration to separation of energy levels.

3. What is the population for hydrogen nuclei?

4. What is relaxation and explain different types of relaxation'

5. What is chemicalshift? Explain in a detailed manner.

6. Give an account on spin-spin coupling.

7. What is the reference solvent in n.m.r spectra? why it is only used?

1.

2.

3.

Reference Books :

A.J. Sonessa

B.K.Sharma

C.N.Banwell

Introduction tp molecular spectroscopy.

Spectroscopy

Fundamentals of molecular spectroscopy.

'ii10 .; :- ,". l" .: , -i; .,, -):rr',-\,. ..', ..:., .4,'..

,iof,



Lesson - rV Basic Principles Of ESR Spectroscopy

Objectives

lntroduction

Theory-g-factor

properties

Hyper fine structure

ENDOR and ELDOR

Summary.

1.4.4) Introduction .

Electron spin resonance ( e.s.r ) or electron paramagnetic resonance ( e.p.r ) is a branch of
absorption spectrometer in which radiation of microwave frequency induce transition between
magnetic energy levels of electron with unpaired spins. The technique was invented by Zuriskii in
1944, modified by Stevas, Owen and Mc Garvey.

The principle is analogous to NMR. The difference is

1. AE for ESR > AE for NMR

2. Absorption occurs in microwave for ESR and in iadio wave for NMR.

3. lt is usefulfor unstable free radicals and in concentration up to 10-12 u provided the life time
is > 10-6 sec.

Substances with unpaired electrons may either arise naturally or be produced artificially
.for eg. NO', O2*, NO, the ions of transition metals and their complexes, for eg. Fe3., [Fe(CN)6]$
etc. These substances are stable afd easily studied by e.s.r short lived radicals at room tempera-
ture, may also be studied if they are produced at a low temperature, either in the solid state or
trapped in a solid matrix of a host material such as solid inert gas..This is -called matrix isolation
and increases the lifetime of a trapped radical. The requirement for this is an unpaired electron.

When unpaired electron exists in a substance their spins are aligned at random in the
absence of a field. When placed in magnetic field, however, they will each have a pref€rred direc-

tion and, since the spin quantum number i. j. Each can be thought of as a spinning either

clockwise or anti clock wise about the field direction, E.S.R.
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l\ Spectroscopy essentially measures the energy required to reverse the spin of an un-
ip{ired electron.

1.4.i,i) Theory of electron spin resonancel

The spin of nucleus is given by the symbol I called the spin quantum number.

Angular momentum of a iucleus is

I-

The spin quantum number of ele\rons and angular momentum of electrons include in eq.

1.57. lfwe label spin quantum number I A(nstead of S) and I can Oe J onfV an electron, then

equation 1 .57 represents the angular mome\um of electron. The eq. 1.57 can also be written as

qh
u@; nr' *-- (1.5e)2n 4nm

m = mass

= /r(r+r) u.;1, ____- (1.s7)

phere , = o,*,,,1

. th
'=G=Iun\s (1'58)

Along Z-direction

t ,, = I, I-1, . .,;,-:,......, -I (for I half integral) \ives 2 I +1 components. The components

are generally degenerate .The degeneracy was lifted an\2J+1 have different energy levels if an

external magnetic field is applied.

The spinning behaves as a tiny bar magnet placed along the spin axis. The size of the
dipole for a point charge is

F.=9 I=Q.m

where q = charge

Am'( is fundamentals.I units ) = ampere squar.e meter

f 1in S.i units ) = Telsa i.e Kg S-2 A-1

1T = 10,000 gauss

The conversion is

Am2 = (kg s-r T-1) m2 = J T-1 fioules per telsa )

r(r+1)

2m
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p =qhl4nm ntI(I+t) JT{ ---- (1.60)

for electrons the eqqation 1.60 can be wriften as

R=s Bf(r*1) Jt-1 ------- (1.61)

where B =;k = Bhor magneton (+ve constant)

9.273 x 10-21J T-1

g':ilar$e splitting factor and its value depends on quantum state of electrons and may be
calculated from'11,€,.and J q.no.

In the applied magnetic field (produced by a horse shoe magnet),we see that l"= -1,

represent a dipole opposed to a magnetic field (i.e of high energy ) while Iz = +1 is in the same

direction. (i.e of low energy ) and I, = 0 has no dipole. Two energy levels are allowed to an electron

in magnetic field, the lower I, = -| 
^nahigher 

lr= *;. The extent of interaction between a

magnetic dipole a field of strength B, (in telsa) applied along Z- axis is equal to

lnteraction = p. F. _..-- (1.62)

The separation behrveen neighbouring energy levels (where I, differs by units) is

lE = ls F Brl J ------ (1.63)

where B. is telsa

AE

h = lg g Brl h Hz :---- (1.64)

where modulus sign indicates +ve diffeiences only i:onsidered.

Forelectrons g = g.27g'10-20' 
*ffi_- =9500x106H2

Electron spin spectra fall at a considerably higher frequency which is on the long wave
length edge of the micro wave region ( for nuclear spin is 100 x 106 Hz, radio wave region )

lf a sample containing unpaired electrons is in thermodynamic equilibrium in a magnetic
field. There will be population difference between the two energy levels given by Boltzmann law.

t 

^E ^aq
^ 

-AE -gFBo
"1 = €xP *1 - exP K -_---- (1.65) .

n2

Where nl ?nd 01,::or€ pryulatio#, in'upper$nd ldvvefJetetfibspecti*vetVJJeaO$g$,?nn,','
excess population in loweabvek-pectr5lt in the brer{fridrgirteUefbvitl absofo raifi.alioiielergy;.
and get excited to the higlrcr level. Thoiselectrur,l5 which'eru irr the'hlgher lev6l, willerhit railiation

) quanta of the same.:frequency v and r'eturn to the lower level. As a result, there will be a net
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Fig: 1.21

Relaxation : by which electrons that have been excited to higherenergy level can roose ener:gy totheir surroundings (lattice) and return t,o t|," lower rc*r. otn"r wise ilre-il is .ontinro* absorptionof energy until both energy levels were equally populated .

saturation depends on the intensity of the microwave radiation as well as up ln ,n" ,,,,,'"required for a mol' in the upper level to faliback to tne il;t level. This condition of saturation is
Lt""i:1[:r:T#;it'*ments bv workins with a tow powerievet of radiation to induce the etectron

in 1gs ,,F.i:tlf:"j: for unpaired electrons in a magnetic fietd and ESR spectroscopy are shown

- - v:::'"::!!!!!:!-l/.rr'tzrt.rtltztz,tz,t .u,ottt--lG-->,*.tr/.r.z)2.. 
Acharya Nug*:u*G

absorptibn of energy due to the larger population in the lower level.

Bo rieH

\
t

Zero.rnainetic field

'-a . i

Fig: 1.22
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z

,_,, r\ electron

Energy levels in ESR spectroscopy
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1.4.iii) The g - factor - the position of ESR absorption :

' We know that spin energy levels of an electron are separated in an applied magnetic field

B, is given by

. AE qBB,

h =; n; ------ (1'64)

Where g is the lande splitting factor. Resonance absorption will occur at

Atr
u =?Hz --__- (1.66)

the position of absorption changes directly with applied field (eq 1.6a) since e's.r spectros-

copy opefqte at different fields, it is convenient to refer to the absorption in terms of the observed g

value. Resbnance equation 1.64.

AE hv
g = p', = pB, -"- (1.67)

lf resonance was observed at 9500 MHz in a field of 0.34 T, it would be reported as the

resonance at a g value of 2.0023. This is very precise g factor for a free electron .

The g factor is a dimension less constant and the exact value of g factor reflects the chemi-.

cal environment, particularly when heteroatoms are involved because orbital angular momentum

of the electron can have an effect on the value of transition AM, = *'l .

.ln many organic free radicals g - value of oddielectrons ts close to that of free electron,

however in metal ion g - values are often greatly differ. For eg. The g values of the ionic crystals lies

between 0.2 and 0.8

The reason is the unpaired electron is quantibruted by or belongs to a particular atom in the

lattice, usually a transition metal ion due to coupling of orbital angular momentum and spin angular

momentum. Many ionic crystals show a g- factor close to the free electron. This may be. 
.

1. The ion contributes the electron may exist in an S- state (L=0) For eg. Fe3* - 5 unpaired

electrons i." S =1,2S+1=6 has L=0. ThugJ = l-+S andterm symbol6Su,r, sinceJ = S,
2

g=2'

2. The electron field set up by allthe ions in a crystalmay be strong to u4couple the electrons

o-rbital angular momentum and spin angular momentum .So on application of a field, elec-

tron spin vector processes. Thus t- value is immaterial and the g-factor reverts to 2.

To measure the g-factor for the free radicals it is convenient to measure the field separation

between to the center of unknown spectrum and that of a reference substance whose g- value

accurately known, The known may be sample of finely powdered diphenylpicryhydrazyl (DPPH).

Which is completely in free radical state. Two signals may be observed simultaneously with a field

separation of AH . The g- factor for unknown is given by

I
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g=9san 

I 
1-# | _-__ (1.6s)\ n)

Where H is the resonance frequency , 4g=1 is'+ve if unknown has its center at a higher field.

1.4.iv) Properties of ESR spectral lines:
The properties depends en -

a) Intensity : Intensity is direcrly.propoltional to the concentration of free radical or paramagnetic
material present. conc. up to 1o-r3 mol of free radical can be detected.

b) Width : Width depends on relaxation time of the spin state under study. For spin - spin interac-
tion efficient time is 10s to 10{s . For spin - lattice interaction efficient timi at rooh-- t"fr;;il;,
10{ s but becomes less to reduced temperature, often becomes several minutes aiiiq,IiO Nr. if't"
wider e.s.r lines have advantages and disadvantages

c) Position : position of e.s.r absorption depends on the g-factor, which was discussed,in 1.4.iii,

d) Multiptetstructure : The fine structure of e.s.rabsorptions (electron nucleus coupling) ln e/s,r
spectroscopy it is necessary to distinguish between two kinds of multiplet structqres. 

v' -'--

Fine strucure : lt occurs in crystals containing morelthan one unpaired electron spin .

Hyper fine structure : A smaller effect. \A/.hen an unpaired electron can get close to a nudteus
with non -zero spin.

Electron nucfeus coupling constants are very much biggerthan those for nucleus - nu$leus
interaction, because

1. an electron can approach a nucleus more closely than can another nucleus

2. the electron magnetic dipole is some 1000 times larger than that of a nucleus .,

For H - atoms two equallines separated by 0.05 T, v =1400 MHz which is greaterthan 2
KHz (nucteus - nucleus ). For more organic modcubs 10aio roii, u"ear.iin" i"p.ii"j Jr""]
tron does not combined to one nucleus. - -

The magnitude oJ coupling is given by

A=RP
Where A = coupling constqnt

P = the electron density

R = intrinsic coupling

ForHP=1,A=0.05T R=0.05T r-'-

noi

'- 13
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1.4.v) Hyper fine structure:

give rise to a number of peaks in the ESR spectrum more than expected is called hyper fine
splitting.'Totat spin of nucleus -vector sum of p (spin due to proton) +n (spin due to neutron) each

1
of magnltudeT. :

The rufes are -

1. nuclei with p and n even, (charged mass even ) spin=O eg . aHe 12C 169l etc

2 ry.19i*iln p and n odd (odd integer charge and even mass) eg. 2H ,laN (spin = 11
loB (I = 3).

3. r,ucleiwithtr,alf-integralspin

1s
eg. 'H ,rsN (spin - * ) "O lspin = i )z' z'

The spin of nucleus given by a symboll. Nucleus is in the same field or in opposed in the
vicinity of unpaired electron with spin is shown in figure1.23

Disnnce Education

f lf

s= j ^r=*)

a.\'t\ \,\

I
,
I

t

I
IBol

I
\

(a)

,} +
\-z \-

(b) l

In (a) The spin of A decreases the net magnetic fierd at X.

While in (b) The'field at X is increased.

.. TT. coupling causes the elec'tron spin states to further split into different states depending
on the value of L Each electron spi'n energy state is splitto 2l + lcomponents .

\
Foreg. a) Hydrogen atom
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Fig: 1.24

The spins'of Aqx if paired they will be in low energy i.e 1f or f'l

Aqx if unpaired they will be in high energy i.e ff or ,l,l

1111
So r\ = tt \ = -, tq =-, t, = + 

7 low energy

11r. =-; ffir = + j nisn energy

The selection rule is Am, = +1 and Affir = Q .

One proton in nucleus interacted with electron, so spins of electron and proton results in
splitting of 4 spitr states and hence two transitions. The two transitions shown in fig 1 .24 giving two
peaks with equal intensity.

derivative

Fig 1.25 ESR spectru-m of hydrogen atom

Energy levels E = gF Bo ffi" + Am" ml -------- (1.70)

Where A = hyperfine coupling constant

Am, = 0 Am. = +1 . So energy transitions '

11
lTl^ = *- fl1, = *-'2'2
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= gFBo =-!x

2. =gBeo+]A2'
The magnitude of splitting depends on

1. The ratio of nuclear magnetic moment to nuclear spin

2. electron spin density in the intermediate vicinity of nucleus

3. an anisotroPY effect.

b) For Deuterium H2

t. = t; I =1lrr =1, 0, -1 (Zf + f)
,L

Three transitions are possible which are shown in fig 1.26

+1 129 PBo+ 12A

0 129DBo

-1 1zs gBo-1zA

+1 - 129 tt% * 1rR

o 120 Feo

-1 -129080-lrA

Il , :r ,'-' )

Fig: 1.26 ESR spgctrum.pf,H2 (Depbrium)
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c) Methyl radical cH, : simple electrons surrounded by three prgtons 
"r" 

o",o.-",,;.. ";;;,.,
nucleihavinS I = ]

The system nas tJ has three times more probabre than t!
system and the observed relative intensity for correspondiirg transition in the ratio 1 : I : 3 : 1

ln general the total number of peaks expected for an electron delocalized are for n equiva-
lent protons is given by 2n + 1 i.e. 2nI + 1 and the relative intensities of the peaks are given by thecoefficients of binomial expansion .

(t+.1)' = 1+ mx + m(m-1) ** *m(m-r)(m-z)\/1x2

.. X3 
-/- 

e\/.-- a\/ a\ X4
" fr* + m(m-1)(m-2)(m-3)"*^.* ,"__-___ (1.71)

(t+xt)=t*4X+6X2+4X3+Xa = 1..4: 6:4:1 ---.---- (1.72)

+3 /2
+112

-1t2
-3/2

+312

-1t 2

+112

-3t2

Fig.1.27 Hyperfine splitting in CH. radib'at

Fig 1.28 shows the e.s.r spectrum ottne methyl radical. This is the derivative spectrum, the
actual center of the each peak should be measuredet the point where the.slope is zero .i.e. where
the down word - sloping line crosses thr: .(-axis. However, the height of the maximum of each point
above the x - axis is good approximaticn to the intensity of normal non-derivative.

Distance Educatioi
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2.3 mT}l+

Fig : 1.Zge.s.r spectrum of the benzene radical and the family tree of couplings

which Produoe it '

Fig . 1.2g shows the e.s.r spectrurn a methyl radical and the family tree of couplings which

produce it line in the spectrum, and it is clear thatihe fig.1.27 arises from a 1:3:3'1 quatret' Nor-

mally, we would erpeci the electron to spbnd an equal amount of time on each hydrogen, and so to

couple equally to all three; this would result in the electron resonance being split in to a 1:3:3:1

quairet ,", ,hn*n by the iamily tree. The separation between the lines coupling is found to be

about 2.3 mT (milli telsa).So we can use equation 1.69 to calculate

0.0023
= 0.046

0.05

Then we have electron density at each hydrogen to be 0.046 or 4.6 % and so we know that

the electron ,p"nJ" nearly 5o/o of its tig-nb:.,at each hydrogen atom and the remaining

100-3x4.6 =89o/o on the gq,rbon . ; . ,... ,i.. .. r

.:: : i ., ,, .' ;',.] . .1,', i, . ,, .t. 'tt .:ii il": :.

d) Benzene radieat, Gu Hu: Tnel'.fft tpY1I* is shown in fi(i :1 
'n 

tr"i,, 'i: " 
,l ,t 

t 
,f:' ,

P=A
R
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Fig 1.29 the e.s.r sBectrum of benzene radicar .

Here septet of lines indicating equalcoupling to allsix hydrogens. The coupling constant is

0'38 ;iT'' e = ffffi 
'ggre 

"o.!u*ffir*"", with their erectron density, makins a totar
.,'';tt'-

of 6x7'6x10*s = 0.046 or nearly 5o/o in total. clearly the remaining gs% of the electron time is
spent equally on the six carbon atoms, making nearly 160/o oneach.
d) Naphthalene radical : The electron couple to more than one set of nuclei ,the pattern be-comes more complicated, but can..be rationalized by using family tree. rne rig .1 .30 shows e.s.rspectrum of the naphthalene ratJidal. ' -"'e

' t Fid ; 1.30 The e.s.r spectrum of the naphthalene radical .
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The molecule is symmetrical, there are only two different types of f2-l ' 4' 5' 8 are one "

and2,3, 6, 7 another set. The electron couples with later group, A = 1 '83 x 10a T ' And since there

arefourhydrogens, thepatternwillbel:4:6:4:1pentet. onesuchpentetonleftslde'Theother
groupof 4hydrog;iA =_495x10aT),Thispentetwill itself besplitintoa 1'.4'.6:4:l pentet'

1.4.vi) ENDOR and ELDOR:

ENDoR : lt is electron nuclear double resonance .The technique was invented by Feher to im-

prove the effective resolution of an e.s.r spectrum. Here sample is ir radiated simultaneously with

a microwave frequency suitable for electron resonance and radio frequency suitable for nuclear

resonance .The radio ir"qu"n"y is swept while noticing e.s.r spectrum under condition of micro-

wave saturaticn.

ELDOR : lt is electron dOuble resonance .The sample is irradiated simultaneously two microwave

frequencies. One of them is used to observe an e.s.r signal at some point of the spectrum, while

the other is swept through other parts of the spectrum to display the e.s.r signal as a function of the

difference of the two mLrowaves frequencies. The technique is useful for separating nverlapping

multi -radical spectra and for studying various relaxation phenomena including spin and chemical

exchange.

1.4.vii) SummarY:

1. Electron spin resonance (e.s.r) or electorn paramagnetic resonance (e'p.r) is a technique

in absorption spectroscopy, which is mainly used for detecting paramagnetism'

2. ESR is based on splitting of magnetic energy levels caused by the action of magnetic field

on an unpaired electron contained in an ion, molecule or atom'

3. The para magnetism is due to magnetic moment of unpaired electron or odd electron, this

technique is applicable to transition metal ions, complexes, free radicals, biradicals, mol-

ecules with triplet state electrons and conduction electrons in metals.

4. The free electron behaves as a spinning, charged particle with a resulting magnetic mo-

mentoppositeinsigntotheprotonandmostothernuclei.

5. Spin number of electronisTz and has two magnetic energy levels'

. 6. ^ The magnetic moment of electron is about 1000 times greater than that of proton and thus

the frequency of absorption in a given magnetic field is much larger.

7. The magnitude of magnetic moment of free electron is 9.2732 x 10-21 erg' gauss-1 ESR

spectroicopy is based on transition between energy levels produced by the action of a

magnetic field.

g. ln a magnetic field ,splitting of the energy levels of the electron occurs and this splitting can

be observed by microwave absorptioq. More over, the electron spin can couple with the

spin of nuclei in tne species tg girre splitting pattern analogous to those observed for nuclear

spin-sPin couPling.
\
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l,T5iiff 

'T."3Ji";#i$.1"i:iffi 
'i:ffFffi :'

0 :!.t'
when an el&tron inGracts with n€quivalent nuclei, its resonance peak is split into (2nl + 1)peaks where I is ihe spin quantu; ilrb";;f;fl;Li:
The rtragnitude of spritting, usuaily given in gauss is'caHed r,vo"n,n" coupring cons.ant.

Give an account on the theory of ESR .

Derive an equation for separation between neighbour eneqgy:fgvels . :

Writeequationforpopu|ationdifferencebetweent*o"n"ii;;..

what is g- factor Derive expression and explain.
Discussabouthyperfinestructureesrspectra:'.
Explain the hyperfine structure of methyl radical.
why H atom gives two peaks and 2D gives three peaks in ESR spectra ? Exprain?
What do you mean by ENDOR and ELDOR.
I ne p-benzosemiquinine radical ion [ocuH.t exhibits a hyperfine spectrum of five lineswith retative intensiiiel l :4: 6 :4: f Lxpiain" - - "',.- | ,

Ans: This radical ioh contains four eqrlivalent protons and so it,exhibits five lines according to(n + 1) - (4 + 1) = 5 rule. There wil berro'rplittingld;ffi;,^o'Jirn"n krecausel2c. and 160 isotopes.have no nuclear spin.

10. calcurate the ESR frequency in a magnetic fierd of 25000 gauss of g = 2 and
F=9.273x10-24 JT-1.

Ans:hv=gpBoor"=$

Here Bo is 2500 gauss = 2.5 Telsa 1T = 1000 gauss.

2xg.273x1o-2a x? S
.
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Lesson I

uNIt'- tl
Vibrational spectra of
diatomic molecules.

Objectives

Simple harmonic oscillator

Quantisation of vibrational energy

Requirementfor LR.

Selection rules

lsotope effect

Anhormonic oscillator

Overtones

Hot bands.

2.1.i) vibrationat Motion - simple Harmonic oscillator:
The molecules perform vibrational motions, consider the simple case of the vibrational

notion of single mass attached to weight less spring Fig.2.1

Compressed
position

. :_,.$I" t.,
Fig:2.1

rhe motion or thi$ni69s'oniE'lipri',i8?i&8'rilil'li;iitrpport 
"# u" ,narvsed usinq the

chemical law known as Hookes Law. ".'??-lt,"J i? 6fi:''6d?'' r '-.f- 
--"'v "'-

t

-." - _Lt:S,xleimentalty.o-bserved,that when,the mass.is"dtsfiaced fronilfls6iifiiribiii,, position
by some externally applied force, a restoring force arises in the spring in the direction opposite to
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that of displacement and acts to bring mass back to its original positiurr .

Hookes Law : lt states that the restoring force F is directly proportionalto,
to, the displacement X from its equilibrium position.i.e.

F a (-X)or t

F=KX ---(2.1)
The proportionality constant is a +ve quantity and -ve arises because f aIs in a direction

.-epposite to X.

Force constant : The proportionality constant K, is known as the force constant of the spring.
From the fig:2.1, it ls apparent that for a given displacement of the spring, a larger value of K will
result in a larger vafue of the restoring force .The K, is the measure of the stiffness of the spring. A
large value of K melans a stronger and less flexible spring and a smallvalue of K means a weaker,
more flexible spring.

Equation of motion : lt gives the variation of the displacement x with the variation in time t.

X=f (t)----- (2.2)

Where f (t) is some function of t.

This can be obtained directly by equating the restoring force in eq.2.1 to ma

F = ma ----- (2.3)

Where a = acceleration (second direction of displacement)

m = mass

(Newton's second law of motion)

For a mass, -ve (downward) displacement -X.", (stretched position). The mass will return
through its equilibrium position and then continue upward to a max +ve displacement +X,", (com-
pressed position) equal in magnitude to -ve X,",. lf there are no frictional losses, the particle will
continue to oscillate between the extremes.

i
but in opqbsite direction

\

+ Xmax

+X:
FXz

FXr

+Xm

+X
\ t, tz ta tat

-n3
.x 

2 :...:.\f-,
- Xm'ii

Fig . 2.2rirp,f,1.rmonic motion of vibrational motion of mass on a weightless spring'
Js

1r*2
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Now let us transpose the points to a circle of radius X,", with its center at X = u. lt ls

apparent that the vertical displacement can be considered as the motion of a point about the cir-

cumference of the circle. Hence, vibrational motion of mass on a spring'is equivalent bc the circular

motion of a point. A complete resolution about the circle corresponds to a complgte cycleXf the

vibrational motion, i.e from - X,", through Xr", to -X*"r. This periodic motion is known as simple

harmonic motion, which is analogous to wave motion.

Let us transpose the points from the circumference of the circle to co-ordinate axis in
which the displacements are plotted as ordinate and the time is plotted as abscissa (Fig:2.2). The

displacement is +X,,, at t = 0 i.e., we orbitarly begin the motion in the compressed position, the

disp.lacement goes ihrough the equilibrium position (X = 0) at some later time (t = t,) and finally

completes cycle at t = to. The similarity between the graph X vs t in this case and E vs t in electric

vector indicates that the function f (t) in X = f (t) is exactly the same as in the latter case i.e., f(t) =

cos 2nvt. Then

X = X,"*cos lnvt ---- (2.4)

+ sign on the X arises for compression .

- sign on the X arises for stretching.

The sign follows from cosine term.

Since we are dealing with circular motion, angular velocity

a = 2 nv -- (2.5)

F=ma=-KX -=- (2.6)

As mentioned above

02x
where ^ 

= 
at, and differentiating eq.2.|twice with respect to time gives

1.,'l

a = 4n2v2 X,n- cos2rvt 
I '

= _4n2 v2 X *_ (2.7)

Using this for a in eq. (2.6) and solving for give K give

K=4n2v2m -- (2.8)

Solving forv gives

_:- (2.9)

Eq.2.9 yield the important chemical result that for a given spring and mass, there is only
one frequency possible i.e., vibrational frequency.

Let us now consider a system of consisting of two masses ml and m2 connected by a spring

1Kv=- l._
2n \Jrn
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This model later is used for representing the diatomic molecule, Fig: 2.3

: Fig : 2.3

.F=.ma,

Distqnce Education

. +,{ ,.{-' I '.#' : 't'

i : '-:.i
Let tne m2 be mov€d an amount X, to the right (+ve X) and m, to X, to the right (_ve X)

' ihis will give net extensionn.

.:..1' . :,- 
.X*..J.X, 

* ( _ X,) = (x2 _ xl) ___ (2.10)

This stretching will give riSeJo ai,estoring force i.e.,

Proportionalto X*'and is t- 
= -?, x2 - xl) --- (2.11)

This restoriiig"f tg'moye m, in toward right and m, in toward the left. Applying

But ebch is efrialto''-K (Xi - X,), we get
,'. Ll

s

ustng a form equation 2.7 in 2.13a and 2.13b

- (Xr-

(X2 - Xl) = ffi,?r -- (2.13b)

K\ 
= 

(K ,4n2vrmr)x2 ---- (2.14a)
:.

rcX, =,(x-an2v2m,)X' ---- (2.14b)

by dividini.equation 2.1 4a and 2.1 4b

' Kx.,,+ (4n'urmr*t<)X, =o

'; ' 'i.. ;t' .J_. a,
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cross multiPlicatio

x2 -(an2 v2 mr - r) (+"' v2 ffiz - K) = o

K2-[torro v4 m' m, - 4n2 v2ffi', K - 4n2 v2 mz K ' *'] = O

16na va ffir ffiz =- 4n2 v2 K(m, +mr) = 0 ''

, 4n2,r2 mlm, = K(m,r +mz)

4n2 v2 - ml +m2

K ffirfiz

ffitffizK=An'Y'-' ml+m2

Finally we write the oscillation frequency, vosc is

KXr.+ (an' ,' m, )X, = o

I r (an'u' t, -^)l 
= o

l4n'u" ffir -K K 
I

Vosc = +[: --; (2'16)

==*\ff -- e17)

Energy Expression

potential energy (P.E) varies as the square of the displacement X. Since X is max at end

points of the vibration and zero at the equilibrium position'

(2.15)

= e,", -* *

=^8

-X,", X, +4n",

Fig:2. potential ene.rgy diagram for simple harmonic oscillator.

K.E.

P.E

pr
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when the masses are given a dispracement equar in magnitude to X,",, the energy of tn",l
system is all P'E' equal in magnitud" to $. lf the masses are then released, the restoring

a;":,:t$"?rTl,ll;,t3:t"s 
into motion back toward their equitibrium position rhis motion sives

E,o,= P.E + K.E (2.19)

=)*^, *)vu, (2.1s) 
I

For any one value.s of E,o, the particle will be restricted to move between the end pointsX'",.to 1Ir""' This continuorji variation in E,o, will giue iise to very large no. of energy levels(horizontallines on the parabolainFig:2.4 ' 'srYv "v' v' errerYv r=vsrs

2.1.ii) Quantisation Of Vibrational Spectra For The Harmonic Oscillator:
The wave mechanical treatment of the system yields the result that the energy can take onthe values given by

Since ,ro". =+ ^/[zn \p
where V = vibrational quantum number

= 0,1,2,3,4...

These are the only values of the energy that are allowed by the theory. The V is an integer
substituting the value of V i.e.

V=0 -E=thro."

- V=1 -E = I huor"

Y=2 -E=57 
nvo."

Zero point energy : The theory tells us that even in the lowest vibrational level, the molecule still
possesses some vibrational motion. This situation corresponds to the caselthe.systems of mol-

Distance Education

"4) ---(220)

.;) --' (2 21)

K({tI
,. (u

h

2n

hv

L_

=
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ecules are brought near the absolute temperature (0.0 K). In this state, there is no rotational motion

and translational motion but the molecule still possesses some vibrational motion due to zero point

energy.

E =hvo."

if V = 0. We willget

/ r\ 1

Ezeropoint = hVo..l 0*; | =;huor.\ z) z

Allowed transition levels and vibrational spectra

Selection rules : For the vibrational spectra the selection rules are :

1) I The change in quantum numbers AV = +1.

Iu.1)\ 2)

19 lZ

r7 l2

t5t2

t3t2

'lt2
9t2

7t2

5r2

Jt z

lt2

req Inter nuclear -' Distance-
cm-i- >

Fig .2.5 : Allowed energy levels of simple harmonic oscillator

i.e. V1- V11 = * 1 or V1 = Vl1 + 1.

Spacing between energy levels is equaland lE = hvo." i.e.

V = Vosc -'- (2'22)

since AE = hv Each allowed transition give rise to the same spectral frequency as the

(Dosc
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Molecule

HF

HBr

HI

co

^o*-tztttztz;ozt4tazzznazd2.2r oztzrr.r-r.i Acharya Nagarjuna uarwil*y
chemicalfrequency of the oscillator. Hence only one spectral line will arise according to thffilft
harmonic oscillator approximation of a diatomic molecule. This predicted spectral li-nes will corre-
spond to the fundamental band observed under low resolution. ' - -i

2) The permanent dipole is required for obtaining vibrational spectra. The requirement for a vibra-
tion to be infrared active is that the vibrational motion of the nuclei must give rise to change in
the dipole moment of the molecule. When the bond stretches and compresses durini the
vibration in diatomic molecule, the increased or decreased bond distance increases or de-
creases the magnitude of the already present dipole moment. Homonuclear diatomic mols.like
Nz , Cl2 and H, aie not infrared active.

Galculations:

1) Fundamentalfrequenc! v =G =2gg6x3x101o

= 9.66 x 1013 Hz.

Rotationalfrequency v,oi = g.9S x1011Hz

We can see that vor. is one hundred times largel than v,o,. So vibrational transitions
occur at higher frequency regions.

2) Calcufation of force constant K=4n2 v2 lt

= 4(3.14)2 (8.66 x 10") ( 1.63 x 1O-20) - 4.g x 105 dyne.cm-l

For other hydrogen halides etc. the force constant values are given in table 2.1

Table 2.1

Fundamental bond v Hz Force constant K x 105 dyne.cm-l

2907 9.7

2559 4.1

2230

2143

3.2

118.4

From the table it is clear that CO is having high force constant value i.e the bond is more
stiff (strong) because there is a triple bond where hydrogen halides have low values and the bonds
are more flexible because there is a simple bond.

3) ealculation of maximum displacement.

E=lKXt *Lur,22',
Where X is max.
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Xto =t

=+1.1x10-ecm =tO'11A0

For lower energy levelV=0

X,"o=-J+

Where + ve and - ve signs corresponds to compressioh and stretching' So

X,oo =t

= +1.1x10f cnt = 10.11 Ao

Comparing this with the equilibrium intemuclear distances of 1 .127 A0, the bond can stretches

or compresses Oy 1O% ol normal bond length'

lrational Q.No to which bond can streatch -

Dissociation of energy of HCI = 110 k cal' moll

D.E for 1 mole =7.4 x 10-12

't ..
Equate 7 .4 x 10-" =-KXi'^*

z

X,n* = 0.6A0

1 ^ 1 (., 1\ 
1'

From ;KXi^=*huo."lV*;l = V=13.2 z"'osc\- 2) - v= r')' 
\

Enough energy is absor.bed in to the vibrational degrees of freedom of HCI to raise it to tlle

,rr?r.rzrzrarzrz,zrazrt<a.13-Da2ztr.r*i,_ Actuuya Nagariuna univcrstu

e = |XX' and equating this to quantised energy

E = hvo,c [".1)

|*^',*= hVoo ("4)

For lower energy levelV = 0

OSZttO-t7 x8.66x101s

6.62x10-27 x8.66x1013
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l|"g|iji:t'?[fl :::ir *:,:T]'11*^rlurg'"tjon wir be of such an extent that the morecure wirldissociate' This result indicates that the simpte harmonic o#;;;',''""0:?.olT:ffiffi?"J,5"#j
|],ijrT' 

only a rough approximation to real molecures. tipreoicts only the occurrence fundamen-

2.1.iii) Requirement for infrared activity in porynucrear morecures
Poly Nucled Molecules

The requirement for bond vibration will give rise to a change in dipolemoment does notimply that the molecule as a whole must have Jp"rr"n"nt dipolemor"ni. co, is a typical ex-ample of a molecule' that does not possess a permanent dipore but which is infrared active.

2, Distance Educaliott

o- 0+ a- a- 0+ a-c__c___o O_C_O
Equilibrium position

Itn"t = 0

a- 0+ a-

Asymmetric stretchp*0 "(l)
i.e. P =4.3

Symmetric stretching

Fn"t = 0

. p+ 0 u(1)
le., p -15

G-c------O p 0+ A-"-7
-n-A-..v 

-----v
r Bending

The vibrational motion of asymmetric streutch and bending motion are infrared active. A
non-linear triatomic molecule such as H.O or SO, will have all three vibration IR active.

n_ n-.)a
,\_/\ / \/\6+/\

/ \ / 'F{6+
/a* \ H6+ H

H
H

Asymmetric stretchingSymmetric stretching
Symmetric Bending

The dipolemoment change along the line of symmetry axis in symmetric stretching and
bending symbol, parallel ll and across the axis symbol perpendicular 1. Stretching Vo* ) Vbend.

%

o
o*/

H

\*
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(2.23a)

(2.23b)

Then vor" for H2Cl35 - 2886

Table:2.2

*ru" nlil;:JH;ffi#;;;;.." depends on the varue of K and r"L K depends on the

nature of the bond and therefore on the erectronic arrangement in the mor. rsotropic mols' have

essentially identical electronic "r,"ng"tJnilli 
J'ttut onrv in tn" mass of elements' Hence K' be

identical tor isotopic tofr. 
"nO 

Oitter in r'' Let A and B are' two isotopic molecules and using

2.1:u) G;toPe effect in vibrational spectra : 
-^,aarrrac nn rhe r'

Letusnowconsidertheeffectofdifferentisotopict:'""::",:::,t':ty:::*:'":"rl:

eq.2.16, we obtain

1
.,A
"osc - 2n

trB =1'osc 2n

Dividing eq.2'23abY 2'23b gives

S= ^i4 e24)v3.. \ t'"

lf A contains the heavier isotope, then pA > pB

For eg. HlCl3s and H2Cl35 (DCt)

p for H1Cl35 = 1.63 x 10-2og '

Hzcl3s =3.14x 10-2ag

vo"" for Hl Cl+ = 2886

ffi =2e7'cm4

Experimentallythevo""forH2c|35observedat20g4cm.l.Thisisanexce||entagreement.

Thefundamenta|,foranisotopicmo|eculesaresummarizedintab|e2.2

K

F
K

B
tr

Molecule p (g) Fundamental bond

H1F1e

H2F1e

g12Oi6 ,-,.,,: i

c12018

1.59 X 10'4
' 
3.01 x1O-2a

,11 .4 x 10-24
,).1 ;

12x 10'24

2907

2110

2143

2092
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:,:'ffi ;#n:which is crear from ihe tabre. '-q'rerrar oono decr€

2.1.u) Anharmonic oscillator .

The restoring forces and the potentialthat arrr.es from vibrations according to Hooke,s lawincreases indefinitely witn increar"Si*0,".",n"ni fili. .rnnot be the 
""r" ro," real molecule,since increased'separation will event"ually'leao to ooni ;;;irr" and dissociation. Dissociation cor_responds'to the case where tne attractiu! ror."t"tt""" ii" atoms is zero 

"no "on."quenry 
p.Eis constant' vibrational motion ; il; type is saio to-oe'anharmonic and the system is cartedanharmonic oscillator' The real tor".ll"r do not ooev exac11]trg rays.of.simpre harmonic ^rotion,

real bonds' although elastic are ;"t r; ho*og"n"o-JJ;Jney uoore,s raw. rf the bond betweenatom is stretched for instance, tnere .o,.n", a point at which it wiil break. in"'ror"cure dissociatein to atoms' Then although f;; rr;;ompression and extensions the bond rhay,be takeh asperfectly elastic, for largei 
"tprituo"r'r"yigrlrt"r ti'"i iooro orthe bond rength_ a much moncomplicated behavior must be 

""t"Lo. riq),g 
"1o* 

J,"glr*aticaily the shale of energy curv,for a typical diatomic molecute, together wit loasrrloi'd;;r srmpre harmonic parabora.

l.5Deq

Energy

0.sD

1.0 l.s 2.0 2.5 A
(t, ) Internuclear distance

Fig 2.6 The Morse curve : the energy of a diatomic morecure under going
anharmonic extensions and compressions.

i
'-.-_1i.--......,...,,,,,,i"""-

.-lt/l
izl,,/l:tl./li,/l,/l

,/l,tlitl:/l./ i",

i/l
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.A.pure|yempericaleXpressionwitchfithilh6curVetoagoo@-
by P.M.Morse and is called the Morse function'

t = D"r [ 1 - exp {a (r"o - r)} ]' ---- )-'25)

where a is r'onstant for a particular molecule an'. !"0 is the dissociation energy'

The minimrr'. of .he curve occurs at r"o, the equr|ibrium bond |ength. As one goes |arger in

the nuclear separaticns. the anharmoni. .rti)" di"erges significantly from the harmonic curve' At

very.larger r, the curve symbolically approaches the constant P'E value corresponds to dissocia-

tion.

-i11€efler$texpressionfortheanharmonicosciIlator

(2.26)

Where Xe = anharmonicity constant ( + ve)

Anharmonicity constant is a measure of the dissociation from harmonic motion in the mol-

ecule. The second term in2.26 is the correction term on the harmonic term. The magnitude of Xe

is very much smaller than vo.., and will contribute significantly for large values of V. The energy

level diagram consists of equally spaced levels for low values of V but as V increases and the

second term in the eq.2.26 becomes important and the separation between levels will decrease'

For larger V the resuliing larger amplitude will lead eventually to dissociation of molecule. The P.E

curve for anharmonic oscillator is shown in Fig: 2'7'

r ttl

-

Ftg.21 The vibrational energy levpls and some transition between them for a diatomic mol.

under'gping einharmoflic oscillator..''i i-a; ' '
The dissociation energy can be obtained from the P.E curve (Fig' 2.7). The energy differ-

E = hvo." ("*-1) - h uo," 
^"(u 

. ;)' --

1.0 I .5 2.0 2.s A
(.0 ) Internuclear distance ---)
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lf Anarnrr larral /\ / - ^\ -- ^lencebetWeen|oWestenergy|eve|(V=0)andtheconstantP.E"J6,

separation and therefore disassociaiion)

selection rules:Theselection rulesare av=t 1, AV =t 2, Lv =+3notonlythe AV =+.t [u1also others AV = t 2, AV - r 3 etc are predicted with decreasing intensity.
The possibre transitions from ground vibrationarstate (V=0) are

1) V=0 _-____+ V = 1 Fundamental bond

2) V=0 ------) V = 2 First overtone

3) V=0 -----J V = 3 Second overtone etc.

Tr'lus for-transitions Vli = 0 to V1= V (1,2,3, . . .)

i =f =.(v,-v) - (u', = o) ____ (2.27) /

= vor. V -uo." XeV-vo.. Xe V2 --- (2.27)

Factoring out the uo"" V and rearranging gives

v =[t-(r+v)xe];"," v y=1,2,3 ___ (2.28)

We rewrite

u =u" [f -2Xe] forfundamentalbond

i =2iu [r-3Xe] for first overtone (two times)

v =3u" [f -+Xe] for second overtone (three times)

where v. is the hypotheticarequiribrium osciilation frequency.

For eq. io." = 2.99 x 103 Xe = 0.0174 for HCI

Then Fundamental band = 2gg6 cm-1 considerable intensity

First'Svenone 
= 56'6g cm-t 

"sthStt iniensity c?-"

Second ove rtone = as+z c#"with; il rffirlt\}"g ridiiiie i ntb'iisity. 
t, rr r,,,'
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the spacing between the vibrational levels is

the Boltzmann distribution

expl--lE*19-zo x 300

rcr,aryuN.gtp1IG-*6

of order 103 cm-1 and at roomDistance Education

large jumPs' Further,

temPerature, we use

1 3 xlQlo x103

=exP( -4'8) = 0'008

|notherwords,thepopulationgfV=lstateisnear|y0.01orSome1o/oojthegroundstate
population. Thus.to "i""ilipioxrmation, 

we may igholg aitiransitions originally atv = 1 or more

and restrict the aoove-three trans*ion, Gi o*"n'inlig] z.zl. rrrioi""rr"r data determined by IR spec-

tra are given in table 2'3

Table 2.3

Molecular Data

Mol".tl" vibration cm-1 A^h"tt*''"""nstantXe Fonce constant
105 dyne'cm-1 r* (Ao)

lnternuclear distance

6.63x10-3a

HF

HBr

HI

NO

4138.5

2649.7

2309.5

1904.0

0.0218

0.0171

o.0172

0.0073

3.14

159.50

o.927

1.414

1.609

1.151

9.66

4.12

Hot bands : The transitions from v = 1 state to higher states occur if the temp. is raised or if the

vibration has a particularly lovv frequengil;;9;Jiation of the V = 1 state may become apprecr-

ate. Thus at say 600 K(=3000c) Nu = f iNu=n o".t:,1::tnp(-z'+) or abouto'09 and transitions

from V=1 to V=2 *iii nu 
'ore 

tby" tne inteiJiiy of tho_se trom V = 0 to V = 1. A simirar increase

in the excited state popuration wourd "ri;;;'ih; 
viuiationatir"qr"n"y were 500cm'r lnstead 1000

cm'l. The v is

u = i" ( - 4Xe) cm-1 --- (2'31)

Theseweakabsorptionsareusuallycalledhotbandssinceahightemperatureisone
condition for their occurrence

{.1.vi) Model Questions:

l.Deriveanexpressionforttretorceco'rstantoftheqimp|eharmonicoscil|ator.

2. What is zero point energy ? Whatis its importqnce?'

3. write the selection rules for-ipfrared activity' why'some vlbrations of co' are IR

active and some not exPlain?



" 
AcharyaNagg$rUUro*y4. carcurate Xr", for V = 1 state. 

-What is the isotope effect on vibrationalspectra? Explain
what do you mean.by anharmonic osciilatorz wr,"tn", rear morecure is a modelof anharmonic oscillaior or not.-"'|v 

vev 
t-.

'ff 
,f,l"ffi 

i"#:#lfiff"ffi fi :3;r:"j;ffi JXil"1lU,;","Tdovertoneswhy
what are the differences between fundamentarband, *"non" o"nds and hot bands.

;.l"".U:lJ"#:ffHlill|; HBr morecure is 4 1 x 105 dyne.6p.,. carcurate rre-

Recommended Books:

5.

6.

7.

A.J. Sonessa

B.K.Sharma

C.N.Banwell

Introduction to molecular spectroscopy.

Spectroscopy,

Fundamentals of molecular spectroscopy,

' ,i:

8.

9.

;]tl ri:

r.') 1,, I t: . 
:

1! . ;1!.loe&:rtri:J d3ii.lw ...o



Lesson, simultaneous Vibrational-Rotational spectra

of diatomic molecules - IR spectra'

Objectives:

lntroduction

Born-oPPenheimer aPProximation

Break down of the Born Oppenheimer approximation

2.2.1) Introduction'

Simpleharmonicoscillatorapproachshowsthatonlyasinglefreouelwvo".,wouldbe
expected in any IR band. But the band under high resolution for HCI consists of two branches. The

appearance of these branches can be interpreted by assuming that the diatomic molecule rotates

at the same time as it is performing vibrationar motion. The'6nergy for the vibrational motion is

;d;#i"t in" |nor""rle to perform rotational motion'

2.2.ii) Born-O ppen hei rfrer a pproxi mation :

Typical diatomic my'lecule has rotationalenergy separation-of 1 - 1p,cm'l' th?,Yibt"1ol1

energy separation 
" 

*"r/n"^rly 3600 cm{. Since the energies of two.m9tio:t so different' we

may, as a first 
^pproii{^ti.rl;trsio"ritt"t" 

diatomic molecule can execute'rotations and vibra-

tions quite inOepenOently. This, which will call the Bom-oppdnheimer approximation, is taut amount'

to assuming that tna .6rrui.Ja roiationat - vibrationai energy is simply the sum of separate'

energies. , .
The total energy Eu, as the sum of thelnerSies of the simple harmonic oscillator and the

rigid rotator i.e 
i
I .--/ r\ I

Eu,=hvo*[ v*; I +,lBohcilJ+1) "- (2.32)
\ z,l /

Let us gonstruct an energy level diagram'

1

1. LetV=0 and J=0 if we substituting ineq.2.32, wewillget E", =zhvo." whioh correspondfto

1 L- ^aaL^ ^--:ll^l^, 

I

Iowest energy level or ground state of the oscillator' ,

2. Let V=0 and J=1, this gives )
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E", =Jhuo." +2Bo hc \ - 

i

3' GontinuingthisprocessusingV=0, J=2,3,4,s,......,weobtainaserieso/rotational 
/levels in the ground vibrationalstate. The energy ievels are shown in Fig 2.g. \

4' UsingthesameprocedureforV=1 andJ=0, 1,2,3,4,... weobtaintheseriesof rotationallevels in the next highest vibrational state. ' " ' 'rv vv(q" ' t' re

5' To obtain the spectral lines predicted by this energy revel diagram (Fig 2.g) we must con-sider the allowed transitions. v'e'' q' 
' t \' 'v

6. Selection rule AV = + 1 and AJ = t 1

7 ' simultaneous change in vibrational and rotational energies corresponding to a transition

ffi[,?#5:,T:'rr:*' 
J11 in the lower vibrational state V111o a rotationat tevet J' in the upper

AEu.. - El,. _ Eil --_ (2.33)

_ =hvo," (v1_V11)+Bo rrc[.r,(.r,+r)_..t,,(1,,*r)] ___ (2.34)

considering the fundamental band transition V1l= 0 -------+ V1=1, ignoring for a momentthe changes in rotationalquantum number, we get

or",. = hvo," +Bo rrc[t,(l'+t)-t,1(t', *r)J ---(2.35)

Now consider the allowed transitions of J, which is governed by a./= J, -Jr =+1. This
gives rise to

a) J1 =J11 +1

AEu, =hvor. +2Bo hc(Jl1+1) where J,i = 0, 1,2,3. . . ___ (2.36)

b) J1 =J11 -1

AEr, =hvor" -2Bo hcJl1 where J1l = 1 ,2,3. . . ---(2.37)

8) PQR branch lines

The wave numbers for transitions are -

u(n) = AE-=uo." +2B^ (J11+1)'\'-,, hc t __- (2.39)

u(P)= o1", 
=vor"-2BsJ11 ---- (2.3g)\/hc

Hence, the simultaneous vibrational- rotationaltransitions gives rise to two series of lines.

l)i.sloncc Edur.tr ti ou
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Fig: 2.8 some transitions between the rotational - vibrational energy levels

of a diatomic molbcule, togethdiwith the spectrum afising from th:I

one series rises from eq.2.38 and these lines lie on the high v side of ,ro." ' These are known as

the +ve or R branch oTfundamentalband. The second series rises from eq.2.39 and the lines lie on

the low v side oi , osc . These lines constitute the -ve or P branch of the band. The lines in both

cases are equally spaced i.e. lv =280,

t

e - branch or Q - band - if AJ=0, the Q branch lines occur. In the case of vibrational

transitions, AJ=0 is not accompanied by any significant rotational changes. The moment of iner-

tia in the final state must, however, be different from that in the initial state. This indicates that there

must be somdsmall changes in rotational energy of these molecules. These changes give rise to

a series of very closely spaced lines, known as Q branch or Q band. This band is usually observed

in polyatomic molecules.

AJ:- 1 AJ:+ 1

Irtl
R3 R4

I

R5
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2.2.iit) B reakdown of the Born-oppenhei mer Approxi mation :

Let us conside.r that there is interaction between vibrational and rotational motion. A more
realistic model would take in to account the anharmonic nature of the vibration. Let us designate
4 - rotationalconstant at equilibrium bond length re. Bu rotational constant in vibrational state.

Bu = B" _". (u.1) ____ (2.40)

where d, = +ve constant and is smallwhen compared to Bn

Thus B- will arise for each vibrational state. ln effect, the expression for Eu. must now be
written using the energy expressions forthe anharmonic oscillator and the non-rigid"rotator, where
Bo must be changed to Bu

Eu,. = huo," [".1] - huo," x"[v*]l'*eu hcJ(J+1)-Du hcJ2 (J+1), --- (2.41)'\ 2) \. 2) \

lf we conqider simultaneous transitions of J and V for the particular case V= 0 
--f 

V = 1 ,

We get the wave numbers of the resulting lines.

i :io+Bf Jr(r,+r)-ur'r" ("r" +r) ---- (2.42)

Where vo = wave number of pure vibrational transition i.e., the transition for which jt \,, = O .

B] and 81,1= Rotationalconstants in the upper and lower vibrational states.

Using the transition AJ=+t we obtain v(R)

v(n) =vo +(al +a1,1)(t" *r)*(el -el,')(1" +r)' e 43)

where J11 = 0,1 ,2,3,... using the transition AJ-1, we obtain .,, (P)

;(P):"'-(ei*Bl')(.r'+r)+(ei-Bi')(.t"+t)' ---- (2.43) whereJl=0, 1,2,3,....

The y (P) and ,, (R) to represent the wave numbers of the P and R branch lines respec-
tively. These two equations can be combined into the expression

Vp,R =uo+(ef +ef1)m*(el -Bl'')t'cm-1 ---- (2.44) where m =t 1 ,!2....
+m = refer to R branch

-m'= refer to P branch

lf we ignore the vibration and rotation interaction, B] = Bll = g. lf interaction is there,

Bl . Bl,t , the last term of equation 2:44isalways -ve, irrespective of the sign of m, and the effect on

J
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spectrum of a diatomic morecule is to crowed the rotationar rines 
-ro'.u closety together with in-

creasins m on the n'['"ntn side' whilein" p branch """:.:::::"^:::""::t"]:;f*:il:J:::::":-'ffi; Bl and ef, oiner only srishily and the errect is marked onlv ror: hish m values

The spectrum predicted from eq'2'42 and2'43 is shown in Fig:2'9

R Branch P Branch

+5 +4 +3 +2 +1 uo -1 -2 -3
,l -6

Fig. 2.9

The spectrum carbon monoxide is shown in Fig:2'10

(b)r. m-'1'

F ig:2,1 O T,ilqfti nd a rm*lal h*r d tr ndeh i ghse sohrtio n' The Ji ne* I re

lab# acoording totheir J1l values'

V

o
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Tabte 2.4
Lirre

A; Line

^t
P(1)

P(2)

P(3)

P(4)

P(5)

2139.43

2135 55

2131.63

2127 68

2123 70

3.88

3.92

3.95

3.98

R(0)

R(1)

R(2)

R(3)

R(4)

2147.08

2150.86

2154.59

2158.31

'2161.97

3.78

3.73

3.72

3.66

Probfem: For CO md-lgcule Bl = t.ggg cm.j R11 _ 1 e1q,
. . i_ I .^..,: .^ 

u " uv = r'vro offl-,, ,o =2143.28

i: "v. 
=214328 +(1.898 +1.915)m + (1.89s,1.91s) m2cm.1

,.. o = 2143.29 + 3.g13 m _ 0.01 75 m2 cm1.
From this' the calculate u of some lines in the spectrum of co are given in tabre 2.5

Table 2.5

J11
Vobs

Vcal?n

25

20

15

10

6

0

-10

-15

29

24

19

14

o

4

q

10

1F

2241.64

2227 63

2212.62

2196.66

2179.77

2161.97

Band center

2123.70

2103.27

2082.01

2241.91

2227.65

2212.54

2196.53

2179.66

2161.90

2143.28

2123.78

62103.40

2082.15
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20

25

30

-20

-25

-30
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2059.91 2060.02

2037.03 2037 -02

2013.35 2013j4

By using eq.2.40, we have

a = 0.018 Be = 1 .924 cmj

Further we can calculate the eq. Bond lerrgth r"o and ihe bond length is the V = 0 and V =1

.h
states by calculating I from ' 

= *, .B and using I= p r2 as

I"o= 1.13A0 r1 (V= 1)= 1.113A0 r11 (V=0) = 1'136A0

2.2.iv) Model questions: '

1. What are peR branches? Derive equations for PQR branches of diatomic molecutle

when the Born-oppenheimer approximation considered'

2. Draw the energy levels and spectrum of diatomic vibrating rotator when there is no

interaction between vibrational and rotational motion'

3l Write the selection rules for the vibration rotator. .t i 
. 

t: 
, 
,. ..

4. Discuss above the nature of spectrum when there is break down of Born-Oppenheimer .' '. , ' '

approximation.

5. The given values of HCI fundamental u = zaao cm-1, Bf = 10.137 and Bl1= 10'440.

o =0.3019.Calculate u forffi=5, 10,20, m=-15,-25,-30.Alsocalculater"oandrin
V=0and rinV=1.

(o)
Ans: Be - B1,, = ' [;.,|. The remaining same as calculated for CO molecule under problem.

6. Av is increased in which branch. What is the reason for increase in 6, in that branch.

Recommended Books .

A.J. Sonessa lntroduction to molecular soectroscopy'

B.K.Sharma SPectroscoPY.

C.N.Banwell Fundamentals of molecular spectroscopy'



Lesson lll Vibrational Electronic spectra of
diatomic molecules.

Objectives:

Introduction

Electronic energy

Analysis of energy changes

Vibrational structure of electronic spectra

Classification of bands

Intensity of vibrational electronic spectra

Frank Condon principle.

2.3.i) Introduction:

In previous lesson of this unit, we learned that a great deal of information concerning the
size of molecule can be obtained from the study of the fin6 structure of vibrational bands. We-atso
learqed, the requirement that the vibration must produce a change in dipole moment in orderfor it r
to be able to absorb LR i.e. only in the case of heteronuctear molecules. Of 

"ourr", 
ffi;;;;": /

ment precludes the determination of the molecular parameters of homonuclear diatomic motecuteq/
by this I.R method. lt is possible, then, to obtain these parameters for such molecules for the
analysis of fine structure of the bands occurring in the uliraviolet region of the spectrum. These
bands arise from transition between different electronic energy leved in the molecule.

2.3. ii) Electronic energy:

. The total energy of the molecule consists of the sum of the Kinetic and potential energigs of
all the electrons and nuclei. The exact calculation of these electronic endrgies ior a given eleJtronic
state ib difficult even for simple molecules like HCI or CO. This energy wJcan obtain from spectral
studies in the visible and ultraviolet, the magnitude of charge of eiectronic energy between two
different states of the molecule. The molecu-le is performing vibrational and rotatignal molion in
each bi the electronic states. In the IR spectra the vibrational rotational levels i4'one lowest or
ground €lectronic state. Thus the transition between ground electronic state to exeited electronic
st6te gives electronic spectra. Electronic transitions require a large energy then do vibrational or
rotational transitions. Thus, if we take 350m p as a typical waveldi(frh 6'r dinlVUand, then

wave number = 2g,540 cm-r 
r? sr-i;'iu "lr" 

:

; ."-r'9 ri,i'.,. Energy for transition = 5.8 x 10{0 erg (for lRenergy is 10{3 erg},
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The spacing between electronic energy ievels are greater than thosefor vinrationatlffi
The vibrational motio^n I T.n electrgnib state iq ina.reAeiized by a potential energy .ur" of ifr"
type is shown in Fig 2.11 . The potghtial. energy curv6s are shown schematicatty in Fig z. t 1 for the
ground and for the next highest ini enqigy. electronfc state (the first excited staie;. Ttie vibrational
levels in each electronic state are indicated !n,!he.uqual manner by horizontal lines, the e.no's V1
and Vll designate the vibrational eriergy levgls,of the upper and iower erectronib s;i;r';;;;;-tiyely. '.., ; ;

tJd
Ftg.2.11 Potentialenergy curves for a diatomic molecule in the first excited and

ground electronic states.

In the Fig, Df and rel are the dissociation energy and equilibrium internuclearseparation in

the first excited states and Dl' and rell are the corresponding quantities in the ground state. lt is
clear from the Fig that rel> relt. This would be expected if the energy that leads to promotion to
higher electronic levels also increases the vibrational energy. This means that is molecule in the
higher state will be easier to dissociate i.e., Dl . Ol,. So, the p.E curve in the upper electronic
state is broader(larger amplitude) than the;curve in lower electronic state.

2.3.iii) Analysis of energy changes in etectronic spectra:
The total energy of the molecule in a given state consists of contribution from the p.E and

K.E of electrons, the P.E and K.E due to vibrational motion and kinetic energy due to rotational
rnotion.'To determine the absolute magnitude of this total energy would be an impossible task
except.possibility for some of the'simplest molecules such as H, and Her. ln the analysis of elec-
tronic spectra we are interested only in changes in the totalenergy.

Let us designate :_
ee = eFclrg,se ffrgy n*. .il, oo ,, ,,' , ,, .,,,,,

Ev = vibrat'onal energY.,a , gt *,.i..r, : ,,:.
Er = rotationalenergy "-
Et =,totat energy, Then'i

'l
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Et = Ee + Ev + Er __ (2.45)

The Er will be assumed to be that of the non-rigid rotator

Er = h c Bv J (J+1) - hc Dv Jz (J+1)z --- (2.46)

The Ev will be assumed to be that of an anharmonic oscillator

(.. r) ..(.. r\'
F-v = h.'"." 

[.V- 2)- hvo," Xu[tV.;j --- (2.47)

The wave numbers of the spectral lines corresponding to transitions between two elec-
tronic states is

" = 
oE 

= 
(=9j"") .(t"'-t"")* F'-Er") ,^ .^.

hc hc --- (2.48)

Where prirre and double prime request for upper and ground electronic states.

We can also write

AE Ee'-Eeve:_=_ __ (Z.4ga)hc hc

AE Evi-Ev'vv =_ =_ ___(2.48b)hc hc
t

- AE Err - Errr
Vf =-- = 

--
hc hc -- (2.48c)

J'

V' =2

J"

v" =2

J"

Fig 2.12 Energy level diagram shows the vibrational and rotational

energy levels for the lower and upper electronic states.

J"
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From the eq. 2.47 and 2.48, we conclude that electronic transitions occur between the
rotational levels of the different vibrational levels in the two electronic states. These transitions are

represented in Fig.2. 1 2.

' Where Eel and Eell are labeled for upper and lower electronic states, the vibrational Q.Nos
. arg labeled as Vlan'l V11and rotational Q.No Jland J11for upper and lower electronic states'.

In the Fig there are three transitions separated by vertical lines.

A = Eerr --------------) Ee' and V' = Vrr-0,Jr-Jrr-0

AE = Eer - Ee'r , Pure electronic transitions

B = Ee'r ---------+Ee'.V" = 0 toVr. andJr=Jrr=0

AE = AEe + AEv simultaneous change in electronic and vibrationalenergy levels .

C = Eer' _) Ee', Vr r=0 _+ Vt=1, and Jrr = 0_______+ Jr =l

AE = AEe + AEv + AEr simultaneous change irr electronic, vibrational and rotational en-
ergy levels.

From the Fi72.12, it is apparent that the change in electronic energy is constant for a given

electronic transition i.e u e is constant. The total energy change therefore is obtained by addition of
the charge in vibrational and rotational energy, which arise from simultaheous change in vibrational
and rotational energies.

The vibrational transition expression is

f , .\ z -.21 f .r-l
t" =lwe'[.v'.1] - we' xer [,u'*1)'l-l*""fv"*l]-*""1""[v''*l)'L^ .^."-1""1."'2) "''*(." t) ) [" -'z) 1." t) )---(24e)

where {D€ = 
Vosc

c

coe' and roe" are the vibrational frequencies measured in wave numbers of the oscillator
in upper and lower electronic state respectively.

Xe1 and Xel1 are anharmonicity constant in the two electronic states.

The rotational transition expression is

;r.:[e; J'(J'+') -ol J,, (J,*,)'l-frl' ,',(J,,*t)-Dl, J,,,(J',*r)'l --- (2.s0)L \ 'f / J L', \ / v \ I _l _

Bf and Df in the upper vibrational state and Bf' and Dl,' in the lower electronic state.
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2.3.iv) Vibrational structure of electronic transitions:

Acharya Nagarjuna Univenitl

Let us consider the transitions between rotation less states corresponds to J1= J11 = 0 (lineB in Fig.2.12)

Then v = ue +uv and vr = 0 --- (2.51)

In eq'2'51 v v is only variable, there transitions give rise to vibrational or corarse struc-ture of the electronic transitions. Using the eq.2.49 *" ott"in the expression
r

,, = ue*l '"'[" .*J -ore,Xe,[u'.lJ' I - ,",, [u".]l-oe,rx",,[y,,*-l-') ,A F^\L \ 2) \ 2)j ( 2) [ ,)---(2.52)
Eq'2'52 represents the wave numbers of all possible transitions between the transitionlevels Vl and Vl1 of the upper and lower electronic states. The selection rules that served to restrictthe changes in V for the pure vibrational transitions are not operative in the electronic spectra. Sowe can expect very large number of spectral lines due to eq.6.52. These lines are actually closedspaced lines, which corresponds to bands obtained under the low resolution.

Consider the eq.2'52 and let us designate v oo , the wave number of the band corresponds

to V'r = 0 
---) 

Vr =0 using these number of values in Eq.2.52. we obtain

= u- =;".[j,"' - 1^"'ig:) (;," 
, - i ,",' ,",,) --- (2 s3)

solving eq.2.53 for u" and substituting the result in eq 2.52 give

u = u- +f(t-xet)r.t - r,retxetut]ut-[(r-x"tt)r,ret'-orerrxsrr yrr lyrr ---(2.s4)

since Xe and o e are constants, then eq,2.54 can be written as

u=u- +(a'-b'v,)v' - (a" -p',v")v', --- 1z.ss;

where 3 = (1-Xe)oe _-_ (2.55a)

b = ro e Xe :- (2.55b)

a+b= coe --- (2.5Sc)

From the study of the wave number of the observed bands, one can obtain an empirical eq.
that fits in to theoreticaleq.2.55

, For eq for CO molecule, a band system is fourrd that fits the equation is

v (cm-') = 64746.5 + (1498.36 - 17.251V1)Vl - (2156.05 - 13.260 V11)V11

From the values of al and bl, we can have
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e1 = 1515.61 cm-r (from eq'2'56c)

Xel= 0.01137 (from eq'2.56b)

Finally we can calculate force constant of CO in the upper electronic state K1 i'e

Kt =4nt Vo.. Ft = 4rrz (.l,ez c2 ltz

By using the value of or e1 in the above, we obtain

t<t = g.Zg x 105 dyne.cm-l

Similarly we can calculate

K1l = 19.0 x 105 dyne.cm-t

(De11= 2169.31 cm-1

Xel1 = 0.00611

The larger value of Xe in upper electronic states indicates that the vibrations in Co are less

like a simple hirmonic oscillator than they are in ground state. The lower value of the force con-

stant in the upper electronic state meansthat thsband is more flexible, owing to the moment of

electronic charge between the atoms in the band during the electronic transition. Both factors

indicate the probable transition to be froin the normalCO structure to an ionic structure. The ionic

double bonded structure is more flexible and has larger band distance than thus the ground state

triple bonded structure.

2.3.iv) Classification of Bands:

The large number of bands that are possible in electronic transitions can be classified

according to vibrational e.Nos involved in the transition. These bands are classified into two classes

- 1) Band progression 2) Band sequence.

tl t/.r.r.u..r.tl/.2 tl z tt@zz't'l/ tltlt Acharya Nagarjuna University

: ln this either Vl or V1r Q.No has definite value and the other will varies1) Band progression
regularly.

For eq Vl=0 and V11 varies i.e Vll = 0,1,2,3,.....

This is namedas V11.="1 band progr,ession. ,'.

These are shown in Fi9.2.13.
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Fig : 2.13 Band progression.

2) Band Sequenee : The band sequence can be made according to the value of aV.
For eg vl - v11 = - 2 than we can have the sequence o - z, 1 - 3, 2 _ 4, 3 _ sthis AV = _ 2

sequence.

V1- Vl1= 0 i.e., V1=0 tO V11=0, V1=1 tO V11= 1 etc.

This is AV =0 sequence. This band sequenc&l shown inFig2.14

3

2

1

\i=0

3

2

1

vl=0

-,-

?ljt:ji ' j li,:',",r,:gi:r ,'i J€tr. 16;

iqG' i(l: ,:l*i:-,.rjr'i ;1i,, :-:f ir

Fig: 2.1 4 Band Sequ€fl ce,;,
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2.3.v) Intensity of vibrational - Electronic spectra I

, The Franck-Condon Principle:

The quantum mechanics does not linpor"s restrictions on the change in the vibrational
quantum humber. During an electronic transition, the vibrational lines in the progression are not all
observed to be of the same intensity.

For eg in some spectra (0, 0) transition is the strongest, in others the intensity increases to
a max at some value of V1, while in yet others only a fewvibrational lines with high Vlare seen
followed by continuously (Fig: 2.15).

0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 0.0 j.0 2.0 3.0.4.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0.4.0

o)
oc

TU

cm.l->
(a) "i.f iti>

Fig : 2.15 The operation of Franck-Condon principle

All these types of spectrum are readily explicable in terms of the Franck-Condon principle.

Franck-Condon principle states that an eleCtronii'traniition takes placd so rapidly that a
vibrational molecule does not change its inter nuclear distance appreciatory during the transition.

Fig 2.15 shows four possibilities.
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a) 'Intermolecular distance v e is same in the upper and lower electronic states. This principle
states that atransition occurs vertically on the diagram. The stroqgest spectral line is Vl1= 0
progres:ion (0, 0) -{owever qua: 'tum theory only says that the probability of finding the oscil-
lating atom,is greatest at the equilibrium distance in the V1=0 state, it allows some, although
small; chance of the atom being nearthe extremities of its vibrational motion. Hence there is
a chance of the starting from the ends of the V11 =0 states and finishing in the Vl=1,2,3 etc
states i.e (1, 0) (2, 0) etc. lines diminish rapidly in intensity.

b) The excited electronic state has a, slightly smaller inter nuclear separation thart the ground: ' state. A vertical transition from the Vl1= 0 level will be most likely to occur in to the upper
vibrationl state Vl = 2, transitions to lower and higher Vl states being less likely.

c) The excited electronic state has a slightly larger ve than the ground state but the resulting: transitions and spectrum are similar.

d) :The upper state separation is drawn on considerably greater than that in the lower state. We
see firstly, the vibrational levelto which a transition takes place has a high V1 value. Further,
the transitions can now occur to a state where the excited molecule (Eex) has energy in
excess of its own dissociation energy (Do). From such states the molecule will dissociate
with out any vibrations and since the atoms, which are formed, may take up any value of
kinetic energy, the transitions are not quantised and a continuous results.

u continuous limit - Dl' * E ex cm-1 -- (2.56)

Each'progression will show two maxima which will coincide only if the equilibrium separations
are the same in both states.

2.3.vi) Model questions:

1. Give a brief account of vibrational structure of electronic spectra.

2. Discuss about the vibrational coarse structure of electronic spectra.

3. Derive an expression vibrational transition of electronic spectra.

4. ,Give total energy equation for electronic spectra.

5. How many types of bands are obtained in the coarse structure and explain.

6. Define and explain the Franck-Condon principle.

Recommended Books:

A.J. Sonessa

.BrK.Shar:ma
\u. i

C.N.Banwell
. .i i* , ..1 r, t. rlrijr

Introduction to molecular spectroscopy.

$pectrQscqP{.,,..,. r, ,',1 i, ,Lt, :.

Fundamentals of molecular spectroscopy.
..':1 ..i '. }.: dl't ' .: ".,'.



Lesson rV Rotational Electronic Spectra of

diatomic molecules. \

Objectives

Rotational structure of electronic bands

Formation of band shading and band head in electronic spectra.

2.4.i) Rotational stiucture of electronic bands:

Let us now consider in this lesson, the mor-realistic case where changes in the rotational
state can take place for a given change in the vibrational staje of the molecutJltine cinFig 2.12)

Foragivenvibrationaltransition,thequantities ve+ uv isconstant. Letuscallthisa uo,
which is known as band origin. Then

u = uo + v r -- (2.57)

where v r is variable that depends on the different values of rotational Q Nos. in upper and

lower electronic states. All possible transitions between rotational levels, for a constant vo, give
rise to single band. The band will consists of a series of lines, each line arise from a given bhange
in J values i.e. for a given rotationaltransition.

Let us derive the expression

;, = 5 =E,(J,)- 1l --- (2 58)hc r\ | hc
(

Using eq.2.50 for v r in 2.58, we obtain

vr = Bl.t' (..1' +t) - ol J,2 (J, +,)' - ,l'.,frr(.;rr *l) - Dfr.,;rrz (.t,'*t)' --- (2.s9)

Where Bf and Df for the mol. in upper electronic state and Bfr and Dfr for the mol. in
lower electronic state.

Comparing 2.57 anr1,,t 59, we obtain ar €g..:i 
" :. ,,:, ..:

, =rn +l B', J'(.r'+r) - Dr Jr2 (.t'*r)' - ef il,L(.t,c,ft) _t6!'J,,2 (J,r.,) 
-l 

___ (2 60)t"
'y'i.':';,1," t,1?, ilfit.. '" \'-: ':';. , it'h' 'r!:! .,'V, t, . l.i]

Eq.2.60 gives the wave numbers of all the lines arising from rotational transition for a given
vibrational and electronic transition.
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Selection Rules : The selection rules are similarto those introduced for pure rotational transitions

i.e AJ = i 1 are allowed. However, the fact that the electronic charge distribution in the molecule

may also change during an electronic transition leads to the transition where

AJ = 0 is also allowed in some cases. So we obtain for the selection rules for rotational

transitions in electronic spectra.

R branch is obtained when AJ = + 1 (+ve)

P branch is obtained when aJ = - 1 Cve)

Q branch is obtained when AJ = 0

Substituting

' ' 
''='tt+1 

in eq'2'60

o 
'(R) = [*za], +(sef - 811)J11 + (nl, -n1,1).111'? --- (2.61)

(Neglect small correction terms, centrifugal constant, D)

where J11= 0,1 ,2,3....

J1=J11- 1 in eq 2.60

u(n)=uo *(si, *81,')J" +(el, -al').t11'z --- (2.62)

where J1= J11

"(o) =[*(el +e]1)..r" *(tl, -tl').,"' --- (2.63)

whereJll=1,2,3.....

we obtain simple formula for eq.2,61 and2.62 as we got earlier.

; = [*(e],+41,1)m +(al -afl)"1"'? (2.64)

Wherem=t 1.12, t3
Sowhen m= + 1 R branch and m = -1 Pbranch. The lowestlevel of J11 value in R branch

is 0 and in the p branch is 1 and as a result, no line appears for the transition J11= Ji = 0 corre-

sponding to u = u0, the band origin and a gap appears in the spectrum at this wave number'

When the transitions AJ=0 are allowed, then allthe 15ree brQffes PQR appear. The spectral

lines from R branch willoverlap the lines of the P and R branch {ilng to a more complicated band

than in the case of only P anO n branch'
' 

The eqs. for p and R branches in electroriic transitions and Vibrational - rotational transi- i

tions (lR) are same.'The difference lies in the magnitudes of Bf and B],1 in these two types of

transitions. The rotational constants fortwo electronic states will differfrom one anotherto a much
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greater extent than they will for two vibrational states in the same electronic state'

2.4.ai) Formation of Band shading and Band Head in electronic spectra:

. In electronic transitions, excitation to a higher state can lead to either a increase or de-

crease in the band l6ngth, depending on the nature of the electronic rearrangement in the mol-

ecule.

Let us consider two cases in which the rotational constants differ as 1) Bf < ef1 and

2) Al t Bl The two cases will lead to band-head formation in either the R or the P branch.

Case-l - Bl,.B1,'

The quantities e-l - B],1 is -ve (eq.2.64)

Let us write Bl + Bf1 = s --- (2,65)

Bl,-Blt=" --- (2.66)

The eq.2.64 can be written after introducing eq.2.65 and 2.66 as

v = [+am-bm2 --' (2.67)

lf we take m as +ve , we will get R branch lines. Since b<<a, when m is small ;(R)= [+am

As m increases, the square term -bmz, becomes more important. Since this term is -ve, it
will result in a decrease in the separation of lines in the R branch at large m. We find the lines
converge more rapidly and causing them to crowd together, thus resulting in the formation of a

\and 
head.

) nt some value of m, the negative square term will only weigh the +ve linearterm (am). This
results in the lines of the R branch tUrning back on themselves. Obviously, there must exists some

value of m for while u (R) has a maximum value. This y (R) is correspond to band head. In this

case the band head occurs in R branch. The P branch lines are obtained when m is -ve. The linear

(am) and square term (-bm2) and the wave number of P branch lines occur between I and the

separation of lines increases to a greatly extent as a m value increases, So the band will shade or
degrade or diffuse in the P branch.

A graphical representation of the wave numbel gtthe rotational lines as a function of m can
be,obtained from eq.2.6 + a4d3.At The egyStiol,s,.rp,flg:f,ltr ofJ-axis parabolai: lf we plot m as

ordinate and u as abscissa, we obtain a parabbla known..,es Fg4rat parabola show4 ,E,chemati-
cally in Fis:2.16 fqr qae,p -.f, The jnteragllgn.o.f p?,ra!?lq wr$lhe noqzontqfaxls 9t m=0 and

ther.efqre given vo . The spectrum obtained from the poq.ts ol tfre fortrgt parabola is s.hown sys-

terpatically below the graph.
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Case l. Bl . Bl'

tl.rl'

Predicted Spectrum

P Branch R Branch

Fig: 2.16 Fortrat Parabola.

There is a band head is formed in electronic spectra where as no band head is forrned in lR

spectra (Vibrational rotational spectra). The reason is -

ln IR spectra, the moment of inertia are not very different in the two states involved in

transition, So that Bi, - B_1, is very small. Therefore we would have to go to very high m values to

outweigh the = bm2 over am and there very high rotational transitions is too low to be observed.

Consequently the band head is not detectable in IR spectra.

Gase ll: Bl t Bl,'

The quantity Bl - Bl is + ve number and therefore we can write eq.2.64 as

u = uo: + am +bm2 -- (2.68)

Again a>>b when m is + ve, there is a continuous increase in the wave number of lines in

the R branoh. so band shede occur in R branch on the F,t|gher wave,number side. when m is +ve,

the linear term am-:is -- ve. As m gets larger, the lines inithe P branch'get crowd together until the

+ve bm2 out weigh - ue am and the lines turn back. So weconclude that in this case, the band head

is obtained in p branch and band shade in the R branch. The Fortrat parabola for this case is
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shown inFig.2.17.
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Case ll Bl r Bl'

{.Il'

Predicted Spectrum

P Branch R Branch

Fig 2.17 Fortrat Parabola

The equations for m head and u head are

Bl + Bl,1ffihead=tffi --- (2.69)
z\Dv -Dv /

It corresponds to value of m where ma5imum density of spectral lines occur

(ei + ei')'
vhead = vn - 

-T;11\ 
-__ (2.70)- 4tp" -ou )

,, Corresponds to maximum of the branch is ,, , head.

7\,{
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From eq.2.70, when Bl . Blt , u hbad occurs at a wave number greater than I and the
band shade towards lower y end.

2.4.iii) Model Questions:

1- Explain the formation of band head and band shade in the rotational fine structure of
electronic spectra.

2. Derive equation for peR branches of electronic spectra.

3. Draw the Fortrat parabolas for Bl , Blt case and explain why band head and band
shade are formed.

4. What is the reason in lR spectra band head is not formed while in electronic spectra it will
occur.

5. Write the expressions for m head and .,, head.

Recommended Books :

A.J. Sonessa Introduction to molecular spectroscopy.

B.K.Sharma Spectroscopy.

C.N.Banwell Fundamentals of molecular spectroscopy.



UNIT - III

SAMPLING AND TREATMEN'I'OF ANALYTICAL DATA

SAMPLING:
This unit deals with the importance of sarnpling, various methods of sampling of gases, liquids and

solids. transmission and storage of sarnples.

The major part of the unit that is with regard to treatment of analytical data deals with understanding the

terms like Accuracy. Precision, Errors, Standard deviation, Confidence intervals etc.,

Further treatment includes testing of the significance of the value obtained, rejection of data ahd control

charts. The values will be subjected for regression analysis and method of least squares.

Theory of Sampling :

Sampling is the process of extractin-e a small portion from a large quantity of material which is truly a

representative of the composition of the whole material. This process is of great importance since, if it is not

saiisfactorily clone, the labour and time spent in making a careful analysis of the sample may be completely

wasted. Further it is to be borne in mind that the reputation of the analytical chemist rests ultim:rtely on his

ability to produce correct results.

Process of sampling can be divided into 3 major operations'

l. Collection of 'gross' samPle.

2. Reduction of gross sample to a proper and covenient size for transportation to the laboratory.

3. Preparation of the sample for analysis.

Sampling Unit : The sampling unit may be defined as that portion of the material where there is high

proUaUitity that it will contain the different sized particles of the material in the proportion in which they occur

in the entire bulk of the material

The sampling unit, if taken under carefully prescribed conditions for each different class, should be a

proper representative of the material. In practice several number of sampling units will be selected, depending

on the size of the shipment to be sampled ancl cornbinerl into one large sample called the gross sample which is

more expedient. (Useful for effecting a desired result, based on what is of use or advantageous rather than what

is right or just guided by self -interest).

The character of the material, sizes of the various particles, uniformity of the composition and the

prominence of any one or more constituents are the factors that govern the amount of the sampling unit.

I. Collection of the Gross sample:
'fhe amount of the substance to be includefin the gross sample depends more on the size of the indi-

vidual particles than upon the size of the shipment, since it is simply a multiple of the sampling unit.

. 1. From Carload lots : The top surfpce is divided into 8 equal areas and from each ofthese sections,

approximately equivalent sampling unit may be achieved as follows :

From a stable bank of the material beginning from the bottom, ten equal positions of the material are

taken with a shovel at regular and equal inter.rals from the bottom to the top of the bank, Combine these

sampling units for the gross sample.
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The stable bank may be obtained :

l. By digging down to the bottorn of the carload at the centre of each section.

2. As the centre of each section of the carload is reached during the ordinary

process of unloading by shovellin-q or orherwise.

2. From Bags, Carts, Trays etc.

a) From a specified number of contairrers selective, increments may be taken and are

combined to get gross sample.

b) The entire content of every n th container is taken and combined to get the gross

sample.

c) If the material is fairly uniform and composed of small particles, the gross sample may be obtained
. by taking ten equal specified increments uniformly distributed on two right angle diagonals across the

surface of the container.

3. For powdered samples :

By a specially designed thief or by means of a shovel, dipper etc.

a) From large shipments : On a line length wise through the centre of the holder, several portions will
be taken from every n th feet and collected to get gross sample.

b) From cars etc. :

Several specified portions from each holder with the thief or shovel are taken and are combined to
:

form a gross sample.

c) From barrels, bags, etc :

A combination of each portion collected from every n th container will form the gross sample.

d) From small piles (not more than 6'feet in height)

With the aid of a thief one portion venically at the peak of the pile and one vertically at each of ten points ,

uniformly distributed along the line around the pile, half way between the peak and the edge of the pile are
taken and combined to get the gross sample.

4. From Wet Material :

The collected portions must be kept in moisture tight container.

When fine solid material which is non uniformly suspended in a liquid several vertical sections of the
material may be taken by means of a specially designed thidf and combined to get the gross sample.

\ 5. From hygroscopic or deliquescent materials :

The sample can be taken by means of a thief or a small scoop (laddle) or a shovel when the material is
contained in air tight container, which may be readily opened and closed. : -

6. Sampting of non ferrous metals and alloys: t t 'f'' ";"' I

a) In the form of piles, sheets, slabs etc.

i) The saw dust obtained sawing completely through the specimen, is mixed thoroughly and quartered
down on a clear surface and the required amount of sample is drawn.
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ii) The punchings or drillings so obtainecl by punching or drilling completely through, if the equipment' 
permits or half way through from the opposite sides, holes are placed along a diagonal,line from one

corner to the other are combined and carefully melted in a clean graphite crucible which are either

granulated by completely pouring into distillecl water and thoroughly drying or by casting into thin

ilabs, which may be tu*LO completely through in several places and the saw dust so obtained can be

combined to get a samPle.

ff. Reduction of Gross sample to Laboratory Sample :

Approximately (1000lbs =500 kg one lb = 453.6 g ) crushed to about

22.6 mm- I mesh ; thoroughly mixed and halved by the long pile and alternate shovel method.

16
mm

2 Mes!'

11.3
mm

10 Mesh

Discard

Figure - 3.1 : Sieves with Different Mesh Sizes

Il2 Onehalf crushedtoabout 16mm- 1.5 meshmixed andhalvedbyt"heLPandASprocedure. ,,

(i.e., Long Pile and Alternate Shovel method). , 
,

ll2 , y . One hag, crushed to about I 1.3 mm - 2 mesh mixed and halved by the LP and AS procedure.

It2 One half crushed to about 4 mm - 5 mesh mixed rolling on canvas, halved by cone and quaftering

brocedure.

1 mesh

5 Mesh

2mm
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ll2 One half crushed to about 2 mm -10 mesh mixed by rolling on canvas; halved by riffling (or sampling
machine) or by the cone and quarterin-q procedure.

l/2 One half mixed and riffled down ro about g lbs.

In the case of moisture sample, the sampling unit must be collected and stored under conditions where
by moisture would not be lost or absorbed. The mixing, crushing and halving operations must be done as
rapidly as possible. I
In the case of the gross samples containing an excessive amount of water which would Ue tost ir/
operating to reduce to lab sample, the moisture driven off should be accounted for in the calculatior$
and evaluation of the sample.

III. REDUCTION OF GROSS S,\MPLE
(LONG PILE AND ALTERNATE SHOVEL METHOD)

The entire gross sample is thoroughly ntixed after crushing in a suitable manner until all pieces are
approximately one inch or less in any dimension by shovelling it into a cone shaped pile depositing each
shovelful on the apex ofthe pile.

All the material is shovelled into a pile about the width of the shovel and approximately 10 inches long
according to the total amount of material. spreading each shovelful uniformly over the whole length of thi
pile, beginnin-g alternatively from opposite ends.

The long pile is divided into two equdl portions b" beginning on one side of the pile, at either end, and taking
successive shovelfuls advancing each time by the width of the shovel around the pile, combining the first
and every alternate shovelful into a neat cone shaped pile as in (l) and discarding the second and every
alternative shovel.

The above operation is repeated until a porrion of about 500lbs is obtained.

The material is crushed until no piece is greater than approximately 3/4 inch (197 mm) in any dimension,
and the operation (3) is repeated.

The material is crushed until no piece is larger than approximately l/2 inch (l27mm) in any dimension and
then the operation (3) is repeated.

A portion of abut 125 lbs is so obtained wlrich is further reduced by the cone and quartering procedure.

REDUCTION OF GROSS SAMPLE::
CONE AND QUATERING PROCEDURE

l.

z.

The material amounting to about 125 lbs is mixed by crushing to pass a 4 mm-5 mesh sieve and shovelled
into a neat cone.

The cone is falttened by pressing the apex vertically down with the shovel, so that, when quartered, each
quarter will contain the material originally contained there in.

The flattened pile is divided into equal quarters by passing a straight edge board vertically twice through
centre of the pile at right angles, each time drawing half of the pile a few inches to one side.

The top ancl bottom quarters are discarded and all the fine particles are brushed away fiom the exposed
surface.

l.

2.

4.

5.

6.

3.

4.
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5. The remaining quarters are crushecl to pass a2 mm- l0 mesh sieve and thoroughly mixed by shovelling into
a neat cone.

6. The operations (3) and (4) are repeated or riffled (cut or graze or robbed) to about 20 pounds.

?. The retained sarnple is subjected for grinding to pass 0.85 mm - 20 mesh sieve. The material is thoroughly

mixed on a clean canvas by raising alternate opposite corners of the canvas, thus the material is rolled from

side to side (one side to the other) for one hundred times.

8. The sample is further treated to suit the requirements of the particular material.

SAMPLING OF LIQUIDS
Generally, a uniform and representative sample of liquid is more feasible. When the liquid is thin, non

viscous and does not contain immiscible constituents, a homogenous condition usually exits and a sample from
any part of the bulk is sufficiently true representative of the whole. When viscous or immiscible materials are

present, a heterogeneous condition exists and care is to be taken to obtain a representative sample. The proper

selection of a representative sample of a liquid therefore, involves a consideration of the physical properties

of liquids, their chernical activity, the miscibility of all components and the interference of any insoluble mate-

rials caried by the liquid.

The sampling of liquids is divided into 3 classes :

1. Sampling of liquids in silent or inert state

2. Sampling of liquids in motion

3. Sampling of special liquids

Eg : Immiscible liquids, Volatile liquids, Liquids containing sediments etc.

1. Sampling of Liquids in quiscent State

All liquids not in motion may be samplecl by obtaining portions at specified points from the top to the

bottom of the liquid by means of a suitablc sarnpling apparatus.

From storage tanks, cars etc.

If the liquid lras been thoroughly agitatecl or is knorvn to be reasonably uniform in composition, several
portions are transf'ered to a container by rneans of a suitable dipper, the several dippings being talcen through
out the mass of liquid.

If the character and conditien of the liquid is such as to permit the formation of zones of different
composition, samples are obtained by rneans of a suitable apparatus, where by proper proportions of the
liquid are taken at every point from the top to the bottom. These samples are combined to form gross sample
after thoroughly mixing. By slowly lowering the s'ampling bottle'into the liquid with the outlet open, a
portion of the liquid from'every point passes through the inlet into the bottle, unless if outlet is kept closed
until the desiled depth is reached, the entire s'ample may be taken at any desired point.

i)

a)

b)
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-Sampling

Rubber stopper (or)
ground glass stopper

pi.;ure - 3.2 - Thief for Collecting sample

2) From Drums, Carboys, Barrels etc.

l) By means of a thief p:oportional fractious are taken from each container, and these increments are

combined and mixed to get the composite gross satnple.

If the contents of the container are such as to preclude through mixing or if the material has the tendency to

form strata of varying compositions, the open thief should be lowered into the liquid at such a rate as to keep

the levels of liquid inside and outside of the thief very nearly equal, in order to include portions at all points

from the top to the bottom of the liquicls.

Sampling of Liquids irr Motion

3) From a pipe of continuous full flow under constant (or) varying head.

a) By means of a suitable samplin-e wier a definite fraction of varying flow can be collected over a required

period of tirne.

b) With large pipes and large flows, the apparatus consists of 3 pipes 1,2,3 bent at 90o angles with opening 
,

facing the flow at different levels are inserted in pipe P and cor\nected to a common pipe A. The flow /

through A is then sampled by B the opening of which faies the flow at a point half way between the centre i

and bottom of the pipe A. Pipe B is fittecl with a stop cock C where by the amount of the sample flow

through B may be regulated.

Figure 3.3 -

Special Design for collecting samples
of liquids in motion

Area of cross-section four
B times area of cross sections
C of1,2&3

Sampling of special liquids :

4. Liquids containing insoluble mater in suspension :

a) When the sediments remains in reasonably uniform suspension during the periods required fortaking the

_ sample, the liquid is thoroughly mixed and the sample obtained in'one of the ways that are being

mentioned earlier.

b) When rhe sediment sertles rapidly or is impossible of uniform distribution, the liquid is thoroughly

mixed and a complete column of the liquid is rapidly taken by a special thief. By repeating this operation

several times a fairly representative sarnple is obtained'
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5. Liquids composed of immiscible layers

The layers are separated and portions of each-layer are combined in proper ratios of thd material is placed

in a container of uniform cross section, then proper proportion' or" ' *"n from each layer after measurirf the
1:

depth ofeach laYer.

6. Volatilc liquids :

Theseat.ebestsarnple.lfromacontinuousno*.yhi|etireliquidisbeingdischargedorbymeansofasiphon
from containers. If the liquid is uniform in composition' of tun b" made io by agitation' a portion may be run

to the bottom of the sampli;-3 bottre until the bottte overflows through another tube from the top into another

bottletosuchanextentastoieavealiquidinthefirstbottlecontain-ingthemaximumamountofthevolatile
constituent. The sample bottle now' quickly stoppered and sealed'

Sarqpling of Gases :

sampling of Gases 
- :^ r:rr:^..rr .,,h6,. i p or conduit from the source of production

Gases:,1Tjll1il:"::f;ffi,;l;1fi:H:::J:.:if;: ;l'""ff'1"'"'i'".,,,o" or waves with rhe maximum verocitv

being at the centre of the pipe. The temperature of gases will vary through out the cross section of the pipe'

Ifitispossib|etodischargetotalgastobesampledintoalargeholderandprovidetimeforitto
thoroughly diffuse, a true representative ,u*pt" could be obtained by withdrawing a portion of it'

Under varying conditions of velocity, composition and temperatu*' 
lt 1:llT:sible 

to detect a point of

approximately average velocity, temperature or composition from,ivhich a representative instantaneous sample

can be taken. Hence it is necessary to collect a satnpleover-an extended period' *:lr,Yt,:j"t::f"T-l

;i:#jlT?;ffiilJl-,;d;ili, ,"^*""';"";itions. userur dara regarding composition and gas-now is

LUtained by taking frequent "grab" sample' JL*'-
Gas samPles : Two tYPes

'J 1. Continuous samPling

2. Instantaneous samPling'

Fig 3.4

Apparatus for gas samPling

)'/^

The f-igure represents very simple pipette for sarnpling gases' It may be made in any size from 5 ml to

25 ml. The three way capiilary stop cocks pe'nittrre flusrring out of the connecting tubes with the sample itself

or with a confi'ing riquid. Into the verricar capinary tube at the upper end mercury is introduced. The vessel is

evacuated to ab.ut I mm pressure and then by rnealls of lower tap the pipette is closed. The air form the lower

;;;t*fti i* airptq"ei u'd ttr" tap is turnecl so that the Bal flows into the evacuated vessel until the pressure

is slightly above tt-,oi of atmosphere. Th" gor'may then be transferred to,the gas analysis apparatus by

connecting ro a pair of small u.rpiru,or. filled with mercury u1 
litaute 

manrnutallon olthe taps'

L^ -.^^l ..,L^-- ih flra oqe re crlllecfe0 ln J OV luwtillrlx ure
Alternatively the following apparatus may be used rvhere in 1l1e gas is collected'in ''s' by lowering the

reservoir'R'- :'"
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Fig - }.S,Another modle for Gas Sample
120mm

. A sample of gas holder may also be constructed with the aid of round bottomJflasks as shown infigure fitted with a rubber cork with two holes The rioht cirra r.,l.- h^.. r-^ ^^--^^1- r Ifitted with a rubber cork with two holes. The right side tube may be connected to a levelling bulb.

Fig -3.6 Gas Sample Holder

TREATMENT OF ANALYTICAL DATA
Introduction :

- when a quantity is measured with the greatest exactness that the instrument, method and observer arecapable of, it is found that the results of successive determinations differ among themselves to a greater orIesser extent' At the same time we cannot consider that all the values obtained are correct with in the reasonableIimits of measurements' The average value of a series of measurements is accepted as the most probable value.However it should be. noted that the average value may not always be the true value. At times the difference
.may-be-too 

small, but in case of others it may be so large that the result cannot be accepted. The reliability of theresult depends upon the magnitude of the difference ietween the average value and the true value.

Accuracy and Precision :

Accuracy : The accuracy has been described as the clegree of agreement between a measured value and themost probable or the true value.
-'On 

the other hand the accurate value is one which is true value or exact value. But in scientificqxperiments we never expect an exact value since the true value is never known except within certain limits.
Hence, we can approach a true value but we cannot attain it.

Thus we can say that the accurate values are one which were obtained by a skilled scientist with all bestqudtity of instruments.

- 
Precision is the reproducibility of a number of similar measurementr. It niay be defined'as the concordanceof a series o{ greasq5erpentg qf the s4me qua4tity.

A
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In analytical chemistry the term precision of a value is defined as

On the other hand nrecision i

However, a high degree of precision does not imply accuracy. Generally the terms accuracy and precision
are often used as synonyms in ordinary usage. but in connection with scientific data they must be distinguishedcarefully. " ..::

An accurate result is one that agrees closely with the true value of a measured quantity. The comparison is
usually made on the basis of an inverse measure of the accuracy.

viz' the error (the smaller the elror, the greater the accuracy). The error is most frequently expressed relative
to the size of the measured quantity, for example. in percent or in parts per thousanO (ppt).

In view ofthe nebulous (not clear) nature ofthe true values, it is clear that accuracy cannot often be ascer-
tained' Precision on the other hand, ref'ers to ihe agreement among of a group of experimental results, and
implies nothing about their relation to the true value. r

Precise values may well be inaccurate, since an error causing deviation from the true value may effect all the
measurementsequa|lyandhencenotimpair(damage)theirprecision.

A determinate error which leads to inaccuracy may or may not affect precision, depending upon how nearly
constant it remtins through out a series of measurements.

On the other hand, accuracy without precision is obviously impossible, but precision does not by any means
imply accuracy.

when an individual is able to reprocluce two or more measurements with only slight differences'in th'e
results, his / her work be regarded as precise. lt should be noted that a high degree orp."-"irion oo", no, i-piy
accuracy.

a hundred-milli litre graduated
litre units and it is not possible

Expression of Accuracy -Explanation :

For example, a volume of twenty frve milli litres carefully measured in
cylinder should nor be expressed as 25.0 ml, as cylinder is graduated in a milli
to estimate the fraction of such units closer than tenths bf milli litres.

on the other hand, the same volume measured in a fifty milli litres burette may be expressed as 25.00 ml,.as
here the apparatus is graduated directly in tenths of milli litres and the hundredtir placeis capable of possible
estimation. The accuracy of measurement with burette is greater than with the graduated cyliinder.

. li\" Yit"., 
u ten gram weight when measured on a side shelf balance may be expressed as 10.00 g but on

analytical balance as 10.0000 g.

Thus in each case, the accuracy of measurement is limited by the nature of the instrument used and the skillof the observer in rnaking the observation. 
:

, -The difference between the numerical values can be expiessed'es'the dbsolute difference or as therelativi difference (generally relative difference will be 
"^pr"rrJd 

in parts per thousand i.e. ppt )
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For example :3.M2,3.031 are two numerical values.

The absolute difference of these two values will be 0.011, while the relative difference will be

gLxt&N= s.616ppt
3.042^'---

Now, we know that absolute error of a determination is the difference between the observed or measured

value and the true or most probable value.

In the case of above example, if 3.042 is regarded as the true value, the absolute error of the value 3.031

is 0.011, The relative error is the absolute error divided by the true or most probable value. Thus the relative

error is 3.616 ppt. in the case of value 3.031.

Deviations in parts per thousand (ppt) rnay be readily computed between any two numbers of similar

magnitude by comparison of such difference without regard to the decimal point.

Ex : The difference between 6.3 and 6.4 is

one part in about 64 (or)

1bn parts in about 640 (or)

100 parts in about 6400 (or)

Definition : The deviation from the probable value or true value are named as elror. Error in any set of mea-

surements can be broadly divided in two categories.

I. Determinate (or) constant errors.

n. lndetermindte (or) Random Errors.

It is not always possible to distinguish between them.

1. Determinate (or) Constant (or) Systematic Errors :

A determinate error is a tangible one. These errors may be discovered, corrected (or) eliminated.

A determinate error may have the same value under variety of conditions and may remain constant frofn

one measurement to the other. These errors occur with definite regularity owing to the faulty methods, tech-

nique or defective measuring instruments.

Examples of sources of Determinate Errorp.;
(i) In correct weights,

(ii) a poorly calibrated burette

(iii) an impurity in a reagent.

(iv) an appreciable solubility in precipitate
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(v) a side reaction in a titration and

(vi) 'heating a sample at a very high temperature. .

Determinate errors have been classified as methodical, operative and instrumental according to their origin.

Methodic : The method of analysis as it reflects the properties of the chemical systems involved.

Operative : Inefficiency of the experimentor

Instfumental : Failure of measuring devices to perform in accordance with required standards frequently, the

source of an errcr rnay always be expected in weighing a hygroscopic substance but it may increase if the

analyst has poor balancing technique.

Personal Errors and Errors of Operation :

These are due to the factors for which the experimentor is responsible.

Example for this type are

t) Improper technique in reading a burette

b) Failure to clean pipette (or) burette properly.

c) In ability to recognize certain colour changes that occur with indicators.

d) Failure to make solutions homogenous.

e) Carelessness in the transfer of liquids and solids.

O Mistakes in mathematical calculations.

g) The erors due to prejudice

Instrumental Errors :

As the name implies, these are due to instruments that are used.

l. Inaccurate weight : (uncalibrated/ improperly calibrated)

2. Unequal length of balance arms.

3. Uncalibrated volumetric glass ware.

. :. These errors may also arise by the attack of foreign materials upon glass ware, porcelain etc. and by the l6ss
I in weight of platinum cruciSles when strongly heated.

These errors can be avoided by careful calibration.

Similarly reagent eror may arise by the use of impure reagents, which results in an inaccurate analysis. If
the impure reagents are used in the absence of pure reagents, the degree of impurity must be measured, so as to
apply suitable correction to the measurernent.

Errors of Method :

These errors are due to such factOrs as ''/

i) the solubility of precipitate,

ii) failure of reaction to proceed quantitatively. ''! i dr 
' '

iii) secondaryreactions

iv) impurity of precipitate due to coprecipitation

v) inadequate temperatures during dryin$ and ignition and

vi) negleit of indicator correction.
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These errors ar€ most serious in quantitative analysis and may be minimised by strict adherence to the

well established procedures.

Additive error (Constant error) :

Some times the magnitude of a determinate error is nearly constant in a series of analysis regardless of
the size of the sample.

For Example : With use of an indicator blank that is not corrected for in a series of titrations. This type of error
may be called as an Additive error (or) Constant error.

The significance of an enor generally decreases as the size of the sample increases since usually we are

not interested in the absolute value of an effor.

For Example : A constant end point error of 0.1 ml in a series of titrations represents a relative error of L}Vo for
a sample requiring I ml titrant but only 0.2o/o if 50 rnl of titrant is used.

Proportional Errors :

A proportional error is one whose absolute value depends upon the size of the sample, in such a manner

that the relative error remains constant.

For Example : A proportional error may arise from impurity present in a standard substance, which leads to an

incorrect value for the normality of a standarcl solution.

U. INDETERMINAT4.(or) RANDOM EITRORS

These errors are accidental and more intangible errors, over which the experiment has little control.
Their cause is not alwayq known and hence corrections cannot be made. These errors are difficult to define,

but their existence is revealed by small differences in the successive values of a measured quantity when the

measurements were made by the same person with great care under nearly similar conditions.

They can be classitied into two classes.

1. Variations within determinate errors 2 ;

A determinate error will arise when the knit-e edge of balance has become worn out. But when the error

varies owing to load it becomes an indeterminate error.

Similarly temperature changes and variation in hurnidity in a balance room give rise to determinate eror
but if they are not controlled they become incleterminate.

2. Erratic Errors

It is very clifficult to notice them. -,'.i*fli

a) Fluctuations in balance room can cause erratic errors in weighing. ' '

b) Accidental loss of materials during analysis.

A numerical relationship exists between the magnitude of a random errbriand the frequency of its
occurrence.
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The relationship is shown in the figure below.

Figure:3.7

Normal Distribution Curve

Which is known as "Normal Distribution Curve,,.

-ve enor +ve enor
Magnitude of error

A statistical analysis ofrandom errors reveals that

a) Random errors of frequent occurrence are those of small magnitude

b) [ arge errors are not likely to occur at all. \

c) Positive and negative differences are equally likely to occur.

The form of the error curve indicate the relative precision of the measurements made.
' A narrow peaked curve with steep slopes indicate a relatively a high degree of precision.

A broad curve indicate a rerativery row degree of precision

Minimisation of Errors z

AsdiscussedearlierdeterminateerrorScanbeminimisedbyoneofthefo|lowingmethods

i). Calibration of apparatus and application of corections.

ii). Running a blank determination.

iii) Running a control determination and correction can be applied as

Result for standard Weight of the constituent in standard

al

8

iv)

v).

vi).

vii)

Result for unknown 1

where .'x' is the constituent in the unknown.

The standards useful for this purpose are a) British chemical standards (BCS); b)Bureau of analytical
samples (BAS) ; c) US Bureau of standards (US BS) and d) Analytical samples for students. (ASS)

UsingindependentmethodsofanaIysis'',..,,.

Running parallel determinations ( precision) .t1,t.i) 
r r,

Standard addition methods. . .,: . ,, ,,i, ,, ..!t . t!.i 
^,

Isotopic dilution.



STATISTICAL APPROACH
The mean (or average) deviation or the relative mean deviation is a measure of the precision'

1. Arithmetic iVlean (or ) Average :

The mean is the nurnerical value obtained by dividing the sum of a se[ of measurements by the number of

individual results in the set. It is also called the arithmetic mean or average'

Explanation:

Data Individual Deviations
from average

0.973 0'001

0.976 0.002

0.g7 | 0.003

o.g'15 0.001

-, Average =_ 
i.l?] 

0.007 = Mean Deviarion

Thus the tnean 'm' is given uY m = 
IYI

lt

where ,M, is the individual measurement ancl n is the total number of measurements'

2. Mean Deviation , :

The agreement between a series of results is nreasurecl by computing their mean deviations' This is evaluated

by determining the arithmetical mean of the results, then calculating the deviation of each individual measure-

ment from the rnean and finally dividin-e the sum of the deviations, regardless of.the sign by the number of

measurements.
The relative mean deviation is rhe mean deviation divided by the mean.'This may be expressed in

terms of percentage or in parts per thousand'

For example : The percentages of a constituent Alin a compound AB were found to be 48'32 ' 48'36' 48'23'

48.11,48.38 percent. Calculate the mean deviatigh ancl the relative mean deviation'

Results Deviations

48.32 o'04

48.36 0.08

48.23 0.05

48.11 0.17

48.38

241.40,5 0.44 's
Mean = 48.28 Mean deviation = 0'088

0.10
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Relative Mean Deviation = W=0.18227o= 1.8 parts per thousand (ppt).

If we consider a series of observations arranged in an ascending order of magnitude

xl, x2, x3....xn-l, X n

The Arithmetic mean is given by 1= xr + x2'1::1Itd\
n

3. Standard Deviation
. Another means of expressing precision is with standard deviation (s) of the sample. Which is also given

by 'o' is "defined as the square root of the sum of the squares of the absolute deviations of the individual
samples" divided by one less than number of samples.

| 1 x1 -X 12 + ( xz - 7 )2 +...(x n - 7 )2
-UI n-I

Where XFXn- X and n may be 1,2,3;.....n

The square of the standard deviation is called variance (V)
A. more accurate measure of the precision is known as Coefficibnt of variation (C.V.) is given by

c.v=s'Joo
x

Data Reduction / Distribution of Random Errors
Frequency Distributions :

When we get individual values which are in the unorganized form, the first step is that the results are to
be arranged in the order from lowest to highest.

TABLE I - 3.1 (a) Individual Values, Unorganized

1. 0.458 21 0.462 41 0.450

2. 0.450 22 0.450 42 0.455

3. 0.,t65 I zs 0.454 4z 0.456
4. 0,452 24 0.446 44 0.456

5. 0.452 25 0.464 . 4s 0.459
6. 0.447 26 0.461 46 0.454

7. 0.459 27 0.463 47 0.455

8. 0.451 28 0.457 ll8 0.458

9. 0..146 29 0.460 49 0.457
10. 0..167 30 0.451 50 0.456
11. 0.452 31 0.456 51 0.455
12. 0.463 32 0.45s 52 0.460
13. 0.456 33 0.451 s3 0.456

14. 0.456 34 0.462 54 0.463
11. 0.449 35 0.4s1 55 0.457..
16. 0,454 36 0.468 " 55 0.45er l

17. 0.456 37 0.458 , 57 '0.457'

18. 0.1140 38 0.458 58 .;0.453

19. 0.457 39 0.456 59 0.455

20" 0.459 40 0.454 60 0.453

TABLE I-3.1 (b) Individual Values, organized
1. 0.440 21 0.'154 41 0.457
2. 0.446 22 0.455 42 0.458
3. o.rtrt6 23 0,455 43 0.t158

4, 0.447 24 0.455 U 0.458
s. 0.449 25 0.4s5 45' 0.458
6. 0.450 28 0.455 tts 0.459
7. 0.450 n 0.456 47 0.459
8. 0.450 28 0.456 't8 0.tr59
9. 0.4tt1 29 0,456 49 0.tt60

10. 0.451 30 0.456 50 0.460
1't. 0.451 31' 0.4s6 51 0.401
12. 0.4s1 32 0.456 52 0.462
13. 0.452 3:t 0.456 53 0.452
14. 0.452 34 0,456 54 0./t63
ls. 0.452... 35 . 0.455 55 0,/t63 ,

16. 0.459.,.,, 36 " 0,456 56 0.463
17. 0.4531'. 37 0.457 . 57 0.464
18. ' 0.454.f -i 38 ', 0.457 . 58 0.465
19. 0.4s4 .39 '0.4s7 59 0.67
20. 0.4s4 40 o.4s7 60 0.468

I
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This is not just sufficient since the nrincl has no capacity to grasp about 60 numbers on a piece of paper

even though they are arranged. Thus we need rnore compactness in order to make practical use of data.

TABLE - 3.1 (c) Grouping of IndividualValues into Cells

Cell

Midpoint

0.4425

0.4465

0.4505

0.4545

0.458s

0.4625

0.466s

0.4705

Cell

Boundaries

0.4405

o.4445

0.4485

0.4s25

0.4s65

0.4645

0.4685

0.4725

Number

of Values

1

3

11

21

14

7

2

1

Histogram and Frequency Polygon for measure-
ment of 60 replicate solutions

The second step involves condensing the data by grouping them into cells. In this process we divide the

results from lowest to highest value, into a convenient number of intervals or cells and then count the number

of values falling with in each cell. Of course tliis process involves some loss of information but this is more

compensated by the increased efficiency with which the significance of the condensed data may be perceived.

In the present case out of 60 readings we can rnake them into l3 to 20 cells. But even 10 or fewer may be

preferable if the number of values to be grouped is small say less than 250.

Thus let us assume that we have chosen to group the data into eight cells .

Thus we will get 9 boundaries and 8 cell mid points.

Ex : Suppose if the total 60 values range flom 0.440 to 0.468 and if very few results are below 0.448 and above

0.464.

A Histogram can be plotted between rneasured value and number of measurements in each cell. A
frequency polygon is also constructed by plotting frequencies at cell midpoints and connecting the point with

straight lines.

Figure - 3 . 8 Frequency Polygon :
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The normal error curve / Gaussian distribution curv€ :

The limiting case approached by the frequency polygon as more and more replicate measurements are

performed is the normal or Gaussian distribution curve'

ln satistics a finite number of observations of a given kind is considered to represent a sample of an

infinite population (or) Universe of data.

The properties of the

follows by equation.

universe of rattclom errors can be described by Gaussian distribution, which

p(x)dx=rh",4#1',
';EE
:.'E A

=98a\=
i-8 F

a?o

E Eg
i:Er4)u

Deviation of observation in

'

Where p(x) dx is the probability of a random error having a value in the interval 'x' to x + dx, m is the

average value of entire population ancl s is the standard deviation of the population. The distribution of errors

for a particular population of data is given by two population parameters which are m and s

i.e. properties of population such as m and s are knowtr as population parameters. Analogous properties of

finite sample are known as in statistics (parameter estimates).

For finite samples of 'n' observations the sample mean ( , ) is the arithmetic average of the 'n' observa-

tions . , approaches the population mean m in the limit as n approaches infinity .Sample standard deviation 's'

approaches the population standard deviation s in the limit'

The population mean m expresses the magnitude of the quantity being measured' The standard deviation

s expresses the scatter and is therefore an index of precision. By introduction of variable 'y' as the deviation

from the mean in units of standard deviation ( o ) .

where x is the individual value

m is the tnean and

Fig - 3.9 (a)

rx-u
| = ------:-o

s is the standard deviation.
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A normalised expression of the Gaussiarr distribution in terms of a single variable is possible giving the
equation.

figure - 3.9 (b)

t -u2
P( x ) dx = -^ _exn-i- dy = | ( y )dy .JZn z

which is plotted in the figure - 3.9 (b)

-3s -2s -ls rxrn ls 2s 3s

Deviation of observation in
units of standard diviations

Areas under the curve for the function f(y) are listed in mathematical tables under a title such as
cumulative nonnal di stribution.

. The total area under the curve of Figure - 3.9 (b) from - Y to + Y corresponds to a probability of unity
for the entire population.

Thus the area under curve between any two values of 'y' ( in units of s ) gives the fraction of the total
population having magnitudes of 'y' between these two values.

(The area under the curve between any two values of (x- m) gives the fraction of the total population
having magnitudes between these two values).

It may be shown that about two thirds (2/3 rds) i.e.68.26Vo of all the values in an infinite populations fall
withinthelimitm + s, while m + 2s includes aboutg1%o andm + 3s covers practicallyallof thevalues
(99.74Vo ).

Thus small errors are more probable than larger ones, since the normal curve is symmetrical, high and
low results are equally probable once determinate errors have been dismissed.

The function f(y) has the property of being a rnaximum for y = 0 and therefore x = m . Thus the
average value is the most probable value of the population.

This probability forms the basis of a test for a Guassian distribution.

Statistical Treatment of Finiie Sample

Anplications to Finite Samole :

In spite of its mathematical reality, normal distribution of an infinite population appeiu to be fiction in
the real laboratory work.

Measures of Central Tendency and Variability :

The central tendency of a group of results is simply that value about which the individual results tend to cluster.

For a infinite population , it is p, the mean of such a sample. The mean of a finite number of

measurements, X1, X2, X3....Xn is often desftnated as 1 to distinguish it from [r. However, X approaches l.t as

IE
-.= >
,'= 9
EiHEL:

EE T
E OEar: c
e i.E
E E{ea

I

a limit when n, the numberpf measpred values, apiprgo.h, ifrdit.

Calculation of the mean involves sirnply averaging the individual results

l=n

=YAanl=l

i*'*i
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i.*. The mean is generally the most useful rneasure of central tendency. It may be shown that the mean of 'n'

results is fi times as reliable as any one of the individual results.

Thus there is a diminishing return from accurnulating more and more replicate measurements.

The mean of four results is twice reliable as the result in measuring central tendency.

Medn of nine resu[t.s-iithree times as reliable.

Mean of 25 results is five times as reliable etc'

Thus there is no need for more number of results'

The Median (M) of an odd number of results is simply the middle value when results are listed in order.

For even number of results the median is average of the two middle values.

In a truly syrnmetriial distribution, the tnean and median are identical.

Generally speaking, the median is a less efficient measure of central tendency than is the mean, but in

certain instances it may be useful, particularly when dealing with very small samples.

Since two parameters m and s are required to specify a frequency distribution. It is clear that two

populations may have the same central tendency but differ in spread or variability (or dispersion) as seen in Fig.

Figure - 3. 10

c"nt""r tilJ.::lHr:ffi::"Tffi 
'ab'ft 

y

For a finite number of values the simplest measure of variability is the Range (R) . which is the difference

between the largest and smallest values.

The average deviation from the mean is often given as measure of variability which is given by

i=t
Average deviation =d= llxi - xl / n

i=7

. t=4 _\' Z\t-xlt n
x 100= - i=l '_ 

xl00
x

-u
x

A

Relative averase deviation =
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Starrclarcf dcvirrtit,r = r=rm
Yi=' ' '/

Standard Deviation :

As 'n' is increased. the quantity rr-l approaches N (the entire population)
closely.

relatively

If arandottrsarnpleistakert,thecluantity's'becornes acloserapproximationto s as
sample is increased.
s should be reserved for the universe. or irrl-inite popLrlation.

O=

:
The standard deviation s of the popLrlation is the square root of the arithmetic mean of the squares of

thedeviationsoftheirrdividualvaluesx.fl.otnthepopulationmeanm.
Coefficient of variation :

If 'n' is lar-ee lsay 50 or more), it is irnmaterial weather the term in the denominator is 'n-l'(which is
strictly colrect) or 'r1'. When standard devi:ttir-rn is expressecl as a percentage of mean, it is catled coefficient of
variation. (C.V).

c.v=sx!20

The variance which is s2 is fundamentally nrore important in statistics than 's' itself but later is much
more commonly used in treating chemic;il data.

EXAMPLE : The amount ofa particular constitutent by fbur separate determinations is found to be A.2041,
0.2049,0.2039 and 0.2043. Calculate the rnean, median. range, average deviation, relative average deviation,
stanclard cleviation ancl coefficient of variation.

Mean: x= 0.2041+ 0.2049+ 0.2039+ 0.2043
4

x =0.2043

0.2041+0.2043
lvfeotan'. ur= 

2

M = 0.2042

Range : R = 0.2049 - 0.2039

R = 0.0010

more and more

the size of the

i=N
2t*i-ttl'lN

- (0. o o o z) + (o.o o oe) + (0. ooon) + (o.o ooo)Average deviation i d= \r'----r ' -'--"'14' -
cl=0.00a3
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Relative average deviation, !*rooo=9!9!1 x1000x 0.2043

= 1.5 pPt

Standard deviation , ._.!@.ooolY *@.ooooY *@.oooo)' *(o.ooory
4-1

s = 0.0004

coefficient of variation : = ffi *ro;o

= 0.2o/"

Students't'test :

Although s and m are defined fbr nornral distribution of an infinite population, we deal with , and s
which are only estitrates of s ancl m in practical work clue to linrited observations.

In 1908. a British Scientist by natne W.S. Gosset untler pen nanre 'stuclent' studied the problem of
making predictions basecl upon a finite sainple clrawn l'rom an unkno*n population.

The quantiiy 't' (often called stuclent's 't') is clefinecl by the expression
r

. *t=(^-pl{
\

Tables of 't' values relating to variot"rs oclcls or probability levels and for varying degrees of freedom

TABLE - 3.2 $ome Values of Student,s t

NUMBER OF
OBSERVATIONS

N

NUMBER OF
DEGREES OF

FREEDOM,
N-1

t
50/o

PROBABILITY
t

90%

LEVELS
t

9SYo

t
99%

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

I
10

11

21

1

z

3

4

5

6

7

8

I
10

20

h

1.000

0.816
0.765
0.v\1
0.727
0.718
0.711
0.706
0.703
0.700
0.687
0.674

6.314
2.9;20

2.353
2.132
2.015
1.943

1.pffi,.
1.860
1.833
1.812
1.725

1.645

12.706 63.66
4.303 9.925
3.182 5.841
2.776 4.604
2.571 4.032
2.447 3]07
2.365 3.500
2.306 3.355
2.262 3.250
2.228 3.169
2.086 2.845
1.960 2.576

p
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may be found in statistical compilations.

Degree of freedom is one less thatn n,(n- l) the ttumber of observations.

The values of 't' are given in Table 3.2

Confidence Interval of Mean :

By rearranging the equation of stuclent's t test ,we obtain the confidence interval of the mean, or

confidence limits.

Jixt= (7 - p);
We obtain the ]onfidence internal of the mean, or confidence limits.

fs
11=Y!- -\l n

This equation may be used to estimate the probability, that the population mean F,lies with in a certain

region, centered at .x, the experimental mean of measurements'

Value of 't' is essential for calculation confidence in:ernal of mean'

It is observed that the 't' values increase with decrease in 'n' values (or) 't' values decrease with increase

in'n'values.

This is reasonable, since the smaller 'n' becomes, tlre less information is available for estimating the

population parameter. Increase in't' exactly compensate for the lessing of information.

In some cases where analyses have been repeated extensively, a chemist may have a reliable estimate of

the population standard deviation 'o'. In such case there is no uncertainty in the value of o' and the.

confidence interval is given bY

where 'z' is simply the value of 
['t' at n = *

when n=-,then

It= xtcn. o---
tn

.(f:.
= x*.1.96 # foi,r 95% confidence. l/n

and !r = x\L 2.58* for 99Vo confictence
a/n

precision of the mean : for mean , of n rneasurements, the population mean m lies with in the limits

zo
T={nF=i+
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=7*1.96 + for g5Zaconfidence
Jx

and [r = x t 2.58fi for ggLoconfidence

Itispossibletocalculateaconfidenceinterva|frorntherange
relationshiP.

P=XJC'rR '

Example Range (R) of : 26.28, 26'33, 26'36, 26'24

R =2.6.36 -26-24=0. 12' l'

values of cn fbr various number of observations are based upon estimates of 's' obtained from

Table : - 3.3

Some values of cn for calculating confidence intervals from the range'

No.
of observations Probability Levels

95Vo 99Vo

6.353 31.828

r.304 3.008

0.7 t7 I .316

0.507 0.843

0.399 0.628

Precision of Standard Deviation:

To obtain :l measure of the precision of a standard deviation, we calculate a value 'q'

Example : Ten replicate measurements of nitrogen in soil samples gave a mean of 0.1362Vo with a standard

deviation of 0.ooizvo.Calculate the95'Vo confidence interval of the mean and the standard deviation-

Answer : Degrees of freedom = 9

t value for 95Vo - 2.262 (from table)

,(t-value will be given along with the question during examination).

'R' of a series of measurernents using the

I where .R' is range that is $fference between tnaximum value and minimum value'

2

-1

4

5

6

the ran$e.

E(xi - x)2
n"21r-t1q=1-;-=
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I = 0.1362

s = 0.0072

F=x+

The 95Vo confidence interval of the mean

0.1g62t2..262 0'0072

'110

The 95Vo confidence interval for the standarcl deviation.

= 0.0072-(0.66xq)and +(1.77 xq)

The values 0'66 and I-77 arethe values to be used with q for ndegrees of freedom for various levels of
the highest desity regions.(Whenever necessary such values will be given in the question paperl

= 0.0072 - (0.66 x 0.0068) or

= 0.0072 + (1.77 x 0.0068)

=0.0027 to 0.0192

Criteria for rejection of an observation :

When one of the results in a set of replicate measurements seems to be out of line with others. Then one
,must be able to decide weather to exclude this result from further consideration or not.

The frequency will be lessened with experience and practice.

It is not correct to reject results which were subject to known errors when they appear to be not in
agreement with others. The only way to avoid unconscious introduction of bias into the rniurun"*"nts is to
reject every result where an error was known to be made regardless of its agreement with others.

'When 
the number of replicate values is large, the question of rejecting one value is not an important one.

'Since first, a single vailue will haveonly a small effect upon the mean and second, statistical consideiations give
a\glear answer regarding the probability that the suspected result is a member. of the same population as others.

r21n - t;

ts
--
vn

= 0. t414 to 0.1311

For standard deviation : q

n=@l=o.*6a

tr
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The real clileurnra urises wSen the uunrber of replicate measurements is too small. The divergent result

exerts a significirrtt eil'ect on lhe tncan'

But r6ere rvill be ilsufl'icierrt datrt tr.r plcsellt real statistical analysis.

However. the question of rejecting or retaining one clivergent value- !194q a small sampl-e really cannot

satisfactorily be answered : -: 
-

It is to be just clecided, how large the diff-erence between the suspected restrlt and the other data before

the result is to be rejected ( discarcled).

If the rninirnr.rm clifference is macle too surall. valid clata rnay be rejected too frequently-- This is an error

of first kind.

On the other hand setting rninimum clifl-erence too high leads to errors of second kind ,that is too frequent

retention of highly erroneous values.

Test for Significance :

(i) Gomparision of two means : /
Suppose that a sample is analysed by two methods each being repeated several tim.es.and the

mean values are different from each other. ln such circumstances statistics 636not say which one is

the right value.

It can onty say whether the difference between the two values is significant or not. The stastical

approach to this problem is so called null hypothesis'

This hypothesis states in the present case that the two means are identifical.

The test,t,gives yes or no answer to the correctness of null hypothesis with a certain confidence Such

as 95% ot 99o/".

Explanation :

Suppose a sampte has been analysed by two different methods, yielding means I and 1at and

standard deviations s., and s., n' and n2 are the number of individual results obtained by two methods.

The first step is to'calculate't'value using the formula'

, lrr-rtl fnrn,'=- s \l nf n,

Treating s, and s2 as same which will be tested later'

Then we have to go to table for't'values at a degree of freedom (n, + n. - 2) and at desired probability

level.

lf the value of ,t, in the table is greater than the calculated 't'from the data, the null hypothesis is

substantiated i.e. I and il are same with certain probability.

lf ,t'value in table is less than the calculated't', we can say that null hypothesis is incorrect.
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ii) Comparision of two standard deviations :

'F'test : (named after R.A. Fisher)

lf s.1 and s2 are reall-v different, muin more complicated procedutre is to be used.
A test is available for deciding whether the difference between s., and s, is significant or ng{z'

This is the variance-ratio test or F test. The procedure involves calculation of rago of 
"l..AnO 

s!.

i.". r=4=L u,,and v, are variances placing4fi {in",'s' value in the nrr.r"tor. such that F>1,'str v2 I 'rv rrs"'r

then go to table of F values

lf the F value in table is less than the calculated F value then the two standard deviations are
signficantly different, oterwise they are not. ,o

Table - 3.4 F Values at the 95% probability level.

n-1
for

Smaller s2

n-l For Larger s2

3

9.28

6.59

5.41

4.76

3.71

3.10

4 5

9.01

6.26

5.05

4^39

3.33

2.71

6 10 20

8.66

5.80

4.56

3.87

2.77

2.12

J

4

5

6

10

20

9.'t2

6.39

5.19

4.53

3.48

2.87

8.94

6.16

4.95

4.28

3.22

2.60

8.79

5.96

4.74

4.06

2.98

2.35

Q-test:

' Suggestecl by Dean ancl Dixon - is satistirctorily correct and is very easy to apply.

When Q test calls for rejection, confidence is high (90Vo) that the suspected result was indeed subject to
some.specidl error.

using the Q-test fo2 rejection, errors of the first kind are highly unlikely.

However. when applied to smalisets of clata (say 3 to 5 results), the Q-test allows rejection of only results
that deviate widely and frequently lead to errors of second kind. (Retention of 

"rron.ou, 
results)

Thus Q test provides excellent justification for the rejection of grossly erroneous values, but it does not
eliminate thedilernrna with suspiciorrs but ldss devia_nt vdlues: ) !

The Q-,lisf ii^applied as lotlowi : 
I

':,,
l. Calculate the ranse of t;re results
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Values of Rejection Quotient, Q

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

l0

Q u.*

0.90
0.76
0.&
0.56
0.51

0.47
0.44
0.4r
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2. Find the difference between the suspectecl result and its nearcst neighbor.

3. Divide the difference obtained in step 2 by the range from step I to obtain the rejection quotienL {1.

4. Consult a table of Q-values. If the computecl value of Q is greater than the value in the table, the result

can be discarclecl withglVo confidence that it was indeed subject to some factor which did not operate on

the other results.

Some Q - values are given in Table 3.5

TABLE.3.5
NUMBER OF
OBSERVATIONS

The following example illustrates application of the Q-test.

EXAMPLE: Five determinations for calculating the nonnality of solution gave the following results :

0.3 18, 0.3 19, 0.330, 0.315 and 0.320. App,y the Q-test to see if the 0.330 value can be

discarded

The value of Q is

Q_0.330-0.320
0.330-0.315

\
\ q =o'67t 

Th" value of Q in Table - 3.5 at n = 5, is 0.64. Since 0.67 >0.64, the rule rays that the result can be

discarded that is the value 0.330 can be saf'ely discardecl.

Control chart :

, A control chart is a sequential plot of some qu4lity characteristics. It is developed as a system for

.'' keeping track of quality during large scale operations. Especially it is useful as individual inspection of each

item is not possible and in some cases the quality test is destructive and hence cannot be applied for each

specimen produced by a company. Under such circumstances some sort of spot checking of a few samples

coming out of the production line is essential arrrj ilecision is to be made.wether the production process is under

control or not.

The control chart method il *ro usefut'i'n monltoring of p"J*rnonceof'analytic:rl p.llroob,iulaborgto-

ries where the same types of samples are analysed continuously day after day over loqU ngriod;.91tiqq..The,
control chart methocl helps to ascertain with a high degree of efficiency, ddfinite'trends oiperiodically recuning

anomalies from random fluctuatioris.
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Let us suppose.the company tnanutirctures solne rnaterial. As a part of quality control programme, the

analytical laboratory performs each day a certain analyses on samples coming out of the plant for any parameter
likepercentmoisture. Massofthesampleetc..cnnbetakenfbrthepurposeofascertainingthequalityofthe
material.

The control limits can be asignecl with the lollorving forrnulae :

Uppcr/lower control Iimit =

where l"t - population mean

6 = pr)pulati0n standard deviation

n = no. of repliciLtes

The plant/company could also use a control chart rnethod based upon the laboratory reports for monitor-
ing the quality of the products. The percenl moisture in the standard sample is indicated on the chart by
horizontal line. The standard sample is analysed every day ancl the average of weekly result(s) what ever may
be the case is plotted on the chart.

Figure : 3.11 CONTROL CHART

The control limits, shown above and below the standard vaiues are designated to have a resonable
tolerance either in the product or the lnethod selected for estirnation of a particular component. As long as the
results fall with in the limits we can saf'ely say the product/method is uncler control.

Any point that is falling abclve ancl below the boundarv control limits on either sides indicate
producVmethod tailed at that point and gives a clue to the concerned authorities to check the flow.
control charts using range, standard deviation etc. Inay be.employed to help the laboratory personal
track of the precision of an analytical methocl.

Propagation of Errors :

Precision and Accuracy are essential things in analytical measurements however it is the duty of the
scientist to know how the errors in individual systerns are propagated into the final result. Tlie study of
propagation of errors can be considered in case of both the determinate errors and indeterminate errors.

Determinate errors : Let us consider a computed result 'R' based upon the measured quantities A,B
and C. I-et o,p ancl 1 represent tlte absolute cletenninate errors in case of A,B and C respectively. Let'r'
represent the maxirnum rdpulting gfror irr 'R'. Let us see how errors are transmitted through addition and
substraction suppdsin-e that '

Lower Conlrol Limit
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R =Ai- B-C

on changing each quantity by amounts of its error wc ci.ln write

R+ p=(A+a)+(B+ P)-(C+y) or

R+p=(A+B-C)+(a+F-y)

On the other hand subtracting

R =A+B-C gives p= d+P-Y

On the other hand suppose the rnultiplication and division are involved that is let

AB(=-
C

Substituting the appropriate erors

A. _ (A+a)(B+il AB+aB+BA+aBn+o= = -(c-v) (c-v)

The term op can be neglected because it is -eoing to be too small when compared with the measured values.

Then substractins R =T eiu.,"C

AB+aB+ BA AB
1)=-' (c-v) c

\at<ins 
L.C.M.

- d,BC+ pAC-yABp--' c(c-y)

The relative error in the case that is p/R leads to

P =9F91na94ER A{c-y)

Since 'y' is very small when compared with 'C' the denominator on right hand side reduces to ABC and inturn

p/R takes the following form

p a ..P y '|t | "
-=-TR ABC

Then it can be concluded that the determinate errors are propagated as follows.
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01. The absolute determinate errors are transrnitted directly into the result, where addition (or) subitraction
are involved

02. The relative determinate errors are transrnitted directly into the results where multiplication or division is
involved.

Indeterminate errors :

Indeterminate errors are manifested by a scatter in the data when a measurement is performed more than
once. In considering the propagation of indeterrninate errors it is to be examined how scatter in measurement
of quantities A.B,C etc., is translated into random variation in the final result R.

Letusconsider R=A+B-C and R=AB/C

The result of the statistical theory leads to the following conclusions

l. The variance (square of standard deviations) of the measured values are additive in case of addition or
substraction that is

R=A+B-C,5fr= Si*Sr"-St
2. In case of multiplication (or) division. the squares of the relative standard deviations are transmitted i.e.

AB
for K= ^ .

L

/a \2 /a \2
i.eJ$l =[ %l"-\ a ) \ a)

Regression Analysis :

.(*")'.(?)'

In the analysis of data it is often desirable to determine wheather two variable quantities are interdepen-

dent and express their relation quantitatively. 
rl

Let us constrain for linear relation. If two variablcs are proportional then a linear plot should tiaue gg

intercept of zero and a log-log plot of one against the other must yield a straight line with a slope o!r\t1ttV.t/

. Regressional methods can be used when the dependence treated has regression character, t\V/fip when
independent variable 'x' is known precisely, only the dependent variable 'y' is subject to an error.' Thus a
functional relationship is sort between the mean values of variables 'y' and 'x'. Generally the variable that is

subject to a large error is selected as depenclent. If the error of the depgndent variable have normal distribution,
the least square method can be used.

If the two variables x and y are relatecl. one of the following two different situations may be recognised.

l. Both variables are subject to comparable experimental error.

2. One variable may be regarded as being determinable to so high degree of precision that its uncertainty

can be ignored. The second is more frequently encountered. in analytical chemistry.

Usualty we are interested in determinin-q whether a statistically significant trend in result exist with some

variable (temperature, pH (or) sample size) that exerts only a small effect and therefore can, be fixed as

accurately needed.

Let us assume that the data fit the equation y = mx + c where 'x' is the concentration of standard solu-

tion and 'y' is the measured property of it. 'm' is the slope of the straight line and 'c' its intercept on the Y-axis
(ordinate).
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When values ol' 'm' and 'c' have beerr cleterrnined the proper straight line has been established and it can
be drawn through the points. It can be shou,n statistically that the best straight line through the series of
experimental points is that line for whiclr the sum of the squares of the deviations of the points from the value.

on the line (S) is a minimum. This is known as Method of Least Squares. If x" and y" are the experimental

data(co-ordinates) and y" (expected valuc) is the value of 'y' on the straight line for the parameter x", then the

expression for lnethod of least squlres can bc written as

s=>(ve-y"/' substituting (mx" + C) tbr the expected value y, yields.

n

s =E Ive-( mxe+cY2 -.-.-....1r1

And the best straight line occurs wlren 'S' is a rninimum. By applying differential calculus to this it can
be shown that 'S' is a minimum when

2 (r"-i).(ve-v)
m_n

2 (r"-t)2 ... (2)

n

c=(y -mil.which is nothing but y= mx+c, (3)

where

n= no. of'points.

X = is the avcrage of all the values of r. .

y = average of all the values cll' y".

To illustrate,.let us take the following dutrr pertaining to the determination of metal concentration by
spectrophotometry. Thble - 3.6

Concentration Absorbance

of metal

(x.)pgl rnl ye

0.0000 0.0000

t.n26 0.t32

3.3360 0.346

5.5630 0.i)4
7.7888 0.786

10.0130 t.005
_ F - r I ..

Ave. Ave:

f"= 5.67592 . y.=0.5725

(xr.-x).(ye-y) . _.')(x. - x)-

3.25(X)

2.()()78

0.5302

o.oo24

o,4521

1,87 57

32.2t5

20.823

5.475

o.otz

4.4&

18.818

Sum = 8,,1182 Sum = 9l
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8.1 r82p=ii--.i--- =0.08842
9r.807

Y=mx+c
c = 0.5725 - (0.8842) (5-6759)

=05725 - 0.5017

c = 0.0708

The average 1of the values xe (concentration of rnetal) is 5.67592 lrg /ml and the average y of the

values of y. (absorbance) is 0.5725. The above table also indicates the squares of the deviations of x. and

their sum, and product of the deviations of x.. tirnes the deviation y. and their sum

Thus from the equation .....(2)

2 (re-r).(ve-v)
m=

2 (xe- x)2 and equation '." (3)

n

s=(y -m*)
giving for the equation of the line throu-eh these data points y = mx + c ,

y=0.8842x+0.0708

The fig. - 3.12 shows the plot of data and the line drawn through them according to the above equation.

Significant figures and Computation Rules :

1.8 2.4 3.0 3.6 4.2 4.8 5.4 6.0 6.6

Concentration of metal

1.4

1.2
oo

E 1'o

oo
€ 0.8

T 0.6

0.4

0.1

0.0 0.6 1.2 7.2
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Significant Figures :

The use of significant figures procedure will be helpful in making a crude estimate of uncertainty in-

volved in the final result. It is less laborious than the calculation of actual uncertainties particularly those based

on determinate effos. The principal disadvantage is that only rough estimate of uncertainty is attained.

The term significant figures can be defined as follows :

"All digits that are certain plus one, which contain some uncertainties are said to be significant figures".

The general rule used in chemsitry, states that the last digit of a number and only the last digit of the

number has any uncertainity in it. All of the other digits in the number contain no uncertainity.

For example the mass'of an object is measured on a rough balance which can measure to the nearest of
0. I g. If the weight of the object is found to be 64.2 g ,the 6 and 4 are known exactly (certain figures) but '2' is
uncertain figure. If the value of 64.2 g is written with out specifying the magnitude of uncertainty. It is evident

that the limits of erros are + 0.1 in the last digit, so that the value is 64.2 t 0.19. The same object is weighed on

an analytical balance 64.21649, the uncertainty is understood to be + 0.0001 gms( here also the last figure '4'
is uncertain). In analytical calculation the following examples explain the importance of significant figures.

A significant figure is a digit which has some practical meaning. For example in case of number 643, the

figure signifies that there are'6' hundreds, 4 tens and 3-units and therefore all of them are significagl For
example the numbers 0.643,6.43 and 643 all contain three significant figures but if these values have been

obtained through multiplication and (or) division of measured quantities, the values 6 and 4 are reasonably

certain while '3' is an uncertain value. The character 'zero' may (or) may not be a significant figure. Zero is not
a significant figure when it used to locate a decimal point. While it is a significant figure when it indicates that
the quantity in the place in which it stands is known to be nearer zero than to.any other value.

For example in the number 0.05300 the zero's to the left of the digit 5 are not significant since they are

used only to locate the decimal point. But the zero's beyond the digit 5 are significant. In other words the

numbel 0.05300 contains '4' significant figures. In another measurement the weight of the residue after diges-

tion is fciund to be 0.00002 g, here zero's are not significant because they serve only to locate the deiimal point.

>t**



UNIT.IV

LESSON - 1

ELEMENTS OF COMPUTER PROGRAMMING

4.1 (i) INTRODUCTION:

The computer is a digital electronic calculating device, which can accept data, process this data

and display the output.

Computers have become very common in our daily life. Computers have a wide range of uses and

play an effective role in our society.

Computers are sophisticated calculating devices which are capable of performing a large number

of mathematical operations in a short time. Today computers are used in various applications such

asweatherforecasting,controllingrobotsandissuingtickets.Theyareusedmediapublications.

fft"V 
lg]p 

in diagnosing diseases. They are used to find documents in archives. Companies use

th6m for accounting, invoicing, stock control and payroll, billing. They are used by architects to

design buildings, dams, monuments and various shuctures.

The computer is changing many aspects of the sciences, and chemistry is no exception from the

general revolution that is now underway. To the modern chernist, a user's knorvledge of the ,

capabilities of the high-speed digital computer is rapidly becoming indispensable.

, Computers are used in a great variety of ways.

1. Computers can routinely and conveniently perform numerical calculations more rapidly

and accurately than if performed by hand. ( A third generation computer of the IBM 370

classcanperformapproximatelytheequivalentofapersonlifeofcalculationsevery15

minutes, and more advanced computers are even faster.)
I
' Z. Computers can produce answers that would be useless if the time for hand calculations

were required. (For example, the necessary calculations for,correcting the trajectory of a

spacecraft must usually be accomplished within a limited time. By the time a hand

calculation could be donedre answer might be only academic.)

A



Certain types of experiments rnay be optimized or simulated by computer calculations' (For

example, knowledge of the functionality of the variable involved will often allow a

computer simulation of a plant process. From such simulations the model may be

optimized and the optimum plant constructed with out a costly trial-and-error process of

development.)

Computers are routinely used for information storage and the retrieval, otganization,

management, and presentation of large data banks. (Thousands of spectra may be searchfu

and compared to that of an unknown, for example. The 10 nearest matches might then be

presented. Such operations may be accomplished in a matter of seconds or minutes with a

portion of the computers various memory devices acting as a pelmanent file for all the

library data.)

Computers can be used to gather data from experiments.as produced (in real time)' and

they can often be incorporated into experimental apparatus so that they direct the

experiment. For example, computerizedX-ray diffractometers are sufficiently automatic to

collect data for many days unattended.

Computers can be programmed to display intelligence by leaming to perform tdsks while

improving their success as their experience increases. (Some advocates of machine

intelligence go so far as to say that computers are essential a new life form with nearly

limitless possibilities.)

4.1 (ii) COMPUTER APPLICATIONS

Business Applications: Business applications involve repetitive routines and handling of large

volumes of data, computers have created a great impact on b'usiness. In an office environment,

preparation of reports, documents require comprehensive editing and several revisions to be done

repetitively ,,. ,

3.

4.
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Scientific Applications: Today a computer has become a basic necessity for any scientific

establishment. There are worldwide networks linking universities and research & development

Laboratories.

Medical Applications: Computers are used for planning and control purposes by Doctors. They

are used for treatment planning and monitoring patient in hospitals. Medical diagnosis is another

area, w'hich has greatly benefited by the advent of computers. Computers are also used in more

traditional informatfon handling areas such as patient management, inventory management and

billing.

Engineering Applications: Engineers design a circuit, later analyse the same report on defects

such as unconnected components by using computers. Arcitects are coming to rely heavily on the

computers ability to show possible design, d6cor patterns, simulate landscapes to help their clients

judge other wise unimaginable visual appeal. Computers, which help design engineers to design a

new component, like a gear, and then drive a set of CNC.

Education Applications: Computers, when used in the field of education lead to improved student

performance in thinking logically and in problem solving to the extent of affording high school

physics students, the use of a program that simulates moon landing! Gravity and Newton's Laws

of motion.

In short, computers are now an integral part of modern life. As we have seen there are very

few areas of human endeavour untouched by computers.



4.1 (iii) CAPABILITTES OF A COMPUTER

Speed: Computers can perform arithmetic calculations and logical comparisons at an incredible

speed vrith remarkable accuracy. The processing speed of a computer is generally meazured in

nanoseconds.

Storage: Computers have a large storage capacity. We could store say the contents of around two

hundred sheets of paper, on a medium which is not even half the size of one sheet of paper. What

would typically take large str:rage cabinets can be comfortably stored in a storage device of the

size of the lunch box.

Accuracy: The accuracy of computers is consistently high. Enors in computing are generally due

to human negligence.

Diligence: Computers, being machines, do not suffer from concentration. If five million

calculations have to be performed, a computer would perform the five millionth calculations with

the same speed as the first.

Versatility: A major strength of computers is that they can do a very wide range of jobs, both

related and unrelated -with speed, accuracy and diligence.

LIMITATIONS OF COMPUTERS

Lack of commonsense: The computer is only a tool. It cannot think. It does not have

commonsense or intelligence as we all have.

Inability to correct: When we give instructions to a computer we must give the correct

instructions. A computer cannot correct wrong instructions. This follows from the fact that a

computer cannot use its brain because it does not have one!.

Dependence on human instructions: A computer cannot generate any information on its own. It

can only do what it is told to do.



4.1 (iv) Basic components of computers

r The various components of a computer or PC are monitor, Keyboard, Printer, hard disc etc.

o The unit that resembles a TV screen is called the monitor, or more commonly, the VDU, an

abbreviation of Visual Display Unit.

o The component that closely resembles a typewriter is called the Keyboard.

o The boxlike structure on which tlie VDU usually rests is called the system unit.

o The printer, as the name suggests, is used to print the results of any operation.

o The tiny device connected to the system unit through a cord resembling a tail is called a

mouse. The movement of mouse produces a corresponding movement of an arrowhead on

the monitor.

o All these devices collectivelv referred as hardware of PC.

Basic principles of computer

INPUT PROCESSING ---+ OUTPUT+

A computer can be accept data, process it and display, print the results. This forms the ' input',

based on which the computer will perform some 'process' and 'output' the result. This Input-

Output (VO) cycle is an essential concept for understanding the working lf any computerized

system.



a.l (v) ORGANISTION OF COMPUTER

.'-.'.'*-'..'..>

''=;*'

The computer can be treated as a

components of a computer are

1.. .Input Devices.

2. Central Processing Unit (CPU)

3. Ouput Devices

Flow of control
Flow of data
Flow tf instructions

system, consists of various sub systems. The functional



INPUT DEVICES: The devices, which are used to input the data intb system are called input
devices. Process of entering data and instructions (Program) into the computer system is called
input. The common input devices are Floppy Drive, Key Board, Magnetic Disk Drive, etc.

CPU: The processes like calculations, logical comparisons controlling the operations are all made

in the unit called Central Processing Unit.

1. Memory Unit

2. Control Unit

3. Arithmetic and Logic unit (ALU)

MEMORY: The storage area where data and instructions stored is called memory. The different
tlpes of memories are

i) INPUT STORAGE AREA: The area in which input data is held until it is ready

to processed.

ii) WORKING STORAGE AREA: The area that holds the data being processed

and the intermediate results.

iii) 'OUTPUT STORAGE AREA: This is where finished results (ouput) are held

until released to the output devices.

iv) PROGRAM STORAGE AREA: While the above three areas are data related

storage areas, the program storage area holds the processing instructions.

CONTROL UNIT: This is the central nervous system of the computer. It controls maintains order

and directs the operations of the entire system. During execution they are transferred one by one to
the control unit for execution.

ARITHMETIC LOGIC UNIT: The ALU performs all the arithmeljc and.logical operations on

data selected from memory; i.e. it performs addition, subtraction, division, multiplication and

!



logical comparisons (such as A>B) on the data sent to it from the memory. The ALU contains one.

or more storage locations called registers. The registers provide temporary storage for one or both

of the operands that take part in the arithmetic or logical operations. Generilly,the result is also

produced in a register

OUTpUT: The results of that data which is processed is called output. The.otrtput devices are

instruments of communication between the user and the computer system. These devices are used

to output results from CpU. The common output device is a printer, which pnnts the result on

paper. Other output devices are magnetic tape drive, Magnetic disk drive, floppy disk drive,

plotter, Visual display unit (VDU), etc.

a.l (vi)' CLASSIFICATION OF COMPUTERS

The classification of computers, based on the tlpe of data, is as follows:

l. Digital Computers

2. Analog Computers

3. Hybrid Computers

1. DIGITAL COMPUTERS:

These computers operate on discrete data and are commonly used in business

applications.

2. ANALOG COMPUTERS:

This type of computer works on continuous data measured along a continuous scale.

For example, a speedometer is a meohanical device that works on continuous data. Analog

'computers are cornmonly used in process control systems, which monitor pressure, terlperature,

flow, etc.



3. I{YBRID COMPUTERS:

This tlpe of computer the properties of both analog and digital computers. A typical
example is found in medicine, where analog properties are used to record the patient's data, while
digital properties help in the analysis of the data as well as in monitoring the patient,s health.:, ^i,, ,,, 
to*outers are also classified on the basis of their physical size, memory and processing speeds.

.,' ,, "Five of these categories are described below.

l. MrcRocol\IPUTERS: Microcomputers ,are systems based on the use of
microprocessors. A microprocessor is a programmable large-scale integrated circuit chip

containing all the elements required to process binary encoded data. In simpler rerns, a

microcornputer performs all arithmetic and logical functions of a computer. euite ofte,n

micrbcomputers are also called personal computers (pCs)

MINICOMPUTER: These systems are more powerful than microcomputers and are also

more expensive. The word length is generally 16 bits or more. The processing speed of a
computer if often measured in terms of MIPS, i.e. millions of instructions per second.

These computers have a processing power of the order of 1.5 MIPS.

MAINFRAME COMPUTERS: These are machines with word lengths of 32 bits or more.

The processing speed is of the order of 10 MIPS. These computers support a large main

memory. In the time-sharing mode, due to fast processing speeds, they can.support

hundreds of terminals.

SUPER COMPUTERS: Super computers are the fastest computers and can be used to

solve a wide range of large-scale problans, which require extensivedrumeric computations

like complex molecular structural analysis, weather forecasting, etc. The processing speeds

are of the order of 100 MIPS. These machines have word lengths of 64 bits or more.

2.

3.

4.
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Shoft Answer Questions:
1.' Explain the basic components of a computer?

2. What is the difference between a Micro and a Mainframe computer?

3. List the capabilities of a computer?

4. Discuss briefly the computer Applications?

Long Answer Questions:
5. Draw a bloek diagram of a computer and discuss briefly the organization of

computer briefly?,i



LESSON . 2

MS. FORTRAN

FORTRAN stands for FORmula TRANslation. This is the high level language used for

most scientific and engineering calculations. Programs written using this language are called

'FORTRAN programs. FORTRAN language should not depend on a particular computer. We

will emphasize in the examples the FORTRAN implementation on IBMPC computers called MS-

FORTRAN 77.

4.2.(i) Flow Charts

Certain amounts of planning is necessary. before any problem is attempted. This planning is

necessary whether it is a problem in mathematics or an everyday problem like shopping trip, one

has to prepare a list of items to be purchased, the order in which various shops are to be visited,

allocate time and money, etc., Most of this planning is done unconsciously. When a problem is to

be solved on a computer, it is essential to work out in detail all the steps in the solution procedure

and the order in which these steps are to be carried out. This step procedure to solve a problem is

known as an algorithm.

The formulations of algorithms is aided by the use of Flow Charts. A Flow Chart is a picture

which shows the sequence in which data are read, computing is performed, decisions are made and

results are obtained.

Flow Charts are useful both for planning the solution to a problem and for documenting the

method used. For each fundamental work there are certain standard symbols. Some flow chart

symbol are shown in following figure.



MS FORTRAN,

Rectangle with rounded edges 
C]

Parallelogram

Rectangle

Diamond shaped Box Decision Box

Connector Symbol

o In above symbols Rectangle with rounded edges is used to depict START and STOp

operations in flow chart.

o Parallelogram is used to depict the operations of READ and WRITE ( INpUT and

OUTP{JT ) of data. ..
o Rectangle is used for cbmputations and Diamond Box is used to show a comparison.

o Circle symbol is used as a connector.

Start / Stop

Input / Output

Processing Box

'-r.: lrr,



In development of a flow chart, all the symbols w$oh are utilized must be connected with arrow

symbol (+ )

Example 1: '
To solve the equation ax *b : c ( a * 0), the steps in the solution are

1. Start

2. Read the values of a, b, c

3. compute ( c-b )/aandset x= ( c-b )/a
4. write the value of x

5. Stop

These steps are pictorially depicted as the flow chart of Fig. 4.1

Fig.4.1 F.low.shart for solving an equation ax {qb: c



If a+0, there is no solution for the above equation. Then the modified algorithm is

l. Start

2. Read the values of a, b, c

3. If a: 0 write " Incorrect equation, No solution " and Stop

4. x< (c-b)/a
5. stop

Fig 4.2 Flow Chart for solving the an equation ax * b : c, where a : 0

" incorrect equation no

r0



General Chemistry MS FORTRAN

Example 1: Flow Chart to pick thO largest of three numbers

a

4.2.(ii) Characters used in FORTRAN

The following are the set of allowed characters in FORTRAN

Capital alphabets : AB C D EFG H IJ KL MN O PQ R S T UV WX Y Z

Digits
{*r
Symbols

z 01234567 89

:*-/* $,:'()



4.2.(iii) Constants in FORTRAN :

A number on a string of FORTRAN characters are called constant. Numbers are called

Numeric constants. A sking of characters is called a character constant.

a.2.(iv) Integer Constant :

Integer Constants are whole numbers without any fractiortral part. The following rule define a

lnteger constant.

l. An integer constant is formed with digits. It must be written without a decimal point. It

may have either * or - sign. If no Sign precedes the constant, it is assumed to be +ve.

Examples: Valid Integer constants

(1) 1234

(2) +r23

(3) -e8s

Invalid Integer constants

(r) 123.4

(2) + - r23

(3) .e85

(4) r,234

FORTR AN CONSTANT



Ueneral Lildinlstry

The maximum length of the integer depends upon the word length of the computer. For IBM

pc the range of Integer constant is+ 32767

4.2.(v) Real Constants: A real constant is a string.of digits which includes a decimal point.

A real constant can be expressed in any one of the following two forms

i) Fractional form

ii) Exponential form

The following rules apply for the real constants in Fractional form.

1) A real constant is written in the decimal form with the digits 0,1,2,.........9 and the

decimal point.

2) There should be only one decimal point. It may have either sign + or - . If there is no

sign, the numbers i's assumed to be positive.

3) No special symbols such as *, etc are allowed in a real constant.

Examples: Valid Fractional form constants

1) 1.00

2) -12222.

3)r234s.67

4) +t2345.67

Invalid fractional form constant

l) I

2) -12222

3)1,2345.67

4) 12*345.67

Exponent form :

Consider the number 123 000 000 000 00. This constant has 14 digits. This number can be

written as 0.123 x 10t4. This is known as exponent form. In this exponent form 0.123 is called the

mantissa and l4 is called exponent.

In FORTRAN this number can be written as 0.123E14. The letter E l! used in between mantissa

and the exponent.
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\ Theabovesamenumbercanbewrittenas0.0123 x l0ls or1.23 x 1013. InFortranwecan

write these numbers as 0.0123815 and l.23Bl3 respectively.

The following rules apply to the Exponential form of real constant.

l. The exponential form must have two parts i) Mantissa

ii) Exponent

I

2. The letter E is written in between mantissa and exponent, ie. Mantissa E exponant.

3. The mantissa must be a valid real constant in fractional form. All the rules of the fractional

form applied to the mantissa.

4. The exponent must be aq integer and can have a sign *.or -

Examples:-- Number mathematical form

-0.117 x 1013

-0.1005 x 10-ro

0.516977x104

Character constants are any string of character enclosed within quotes. The only

sing quote (') must be used and not the double quote (") .

1.-1 17000 000 000p

2.- 0.000 00000001005

3. 0.000 000 5169v7 
)

4.2.(vi)Character Constants :

FORTRAN form

-0.117 E l3

-0.1005E -10

0.5t6977 E -6

Examples:- Valid

l) 'RAMAN'

2) 'XVALUE'
3) j9OUNT:' , i

Invalid
(6RAMAN''

..X VALUE''

"COLINT:"



a.2. (vii) FORTRAN Variables :

In FORTRAN a quantity which may vary during program execution is called a variable.

Each variable has a specific storage location in memorywhere its numerical value is stored.

A variable is said to be defined if a number is stored in the storage location identified by

the name of the variable.

There are two types of variable names 1. Integer variable

2. Real variable

Rules for naming variables:

1. Variable.names can be form one to six characters in length.

2. The first character of the variable name must be an alphabet and succeeding characters

can be alphabets or numeric digits.

3. No special character is allowed in a variable name.

4. FORTR{N verbs which have special meaning in FORTRAN cannot be used as variable

names.

1. Integer Variable: An integer variable name is a string of one to six letters or digits. The

first character in the name must be one of the following letters, I,J,K,L,M, or N.

Eg: Valid

1. IREG

2. 1235

3. K5ABC

4. MIKL2X

Invalid

1. AIKM

2. IABC+D

3. I*BCD

4. K $,M



2. Real Variable:- A real variable name is any combination of one to six letters or digits. The

first character must be one of the following letters A,B,C,D'E,F,G,H,O,P,e,R,S,T,U ,V ,W ,X,y ,2.

Examples: Valid

1. THETA

2. DTG24

3. Ar23

4. EINK

4.2.(viii) ArithmeticExpressions :

An expression'in FORTRAN is a series of variables and constants connected by arithmetic

operation symbols namely addition, subtraction, multiplication, division and exponentiation.

The following syrnbols are used to represent arithmetic operations :

Invalid

I. AB-CD

2. IAB

3. ABC.DOG

4. AB *2

Arithmetic operation

Addition

Subtraction

Multiplication

Division

Exponentiation

Expressions in FoRTRAN are classified into two t1pes. i) Integer Expression

ii) Real Expression

Integer Expressions :

The following rules must be followed to form an Integer expression.

Rule 1. A signed or unsigned integer variable name or an integer constant is an integer

expression. Eg: [, -K, -4,4

2. An integer expression connected by an arithmetic operatoiitn its rightto an unsigned

integer variable name or an unsigned integer constant is an integer expression.

Eg: - IA 'n IB , -IA * IB + IC, IA * IB + ICIJ :..]

FORTRAN operator symbol

+

:r

**

*



An integer expression enclosed in paranthesis is an integer expression.

Eg:- (-K*I +J ) , ( KAT * MAT /NAT ), ( MAT * NAT )

Two integer expressions connected by an arithmetic operator is an integer expression.

Two arithmetic operators should not occur in succession in an integer expression.

Eg:- LA * -IB is an invalid expression.

Real Expressions :

Rules for forming real expressions are identical to those given for forming integer expressions.

The rules are obtained by substituting the word Real instead of Integer in all the 5 rules mentioned

above.

Examples : for Rule l. ABE, -ABE, -4.5 ,2.2

2. _ABE+BAT+A*8, ATE *BA/CA

3. (BAT+4.5), (ABE *ALL)

4. ABE * ALL + COUNT + DATE * (ARE*AL)

5. A**-I is not valid expression.

The additional rule which is valid for forming real expressions but not for integer expressions is

Rule 6: A real variable or constant may be exponentiated by an integer expression'

Eg: ABE *tI , 5.2 **K, 2.5 **2, BABE t* (I+J)

4.2. (ix) Hierarchy of Arithmetic operations :

The value of any expression is calculated by executing one arithmetic operation at a time.

The order in which the arithmetic operations are executed in an expression is called the hierarchy

of operations.

3.

4.
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The following are the rules of Hierarchy arithmetic operators in FORTRAN

l. Exponentiation is given the top priority and evaluated first in an expression.

2. Multiplication and Division are given the next priority .

3. Addition and Subsnaction are performed finally.

Example

1. A ** B / C + D in this expression the exponentiation done first, the result is

divided by C and then D is added, which is equivalent to

AB

C'+ 
D

2. A** B / C +D ** E * F -H I P * R+ q

In first evaluation

Second evaluation

AB DE

HR
P

R +Q

J
C

I +DEF
C

oEr

Third evaluation

Note : All the expressions are examined from left to right. All exponentiations are done first.

After completion of exponentiations the expression is examined again from left to right;

Now all divisions and multiplications are executed. Finally all additions and

'Substractions are done starting again from left of the expression.

.H
P



4.2. (x) Use of Parenthesis :

Expressions inside the parenthesis are evaluated first. Within the parenthesis the

evaluation is governed by the rules of Hierarchy.

i.e., I) ExponentiatiQ[r*) First

II) Multiplicafion (*) and Division ( / ) Second

III) Addition (+) and Subtraction ( - ) tast.

Eg:- Consider the expression A+B , It is converted into FORTRAN notation as AtB / A-8.
A-B

According to Hierarchy the expression evaluated as A+ B B, which is not\correct
evaluation. A

In this case, the use of parenthesis is important to make the correct evaluation i.e., (A+B) / (A-B).

4.2. (xi) Arithmetic Statements:-

The FORTRAN arithmetic statement is used to evaluate a valid FORTRAN expression

and store the result at a desired variable. The general form of an arithmetic statement is,

Variable name : Expression.

This is also known as Assignment Statement.

Eg: 1) I:J+K**3
2) X:Y*Z
3) Z: A+B

There are four types of arithmetic statements in FORTRAN.

l) Integer Variable : lnteger expression ( toss: I+J-K )

2) Integer Variable : Real pxpression ( Loss = A+B-C )

3) RealVariable * Iptegerexpression(ABC:I+J-K)'/'
4) Real Variable = ft.eaiexpression ( ABC: D+E-F)

{t



In an arithmetic statement, the right side expression is evaluated and the result is stored

(Assigned) in the memory location of variable, which is present in the left side. So that these

statements can also be considered as Assignment Statement

Eg:- l. C: A r' B + 15.0

2. K:l-2*J+50.

4.2(xii) ReplacementStatements:--

In these statements the initial value is re,placed by thb another value.

For example in the statement

;=J+l

If the initial value of J is replaced by J + l, then J = J+l is said to be a
repl acement statement.

Initially Count = I

Count = Count + l, then Count = 2

So Count = Count + I is said to be a replaceme,nt statement

AD



Exercise: -

1) Write the FORTRAN elpressions corresponding to the following algebraic expressions :

,.\ f
ii)ax2*bx*c

2) V/hat is the valuE of I calculated in the following arithmetic statements ?

i) I : J * 213 +W4 + 6 -J ** 3/8 (J=2,K=5 )

ii) I= B/2.0 + gi+hle-B+A**3 (A=1.5,B:3)
iii)l:J/2*4+3/8+J**3 ( J:3)
iv)I:I+J/K -L (I:2,J:2,K:2,L:2)
v) I:(I-jJ)/K-L

Answers:-

r) i) (A*x+B) / (A*x-B)

ii) A*x*x+2.0*B*x+c

iii) AM*v*v / (x*x+AK*AK)

2\ i) I: 2*2/3+5/4+6-2**3/8 : | + I +6-l -7
ii) I = 3.0/2.0+3.0*4.0/1.5-3.0+1.5**3

:1.5+8.0-3.0+3.375

= 9.875

I=9
iii) | :3/2*4+3/8+3**3

:4+0+27=31.

iv) I : 2+212-2:2+l-2:l

v) | : (2+2)/2-2:2-2=0

i)Ax+B

Ax-B

iii)



MS FORTRAN

Short Answer Questions:
1. Dafine an Algorithm. state and discuss its properties?

2. Define Flow chart and mention their symbols with an example?

3. Explain different forms of FORTRAN constants with examples?.

4. Define real variable name. Give two examples?

5' state different tlpes of operators available in FORTRAN?
6. How do you define assignment and Replacement statements in FORTRAN?

Long Answer Questions:
7. Draw a flow chart to find the largest of three integers?

8. Draw a flow chart to find the smailest of three integers?
g' Explain the significance of flow charts and algorithms in preparing a program?

l0' Write the FORTRAN expressions corresponding to ttre following algebraic

expressionst :

i) Ax+B )llr) mv-

Ax-B r.rn_ \- *4ft
I l. What is the value orl cairtXied in the fotlowing arithmetic statements?

i) I = J * 2/3 +W4 + 6 -J ** 3/8" (J=Z,K=5 )
ii) I:B/2.0 + B* 4.0/A-B+{**3 (A:1.5,B:3)
iii)I:Jl2*4+3/8+J**3 ( J:3)
iv)I =I+J/K -L (I:2,J:2,K:2,L=2)

ii)ax2*bx+c



LESSON - 3
CONTROL STATEMENTS

4.3(i) Relational OPerators :-

r The following are the relational operators and their symbols used in Fortran to express the logical

' 
condition.

Relational Operators Symbol used in Forhan

Greater than(>)

Greater than or equal to ())

Less than (< )

Irss than or equal to (S )

Equal to (: )

Not equal to (# )

.GT.

.GE.

. LT.

. LE.

. EQ.

. NE.

4.3(ii) Control Statements : -

A program is a set of instructions for doing a job. When a program is given to the

computer, the order in which the statements in a program are executed is extremely important'

Normally the statements are executed sequentially as written in the program' This is called

Normal flow of control.

I



The normal flow of control can be altered by the use of some statements. The statements

used to change the control flow are called the" control statements'0.

The following are the conhol statements used in Fortran ,

i.e., a) Logical IF Statement,

b) Arithmetic IF Statement,

c) Go To Statement.

a) Logical IF Statement :-

The logical IF condition checks any given logical condition and transfer the control

accordingly.

The general form of a logical IF Statement is :

IF (e) THEN

Stn

ELSE

Sfi

Sf2

Sf, ,;
ENDIF

Where 'e' is a logical expressiorr and St1, Stz, ----------Sh and Sfr, S0,:---------Sf, are

Forhan statements. ENDIF indicates the physical end of the IF Statement.

Str

Stz



The above logical IF Statement is interpreted as follows :

If the expression 'e' is true then the statements St1,St2,-----S1n are executed and control

passes to the statement following ENDIF.

If the expression 'e' is false then the statements Sfr,Sfz,---Sfn are executed and conhol passes to

the statement following ENDIF.

The flow chart of above logical statement is



Ex:- l) IF ( A.GT. B ) THEN

X: MfN
2) rF ( MARKS.LT.4O ) THEN

WRITE c.,*) 'FAIL',

ELSE

WRITE (*,*)'PASS'
ENDIF

P: K*L

ELSE

X= M-N

P: K*L

ENDIF

Some times when the logical expression e is tme one would like to execute only St;,St2,---

Stl In such cases one may use the following form of the IF statement

IF(e)THEN

Str

:

Str

ENDIF

11)



The flow chart of this statement is .

Str
St2

St"

I

Y

IF- - - - - - - THEN Structure



The following is invalid logical IF statement

rF ( A.GE.B )

THEN X=Y+Z

ELSE X:Y-Z
ENDIF

Because THEN must be in first line. ELSE must be in a separate line,

r.9., rF (A.GE.B) THEN

,x:Y*z
ELSE

X:Y-Z

ENDIF

Nested IF-TIfi11--ELSE :-

In Certain cases we may have to use one IF----THEN------ELSE Structure within another
t __ -_IF------THEN. This is called Nested usage of IF----THEN------ELSE.

t his can be classified as two qpes.

Type 1: In this type of usag, iii, proposed to use all the nested structures in the If clause.

Type 2: In this type of usage, ail the nested structures are proposed to be included in the ELSE

clause.

#

?
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b) Arithmetic IF Statement :

This Statement transfer the control depending upon the value of an expression whether

negative, zero or positive. This statement is rarely used.

The general form of an arithmetic IF Statement is:

IF ( Arithmetic expression ) n1,n2rn3

Where A. expression is a valid arithmetic expression enclosed within parenthesis and

Il1,ll2,Il3 are Statement nUmberS.

The value of the expression is evaluated first. If the value is negative the control goes to

statement number n1, If it is zero, it goes to n2 and if it is positive, it goes to n3

The following tlow chart depicts the aotion of this IF statement.

Value of
Expression

Go To nr Go To n3



Ex:-

IF (I-J) 10,5,10

IF (A*B- 10.0) 15,20, 100

IF ( M+N-5.0) 12,12,24

4.2 (iii) Go To Statement:-

Go To statements are two types,

i.e., a. Unconditional Go To statement

b. Computed Go To statement

a. Unconditional Go To statement:

This statement is used to transfer the control to any other statement

unconditionally.

The general form is GoTon

Where n is the statement number to which the control must be transferred. The blank

between Go and To is optional and also between Go To and the statement number.

Ex. Go To 75 or GoTo 75 or GoTo75

The statement numbei may be before c after the Go To statement.

For example

In this base, statemerfiTS

Go To 75

is prior to the Go To statement.

l)
2)

3)
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Go To 75

75---

Here the statement number 75 is after the Go To statement both the above examples are

valid.

Computed Go To Statement:

The Computed Go To Statement causes the transfer of control depending upon the value

of an integer variable. The destination ( Where to go ) is decided by the value of integer variable.

.The 
general form is

GoTo(nr,nz,- -&),I

Where i is the integer variable

nl,il2s- - - - - - - -ll1 are statement nufnbers.

'This statement transfers the control to any one of the staternent lll,rl2,- - (or ) nl depending

on th.e value of i.

If i:I, the control is transferred to statement n1

i:2, " ttz

aal=K

or i>k then this statement itself is

2)

.b.'

nk'l

if i<l

,t
,

,.
;

.,

i\,,*',;

.t.' I $b

,i
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Rules : -

1) i must be a single integer variable.

2) n1,n2, - -np &r€ statement numbers occurring in any order.

3) The Statement ntunbers must be enclosed within parenthesis.

4) There must be a comma between the closing parenthesis and the integer variable.

Ex:-- 1) Go To ( 100,200, 300), M if M-1, tli control goes to statement 100

M:2, 200

M=3 " 300

2) Go To (10, 10, 10,20), N

3) Go To (15, 15,25,25),L

4.3. (iv) The DO Statement :-

Whenever a set of calculations are to be rep{ted a specified number of times, each time

with a different value for some of the variables, one fets up what is known as a loop. In a loop,

control branches back to'the beginning o{ a set of statements as many times as they are to be

repeated and brandres out as soon as tlie specified number of repetitions are c,cnplete. To set up

such loops, a special statement called DO statement.

The

, :rgrlt



Where n is a statement number , i is an integer variable. The parameters ml, rrl2 , trl3 or€

integer expressions or integer constants. Another valid form for the DO statement is :

DOn i = m1, m2

in the above form mg is assumed to be l.

Examples : Valid DO Statements

DO50I= 1,20

DO25J = 2,M,N

Invdld DO statemeirts

DO50 I=4.5
DO 30 I = 0, 5' A(K)

DO 990 J = K*1, LtN, M'L

DO 80 D( = 2, -30, -8

DO 40 A = 1,24.5

DO35 I =K(J),25,4

The De statement is a command to execute all the sptements following it npto and

including thc statement numb€r n. This set of statcilr€nts is called the dondn ot the nnge of the

DO statement. When the DO statement is orecutcd the numbcr of times the domain is to be

rcpeated (nu) is ctlctrlated using the fomrula :

l& - (rrz- mr+ m3)/ml

(where the division is integodivision)

*::Til::I::il::
lnitially the repetition count nt is oheokod. If it is 0 thcn conbol btanchcs to the stat€m€nt

frllowing the terminal statennent n of dre DO loop. If rrb is greatcr than rlo then the DO loop

index I is set qual to mr . Tho domain of DO.is oxecqted witr this initid value. Aftcr exeoutittg

the DO loop sbtanrents, mt is addcd to the indox. i. orro is subuacted frorn tre.rcpetition cotmt rn '



If m, is > 0 , control branches back to statement following the DO statement and the

domain is executed again with i : i * m3 and m, is replaced by ( m' - 1). As soon as m, becomes 0

conkol branches to the statement following the terminal statement of the DO loop. It is thus seen

that the DO loop is repeated m, times, with index values i: ml, i: mr * m3, i: lrlt * 2m3.....etc.,

e, +

I -,:(-r-*,*.rY* 
-l

li

Is
mr> 0

,l

I :lnl

Statements in Domain of DC

=i*m"

mr:mr- I

Y t Is\
' mr)0
\ ?./

No

Flow chart illustrating the E@ sta{'eilrent



Shoft Answer Questions:
l. Write the general form of Logical IF statement and its functioning witn an example?

2. Discuss the functioning of Do statement?

3. Write the format of GO-TO statement in FORTRAN?

Long Answer Questions:
4. Explain the syntax of DO-LOOPS. Discussithe rules to be followed while transferring

the control in to out of a DO-LOOP?

5: Write a FORTRAN program to solve a Quadratic equation using Arithmetic If

statement?

6. State and explain the syntax of control statements of FORTRAN. State which control

stahedentis used when?

\

\
I
.I

I

.

i
,l!l 

'

ii) ir
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'l iti-' , ri '



LESSON - 4

LIST DIRECTED INPUT AND OUTPUT STATEMENTS

In order to solve a problem on a digital computer it is necessary to transfer the required

data form on of its input units to its memory. This is done by input - statements. Information may

be transferred to the memory from one of several types of input units. This is performed by the

statement called the READ statement.

After a program is executed the results of the computation are to be transferred from the

memory of the computer to one of several output units. This is achieved by output-statements'

We will consider in this chapter one type of output statenrent namely the WRITE statement, which

tqauses the results to be displayed on a VDU.

\ Fortran I / O statements which do not need explicit FORMAT specification are known as

list-directed I / O statements. We will now discuss these statements'

4.4 (i) List - directed Input Statements

The general form of a list - directed input statement is :

READ(*,*)List

This statement causes data to be read from the keyboard and assigned to the variables named in the

List.

Examples : READ (*, * ) A, B, C, D,I, J, K,

In this examPle the list is A, B, C , D , I, J, K,

The values to be assigned to the variables in the list of a READ statement are typed on

successive columns starting from column l. The values are in the same sequence as in the List and

are separated by a comma of a line they may be continued on the next line. A single value,

horyever, should not be split benveen two lines.
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In the example above if the values to be assigned to A, B, C, D, I are respectively 8.95,

9x10r , -.68457,342,583 they should be tlped on a line as shorn below.

8.95, 9x10'3, -.68457, 342, 583

The following restrictions should be remembered while preparing data

1. The values should be typed in the same order as specified in the List' While fyping a

particular value no column should be left blank. For example the number .89675 is

qped incorrectly in the following line.

r234567
85693s

The numerical values should be within the allowed range of values of the real and

integer Variables. For example an integer data 123456 is illegal as it exceeds the

allowable limit. The real data .89E - 99, for example is also illegal as it is outside the

range of allowed real numbers.

When an E is 1;i.i,r,h,rd to assign an exponent at least one number should follow it. For

example, .77h. :stll,.r,+;1.

4. No value'.shsuld be split betwecn two lines. For example the value .85935 should not

be typed as shqwn below:

First line : 77 78

Next line

5. A READ statement always causes a rrcw line to be,read, thus the values corresponding

to the lists of two different READ statements should not be qped on thd same line.

2.

a
J.

79 80
85

23
35

: 1.
9

\

ll



4.4 (ii) LIST - DIRECTED OUTPUT STATEMENT

The general form of a list - directed output statement is :

WRITE(*,*)List

This statement causes the values of the variables specified in the List to be displayed on the

video display screen.

Example : WRITE ( *,* ) X, Y,I

In the example the list is X, Y, I

Real numbers are displayed using the exponent notation or a fraction depending on

their value. A variable is displayed in either of the forms grven below.

The form: '

.16 t rrr rlz nr nc rrs rlo nz llg fl9 llls rr11 fl12 llr3

is used when the variable magnitude is between I and 107

The form :

t5 + q rrz nt n+ ns no qE *rrrr trlz

is used when the variable magnitude is > 107 or less than l.

Integer variable are displayed as shown below :

+trrtrzqn+ns

+ -----*------------12 columns-

for eich variable value

In the example considered in this section if th'e variables in the list X, Y, I have the

values .12452467 x 106, - . 0034 x l0{, 452they are displayed as shown belorv :

bb 4,24sA.67 b - 0. 340000E-0sbbbffib6trtsz
' ' ., t 3i' . ,,1 ..lr ir,.-,1,. rl6J. ..r1,,i.l, n::l- j



4.4 (iii) FORMAT sPecification

When data are to be input or the results to be outfut. We rufly merrtion the type of the data

( integer, real or character ) and also its size. The specification of the types of the data and its size

is called FORMAT sPecification.

FORMAT statement

The general form of a FORMAT statement is

N FORMAT ( sr, 52, ....... S. )

When n is the statement number

sl, s2, ......,... S, are the format specifications.

Rules :-

1.The format specificationS Sl, .. S, must be enclosed within

Farenthesis.

2.The specificatiorls 51, . S, must be separated by commas'

3.Every FORMAT statement must be grven a statement number.

4.4 (iv) I Format

The symbol I is used to denote the integer quantities. The general I format

specification is

Iw
Where w is the width of the integer data, including the +ve or -ve sign. In the width one space is

allowed for the sign.
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Example : l) -756, 678, 158, this data can be described by the FORMAT statement.

FORMAT ( 14,13, 13 ) this can be written as FORMAT (14,213)

2) +135, -235,+t55,12345 :- FORMAT ( 14, 14, 14, 15 )
or FORMAT (3I4, 15 )

3) 12, 123, 1234, 12345,123456: FORMAT (12,13' 14, 15, 16)

4.4 (v)F Format :-

The symbol F is used to denote the real data expressed in decimal fbrm. The general form

of the F format is

Fw.d

Where w is the total width of the number

d is the decimal width

Example : 1. Considerthe number -15.1234
The total width of the number is 8 ( including sign and decimal potnt)

Decimal width 4

So , this is represented by the format F 8.4

Column Number Format

Ito5
6to 10

ll to 17

15.6

-5.79

-855.65

F 5.1

F 5.2

F 7.2

So , this data is represented by the statement

FORMAT ( F5.1, F5.2,F7.2)

2.

:!li

I 5 6 ) I el- 8 5 5 6 5



a.a (vi) E Format:-

The alphabet E is used to denote a real data expressed in the exponential form

Its general form is

Ew.d

Where w is the total width including mantissa and the letter E and the exponent

and the sign of the exponent.

d is the decimal width of the mantissa.

Example :- 1. Consider the number -0'567890E -15

here the total width is 13, decimal width of mantissa is 6, so it can be written as E13.6

" 

I l. 45.234E I 5, + I 0.2 3451i2can be written as E 1 0.3, E 1 I .4

4.4 (vii) Multi Record FORM.A.'TS

If input - output lists are to be obtained in more than one record then a multi record

format is to be specified. In order to understand this specification it is helpful to know how the

compiler interprets FORMAT statements.

Record Spacing : Whenever it is necessary to read a line next to the current line a slash ( / ) is

used. The slash ( / ) is also used it printing is to be done in the next line.

The Statement

WRITE ( *, 55 ) A, B, C, K, L, M, N

55 FORMAT ( lX,3F10.21 415)

when type A,B, C on first line and K,L,M,N on the next line. The specification

FORMAT ( lX, / 3F10.2 / (4 I8)

Will leave a blank line, type 3 fields on the second and will type four integer fields on all

succeeding lines.



Short Answer Questions:

l.Giveanaccountofl,F,EformatsofReadandWritestatements?

2. What is an input statement? State the syntax of input statements of FORTRAN?

3. Define Format statement? Explain format codes I' F' E?

Long Answer Questions:

4.WriteindetailtheformatofREADandWRITEstatements?
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LESSON _ 5

FORTRAN PROGRAMMES

4.s (i) RcoTS oF A QUADRATTC EQUATTON

HX H*+X.

HzO H* + OH- K* = [H+] tOH-l

[H*] = hydrogen ion due to acid + hydrogen ion due to ionization of HzO

[H*] = Ca + K* / [H*], €a+ Concentration of acid

Or [H*]t = Ca [H*] + K*

Or [H*]t - Ca [H*] - Kw = 0

This is in the form

AX2+BX+C=0
ROOT= -B+^/92-+RC

2A

If 82 - 4 AC = 0; roots are real and equal

If 82 - 4 AC > 0; roots are equal

If 82 - 4 AC < 0; roots are complex



FLOW CHART:

ROOTS OF A QUADRATIC EQUATION

D=82-4Ac

IS
D>0

WRITE
.ROOTS ARE
COMPLEX'

Rootl = -B+{D/ 2A
Root2--B-'.lotzt



PROGRAM :

c (*, *) ROOTS OF A QUADMTIC EQUATION

READ (*,10)A, B, C

10 FORMAT (3Fro.+)

D=B**2-4.0*A*C
rF (D. LT. 0.0) GO TO 30

ROOTI = (- B + SeRT (DISC)) | z* A

ROOT2 = (- B - SQRT (DISC)) l2* A

wnnE (*, 20) RooTl, ROOTz

20 FORMAT (1X,' ROOT1 = ', F1e./lX'ROOT2 = ', Fro.+)

GO TO 50

30 WRITE (*,40)

40 FORMAT (1X,. ROOTA ARE COMPLE()

50 sToP

END



10

20

4.5 ( i a) c (*, *) usING IF-ELSE CONDmoN TO FIND THE QUADRATIC

ROOTS

READ (*, 10) A, B, C

FORMAT (3Fro.+)

D=B**2-4.OxA*c
WRITE (*, 20)

FORMAT (1X,' COMPLH( ROOTS)

GO TO 40

EI.sE

ROOT1 = (- B + SQRT (DISC)) | 2* A

RooT2 = (- B - SQRT (DISC)) l2* A

WRITE (*, 30) ROOTI, ROOTz

FORMAT (1X,' ROOT1 = ', F1e./1X'R@T2 = ', Fro.+)

STOP

END

30

40



?
t
I
I

LEAST-SQUARE METHOD
K = 2.303/t log a/a-x or KV2.303 = log a - log (a-x)

Or log (a - x) - log a - Kt/2.303
Orlog (a-x) = (-1V2.303)t+ log a,thisis intheform; y = mx + c
Beer'sLaw A=et.c
If blank is not compensated
A=etc+b
This is in the form '

Y=mx+c
Where A = Absorbance
e = Molar extinction coefficient
t = Path length or cell length
c = Concentration
Fgr paired Data -The method of least-square is used to estimate SLOPE

INTERCEPT

SLOPE:

n

I yi x, - (uJlJJD
i=1 n

Xr2 - (IXi )2

1 

-t
INTERCEPT: tln I yi- sLoPE *
'Y- SI-OPExr
Where n is the number of Pairs

1/n I Xi

and

n

T
i=

4.5 (ii) RATE CONSTANT OF A FIRST ORDER REACTION OR BEERS LAW BY



FLowCHART:RATECONSTANToFAFIRSToRDERREACTIoNoRBEERSLAw

DO l0
I=l,N

XNUM:SUMXY- (SUMY'I SUMX)N
DM:SUMX2 - SUMX*SUMX/N
SLOPE=)O'IUM/DM
XINT:SUMYN - SLOPE* SUMXA{

SUM X: 0.0
SUM Y = 0.0
SUMX2 = 0.0
SUMXY:0.0

SUMX:SUI\D(+X(D
SUMY=SUMY+Y(f)
SUMX2=SUMX2+XG)*X(t)

SUMXY=SUN,D(Y+X(I) {'Y0)



MS FORTRAN

PROGRAM :

c (*, *) RATE CONSTANT OF A FIRST ORDER REACnON OR BEER',S tAW By

c (*, *) LEAST-SQUARE METHOD

100

DTMENSTON X (100), Y (100)

READ (*, 100) N

FORMAT (r3)

DO 10'I = 1, N

READ (*, 200) X (I), Y (I)

FORMAT ( 2Fro.+)

CONTINUE

SUM X = 0.0

SUM Y = 0.0

SUM Xz = 0.0

SUM & = 0.0

DO20I=1,N
SUMX=SUMX+X(I)

SUMY=SUMY+Y(I)

200

10



20

300

SUM Xz = SUM Xz + X (I) + X (I)

SUM XY = SUM )ff + X (I) + Y (I)

CONTINUE

X NUM = SUM XY -SUM Y x SUM X/ N

DM=SUMXz-SUMXxSUM/N
SLOPE=XNUM/DM
X INT = SUM Y / N - SLOPE* SUM X /N
WRITE (*, 300) sLoPE, X INT
FORMAi (il,'-SLOPE =', Fro.g/lX,' INTERCEPT =', Fro.s)

STOP

END

* SLOPE * 2.303 give, Rate constant in the case of first order reactioris

o slopE / CELL LENGTH gives extinction coefficient for Beer's Law.

l3



4.5 (iii) STANDARD DEVU\TION AND VARIENCE OF UNIVARIENT DATA
If there are N replicate values

N

IX
i=1

Arithmetic mean = 
-fi1- = X

Mean Deviation = | 
*,*, 

--, =-O
i= 1.

N
Variance around mean = I ( Xi-T )2

i= 1 N-l

.ostandard Deviation = {Variance = 6

Coefficient of Variance = o /T * 100

!

i



FLOW CHART:
STA}.IDARDDEVIATIoNAI\iDVARIANCEoFUNIV.ARIENTDATA

DO l0
I=l N

SIIM=SIIM+XfI\

XRAR= SIIMiN

DEV=X (I) -XBAR
SUMD=SUMD+DEV

SUMSQD=SLTMSQD+DEV *PEV

VAI{:SUMSQD/(N-l)
SD: SQRT (VAR)

DBAR=SUMDA{
CV=(SDXBAR)*100

WRITE
xBA&

DBAR,VA&
SD,,CV



PROGRAM: STANDARD DEVIATION AND VARIENCE oF UNIVARIENT DATA
DTMENSTON X (100)
READ (*, 100) N

100 FoRMAT (r3)
DO10I=1,N
READ (*, 200) X (r)

200 FoRMAT (F7.4)

10 CONTINUE

3ts5ij1, N

SUM=SUM+X(I)
20 CONTINUE

XBAR=SUM/N
SUM D = 0.0
SUM SQD = 0.0
DO30I=1,N
DEV=X(I)-XBAR
SUMD=SUMD+DEV
SUM SQD = SUMSQD + DEV * DEV

30 CONTINUE
VAR = SUM SQD/ (N-1)
SD = SQRT (VAR)
DBAR=SUMD/N
gY=(SD/XBAR)*100
WRITE (*, 300) X BAR, D BAR

301 FORMAT (1X,'X BAR =', F16.a/1X,'MEAN.DEV =', Fro.c/)
WRITE (*,400) VAR, SD, CV

400 FORMAT (1X,'VARLANCE =', Fro.+/lX,' STAND.DF/ =', F1s.a/lX,' Oy' =', Fro.q)
sroP
END



a.s.(iv) VANDER-WAALS EQUAT_ION (HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION OF A

WEAK MONOPROTTC ACrD)
(P+a/V2)(v-u)=Rr
dr PV3 -v2 (Pb + RT) + aV - ab = 0
This is a cubic .qu.tion in V. This isln the form f (x) = ao + ?i ' x' = 0

For a cubic equation n =3
Let x be .n uppr*iratsroot of the equation. Then x+h must be a better approximation to

the root.
Where L is a shift in the value of x
tteieiote r (x+h) = f (x) + Lfr (x) + h2l 2! f11(x) + "" = 0
This explanation is called Taylot's expansion

As L is very small we can neglect the higher order terms. Here fl(x) and ftt (x) are the first and

second derivatives of f (x).
f (x+h) = f (x) + h f1 (x) = 0 neglecting higher order terms

orh=-f(x)/fl(x)
* * n 1i.e.y i: iti.l is a better approximation to the root and therefore can be taken as ne

J'tt-O
as a new value of$i. A further improved value of 'x' may be obtained by determining

hr=-f(x+h)
T"IXFT) 

,r*{rrra chnrrta ha nent in the rootThis iteritive procedure should be contained as long as the improvel

continuous to be significant (i.e.)
If W < 0.1 x 104 the integration may be terminated



MS FORTRAN

__
FLOW CHART: VAI.IDER-WALLS EQUATION-\

DO l0
I: I . 3

Fx :Fx*a;*x*tI
FDx =ai*I*x**(I- I )+FDx

H=-Fx/FDx
X= X*H

Is
H <0.1*104



PROGRAM:
c (*, *) VANDER-WMIS EQUATION

DIMENSION A (10)
READ (*, 100) A'0, A (1), A (2), A (3), X

100 FORMAT (5 Fro.+)

20 FX=Ao
FDX = 0.0 i

DO10 I=1,3
FX=FX+A(I)*Xxx(I)
FDX = A (I) xI*Xx*(I-l) + FDX

10 CONTINUE
fl=-ryFDX
X=X+H
rF ( H .GT. o.1E-04) GO TO 20
WRITE (*, 200) X

200 FORMAT (1X,' ROOT =', Fro.+)

STOP
END

FLOW CHART: SUMMING OF SERIES

DO l0
COUNT:I,

SIJM=SUM+)(POWER
XPOWER=XPOWER{'X



MS FORTRAN

PROGRAM FOR SUMMING OF SERIES
1+X+X2+X3+.....+Xn
PROGRAM:
c (*, *) SL,MMING OF SERIES WITH DO STATEMENT

READ (*, *) X, N
SUM = 1.0 r

X POWER = X
DO 10 COUNT = 1, N
SUM=SUM+XPOWER
XPOWER=XPOWERxX

10 CONTINUE
WRITE (*, *)'SUM =', SUM

STOP
END

Questions

1. Write a FORTRAN program to solve Vander wall's equation.

2. Write a FORTRAN program to evaluate rate constant of a first order reaction.

3. Write a FORTRAN progrcm to find the summing of a power series

4. Write a FORTRAN program for the application of Hydrogen ion concentration of a strong
acid.

5. Write a FORTRAN program for standard deviation and variance of univariate data.



M.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINAIION, DECEMBER 2004

First Year, ChemistrY

Per- I GEIYERAL CIIEI\{ISTRY

Time: Three hours Maximum : 100 marks

Answer the fottowing questions

T]NIT - I

1. a) Discuss the rotational spectra of diatomic molecules (10)

Or

' b) Fvaluate fhe allowed transitiqns betWeen rotatioaal.eniigy levels.

2, ,F) pxplain the energy transitions that occru in moleculgs when trey,UV-visible, Infra-red,

piclowave and radiowave radiations interact with the1p, (15)

Or

b) Describe the radiation sources and detectors in UV-visible, Infra-red,.ESR and NMR specfro
' photometers

T]NIT- II
1. g) Givg Bn account of, rotational fine structure of electronic vibrational lransitions (10)

Or
b) plucidate the vibrational spectrum of a diatomic molecule assuming it as a simple harmonic

oscillator.

4. a) Write notes on :

' i. Electronic spectra of diatomic molecules. (8)

ii. Qiantization of vibratibnal motion Q)

b) Describe the different types of electronic troalsitions observed in UV-visible spectroscopy with
examples.

T]NIT - III
5. a) Define the terms 'accur&cy' and 'precision' with examples. Describe the standard devia,tion

method to evaluate the precision of a set ofdata. (10)

b) Explain the techniques involved in the preparation of gaseous, liquid and solid samples.

6. a). What are significant figures? Determine the number of significant figures in the following :

(ls)



r. 0.002065
rr. 460s2.37
ilI. 16.4x0.3745
IV. 64.25 /0.125

.' :V. log4.4 x 103

b) i. Describe the reasr squ4l{il merhod inf,Lpuring a calibrarion ptot. (z)ii' what are types of errors--?-Give the roui"", of different systematic errors. (g)

UNIT - IV
7' a) what are the basic components of a computer'? Draw the block diagram and sketch all thecomponents. (10) - 

t

Or
b) Explain the usefulness of IF, Goro and Do statemenrs in computer programming.

8 a) write a computer programme for sorving vander.waa|s equation. (15)
i':,Or

b) List out the various steps required to generate a computer programme.

r' y',

:l -l

t) :t1t ',t...: .',., ,;3, ' :1,'1. ,l , Jii,(iL,:i f:
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Paper I - GENERAL CHEMISTRY

Answer ALL questions.

UNIT I

I
I

I

I
Maximudr : 100 marks

I

(a)

(b)

(a)2.

I _ .,:'-'/

l. What are the different sources of radiation used in mo.lecular spectroscopy? (10)

Ori,_
Discuss the difference between ESR and NMR withlxamples.

(i) Give an account of quantised energy levels in a rigid rotor.

(iii) Explain the origin of allowed transtitions in microwave spectra of molecules.(8)

Or

(b) (i) Explain the rotational spectra of a non rigid rotor'

(ii) Give an account of rotational spectra of linear molecules.

T]NIT II
3. (a) How do you classify the UV-visible spectral bands? I (10)

or-i
(b) What is the difference between the vibrational spectra of simple harmonig and anharmonic

oscillators 'l (10)

4. (a) What are normal modes of vibration? Explain them in HrO and COrmolecules. (15)

Or

(b) Discuss the vibrational and rotational spectra of diatomic molecules' (15)

(10)

(7)

(7)

(8)

UNIT III
5. (a) What.are the techniques employed forthe storage of different samples ? '

Or

(b) What are t-test and y'test? Whyare they performed on data?

6. (a) 'Describe the method of least squares with an exarnple.

Or

(b) Whatpre determinate erors and how are they caused?
/

UNIT IV
7. (a) Describe the functions of all the corpponents of a computer. (10)

(b) Write the format unO purpore of differelJr*o", statements used in FORTRAN. (10)

8, (a) Write a FORTRAN profram to calculate the sum of a power series I * x * x?..... .(15).

Cr

O) Write a FOMRAN program to calculate the roots of a'quadratic equation. (15)

(10)

(10)

(15)

(15)
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Answer any FOUR'euestions.
Maximum : 10N marks

Unit - |1" Explain briefly the origin of any four types of molecurar spectra.
Or
b) Discuss the allowed transitions in the rotational energy levels of molecules. (7)2) a) i) Give an account of isotopic effect in rotational spectra (T)ii) Describe the spectra of rigid and nonrigid rotor systems. (s)b) i) What are the sources of radiation and Jetectors used in redording the NMR and

ESR spectra of molecules (7)
ii) Give an account of microwave spectra of linear molecutes.

Unit - ll3) a) Explain the origin of erectronic ipectra of morecures.
Or

b) Give an account of vibrational energy levels and transitions of a diatomic moleeub-fl€)4) a)'Give an account of vibrational structure of an electronic transition. ffiOr
b) Discuss the vibrational and rotational spectra of diatomic molecules. , (T5)

Unnit - lll5) a) Give the importance of sampling techniques used for different forms of substances (10)-
Or
b) Explain the importance of 'Accuracy' and 'Precision' in analytical determinations.
(10)-o) a) Discuss the types of errors encountered in chemical analyses.
Or
b) What is meant by mean, median, average deviation relative deviation and standard
deviation? Calculate the above parameters for the following data. The normality of a
solution determined by four individuals is, 0.2041 , O.2O4g, b.ZOag and 0.2043. (15)

(10)

(10)

(15)

(10)

(15)

Unit lV
7. a) compare the features of mainframq, micro and super comptrters

Or
b) Describe the format of different assignment statements used in fOn+RAN :-{10)

8. a) Write a Fortran program to calculate the- rate constant of a first order reaction from
the observed kinetic data.
Or
b) Write a FORTRAN program to calculate and print .: , )ress;re of a van der Waal's
gas, given the volume, temperature and van der waal's oonstants. (15)
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